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United States ©rpartmrnt of iustirr

Washington Field Division, Room 1706

Washington, D. C.

CONFl^TIAL

April 16, 1947

?fl‘

Director, FBI

b
Re: GREGORY

ESPIONAGE - R
o

HAROLD 5. GLASSSR

- «a

Dear Sirs

Reference is made to the attached letter, dated April 16.

1947, from the Washington Field pivision in instant case.

A review of the files of this office regarding HAROLD S.

GLASS -.iR reflected the following information which is being brought to

the Bureau's attention as a possible violation of the Selective Service
Act.

The records of the . Civil Service Com;: iss ion and the Treas-
ury Department, Washington, D. C., reflect that HAROLD GLASSES was

_
/*

born November 24, 1905, at Chicago, Illinois. 1 1CD I - - ' ;T

The report of Special Agent MANNING CIFI’ENTS, dated Decem-
ber 3, 1941* at Washington, D« C., entitled "HAROLD GLASSSR; INTERNAL
SECURITY; HATCH ACT" sets fbrth that GLASSSR was bom November 14,

1905, at Chicago, Illinois. However no source was given for this in-
formation. • _

•

- •

^

State Department records and the Passport and Visa Section /
reflect that when GLASSSR was issued Passport Number 8250 for travel
to Ecuador in August of 1940, he filled out an application giving as
his date of birth November 23, 1905* However, when GLASSSR registered *

for the Selective Service Act on May 25, 1942, he gave as his date
and place of birth November 23, 1904, at Chicago, Illinois.

It should be noted that the State Department records and

/

ur

.
, , . .

..the Treasury Department records reflect that GLASSSR was loaned by

l*" ^ ‘ ibhe Government to assist the Ecuadorian Government with certain
financial and economic problems

COiiiivi uh/* i
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CONFIDENTIAL
April' 16, 1947

•*

pursuance of this project on August 11, 1940, and he left Ecuador
for the United States on May 19 , I942 .

The report of Special Agent; MANNING CLEMENTS, referred to
above, reflects that Professor W.S&3IGH, University of Akron, Akron
Ohio, and then employed by OPA at T*afeRington, D. C., referred to as
T-6, stated that GLASSER opposed military training and for that reason
was the subject of much criticism from the military authorities at the
University of Akron.

letter to the Director
WK) 100-17493
EQ4:EN

Therefore, it appears that the date of November 23. 190A.
used by GLASSER in registering under the Selective Service “Act was""*’
actually a fraudulent date in which case from November 24, 1942, to

|

November 24, 1943* GLASSER should have been available for military
service but by using the false date of birth he was over age for mili-
tary service after November 23, 1942. Because of GLASS® 's official
position in the United States Government, he would probably have been
deferred from active duty in the armed forces by the Secretary of the
Treasury. Nevertheless this information is being called to your
attention for whatever action deemed desirable.

ENCLOSURES (2)
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Director, 131

Jfrfteral Burraitof inontisation

Initfh States department of Insttre
Washington Field Division, Boob 1706

Washington, D. C. J

March 31, 1947

CONFIDEDMffAT

:. Clan

__ Mr. G'.vio ...

'V . Udi
ltr. Nichols

IT.T.TCTCre

HEREIN’-'* ’iifiMafc??.?*®..

EXCEPT, v." I

jQIHERWISJ Mr. Vgan .'

00HFII

Be: GEEGOBX ^ T
nricnv ™

ESPIOWAJE - B T$il°*~T
C

J Dut^£ or I

HABB^MA&DOFF, ' with aliases
Henry Samuel Magdoff , Heary Magdoff

Mr. Guma
Mr. Hcrba ...........

r.%r- A
‘^H

f t, f-2.4T2j
ijw />/ /!.:/&

Dear Sir:

. jc.

Cl

Deference is Bade to Bureau letter to the Hev York Field /
Division dated March 14, 1947, requesting that nemorenda he prepared on
certain subjects in the Oregory case, looking toward the possible inter-
views of the subjects.

In accordance with the Bureau letter of March 14, the following .

data pertaining to HAERY SAKUSL MAGDOFF are submitted^ ^ / L

r

A

rvr'ROTTwn CLA5& 1 4 ExV. W— ^ *5

eeasob-fciuV i — '

ana rn o*wWAim& —> <%%*
Certificate Ho. 9536 at the Department of Health, Hev York City,

reflects that HBHBY SAMUWL MAflnorF va* born on August 21, 1913, at 591 East
140th Street, Hev York City. His father was MAX MAGDOFF of 591 Bast 140th
Street; he was born in Bus ela. and was a painter. His mother was the former
LEHA BOBIHSTEIN, who was also born_in Bussia. -

,

j
-

-

Education
L

y
MAGDOFF graduated from Evander-Childs High School, Bronx, Hew
York, June 27, 1930;

. A

Attended University of Pennsylvania from September 1939 to
May 1940;

ecelved B.S. Degree from Hew York University June 1935.

1*1
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Employment

CONMTiAL

September 1932 'to Ingust 1934, Premier Paint Company, 125 Vest
101st Street, Hew York City, office manager and auditor at salary of
$2,000 a year. (It is to be noted his father, MAX MAGDOFF, is proprietor
of this business.)

October 11, 1934, to May 3, 1935, employed by the Silk Textile
Code Authority, $16 a week.

1934 to 1336, MAGDOFF was unemployed because of surgery and
length of convalescence.

April 1936 to 1940, employed by VPA national Research Project
at 1015 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, at $2900 to $4000 a
year, as a principal statistician.

October 1, 1940, to August 15, 1941, senior economic statistician
for the Office for Emergency Management, War Production Board, $4600 a year.

August 16, 1941, to August 31, 1941, senior economic statistician.
Bureau of Research and Statistics, Var Production Board, Grade P-5, $4600
a year.

September 1, 1941, to February 28, 1942, Chairman of Civilian
Requirements, Bureau of Research and Statistics, Var Production Board,
Grade P-5, $5600 a year.

March 1, 19-2, to May 17, 1943, head production progress analyst,
Bureau of Research and Statistics, Var Production Board, grade P-7, $6500
a year.

May 18, 1943, to Hovember 17, 1943, head economist. Tools Division
Var Production Board, Grade P-7, $6500 a year.

Hovember 18, 1943, to July 3, 1944, economist. Tools Division,
Var Production Board, grade P-7, $6500 per annua.

July 4, 1944, to March 1946, chief economic analyst. Current
Business Analysis Unit, Bureau of Foreign Domestic Commerce, Department
of Commerce, $6750 per annum.

March 1946 to approximately December 17, 1946, employed in the

Office of the Secretary of Commerce. On Approximately December 17, MAGDOFF
resigned from Government service and was appointed to the position of
Program Director for the Hew Council of American Business, with headquarters

in Hew York City.

CONFIDENT
rtfXRirlWnTiM
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Marital Statds

HARRY SAMUEL MAGDOFF married BEATRICE G2EZIER, formerly known
aa BEATRICE GREZIERSTEIN, at Paris, Illinois, on December 30, 1932. He
presentl/ resides with his wife and two minor sons, MICHAEL and FREDDIE,
at 3226 Ravensworth Place, Parkfairfax Apartments, 'Alexandria, Virginia.

Former Addresses

In Hew York ;

4555 Vest 34th Street, Sew York City
2095 Creston Avenue, the Bronx, in 1930
2995 Grand Concourse, the Bronx
2704 Wallace Avenue, the Bronx, 1933 to 1935
3424 Gades Street, Hew York 7, Hew York

In Philadelphia ;

6533 Blakemore Street, 1936
492 East Cliveden Street, 1939
48 East Cliveden Street, October 31, 1938, to September 26, 1939

In Washington. D. C .

:

Since 1940, 4852 Conduit Road, H. V.

In Chicago :

6030 Ingleside Avenue, Chicago.

Background Data Reflecting the Communist Tendencies of HARRY SAMUEL KAGDOFF

As noted above, KAGDOFF formerly resided in Philadelphia.

Mrs. MATILDA J. DOUGLAS at 6633 Blakemore Street in Philadelphia,
was superintendent of the apartment house at this address when the MAGDOFFS
resided above her. She has advised that she saw the "Daily Worker" come
by mall direct to HARRY MAGD07F and she noticed that he received Russian
titled books while he resided at this apartment.

Mr. WILLIAM PALSY, 228 Olney Street, Philadelphia, was a mail
carrier at the Mount Airy Substation serving the Cliveden section where
MAGDOFF resided until September 30, 1940. PALSY has informed that he
remembered MAGDOFF for two reasons; one, that MAGDOFF waa the only -oerson
who ever received the "Daily Worker" on this route; and because after MAGDOFF
left Philadelphia, foreign mailed packages arrived addressed to MAGDOFF and
PALEY forwarded the packages to Washington.

/\f
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An examination of the NPA national Besiarch Project files ,

1015 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, rerealed a letter prepared by MAGDOFF
which, in addition to listing former places of employment, gave the name
of J. RUBINSTEIN, 3451 Giles Place, New York City,* where he was employed
as a real estate manager from February 1931 to Janaary 1933. In connection
with this real estate employment. Investigation was cm ducted in Hew York
City. During the course of this investigation, MICHAEL LONG, CHARLES FIHE,
BOBEET F. TOWNSEND and LOUIS KLOSK, all of New York City, were contacted.
Each of these men had at one time been in charge of the apartment house at
3451 Giles Place, New York City, and each of these men advised that they
were not acquainted with anyone by the name of J. BUBINSTEIN. These gentle-
men advised that 3451 Giles Place was a nest of Communists.

Investigation has reflected that HAEEY SAMUEL KAGDOFF was suspended
from the City College of New York.

DEAN M. GOTTSCHAT iL of the City College of New York has advised
that KAGDOFF had been suspended from the College for a period of four weeks
by disciplinary action taken by the Board of Higher Education. KAGDOFF was
suspended because of his activities at the mock trial of President ROBINSON
and Director LINEHAN held on October 30, 1932, at the Central Opera House,
New York City. It was held by the Board of Higher Education that the
students were guilty of conduct unbecoming students and inimical to the
best interests of the college. Dean GOTTSCHALL remembered HABBY MAGDOFF
and his brother SAM KAGDOFF very well and stated that at the time of their
attendance at the college they were both definitely inclined toward Com-
munism. The MAGDOFFS associated with individuals known to be Communists
end HARRY KAGDOFF was very active in the Social Problems Club of the College,
which club Dean GOTTSCHALL described as being a Communist club which, if
not definitely a part of the Communist Party, was at least controlled by
its Communist members.

Dean GOTTSCHALL was not acquainted with MAGDOFF' S activities
after he left, but he was on record as saying that MAGDOFF was definitely ^

a "red" at the time of his attendance at the City College of New York. It
is noted that twenty-one students were suspended as a result of the incident
mentioned above. A check of the names by the New York Field Division re-
vealed that twelve of the twenty-one individuals were listed as being members
of the Communist Party or complaints as to their activities had been received, j*
It was also noted that several of the individuals listed had been members of
the Abraham Lincoln Brigade in the Spanish Civil War.
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She following record was found on Sotember 22, 1941, tender the
name of HARRY MAGDQFF in the Dias Coamittee records: "Shat oneHAERY
MAGIOFF is listed in the files secured from Lieutenant MILLS of the Chicago
Police Department as editor of Students Review* (Daily Worker March 21,
1936)". A reference is made to the "Students Review" on page 336, Volume 1,
of the Dies Committee Hearing in which it is listed as among the Communist
publications in this country.

It has also been ascertained from the files of a confidential in-
formant know to the Chicago Field Division that HARRY SAMUEL MAGDOFF was
a member of the Rational Committee for Students' Congress against War in
July 1932. This information appeared in an article in the "Students Review"
for July 1933 entitled, "Imperialism. " The files of the Industrial Detail,
Chicago Police Department, reflect that the "Daily Worker" of March 21, 1933,
on page 3, column 7, on a Hew York dateline, has the following story:

"'KARL MARX - 50 Years After' by HARRY MAGDOFF, features the
March issue of 'Students Review', of which he is the editor." This story
further states that the "Students Review" is the official publication of
the Rational Students League, with offices at 13 West 17th Street, Rev York
City.

\
It has been ascertained that when Dr. EUGENE JASINSKY, a Communist

and spokesman for the Arne rican-Polish Labor Council, and also a close as-
sociate of OSCAR LARGE, the Polish representative to the United Rations, was
in Washington, D. C. , from January 20 to 27, 1945, he stopped at the Hamilton
Hotel and while there telephonically contacted several individuals, among <

Jwhom were ROBERT T. MILLER, 3223 Horthampton Street, R. W. , telephone Ordway/
|4120, end HARRY S. MAGDOFF, 3226 Ravensworth Place, Alexandria, Virginia, /
(telephone Temple 6387.

f

ALLEGATIOHS OF ELIZABETH TERRILL

Miss BENTLEY has advised by a sigied statement dated Rovember 30,
1945, that about one or two months prior to the death of JACOB GOLOS, a
known espionage agent in the United States, in Rovember 1943, 30L0S remarked
that he had made contact with another group in Washington, D. C. At this
time GOIAS did not identify the members of this group to Miss BENTLEY.

Early in 1944, EARL BROWDER mentioned to Miss BENTLEY that GOLOS
had been contacting a group in Washington and had been unable to keep an
appointment with them as the date for such meeting came on the Sunday after
GOLOS' death on Thanksgiving 1943. BROWDER informed Miss BENTLEY that he
was anxious for her to meet this group and that he might make necessary

- 71
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arrangements for a meeting. About two months thereafter, BR0WD2R informed
Miss BEHTLEY that he had made appropriate arrangements for the meeting and
directed her to meet this group at the apartment of Mr. JOHN ABT.

On the date specified by EABL BROWDER, Miss BEETLE! vent to the
apartment of JOHN ABT and there met four individuals, none of vhoa she had
ever met before. They were introduced to her as VICTOR PERLO, CHARLIE
KBAKER, HESRY MAGDOFF and EDVARD FITZGERALD. Miss BEETLE! advised that
these individuals talked freely in her presence and engaged in conversation
pertaining to the payment of their Communist Party dues to her. At this
time they also requested that she furnish them with Communist Party literature
These persons also discussed with Miss BENTLEY at some length what contribu-
tions of intelligence might be expected from other members of the group
inasmuch as there was mention made of other delegates from their group in
Washington.

In this meeting, it was arranged that a representative of this
group would collect such information as the various members were able to
secure and would deliver it to Miss BENTLEY at the apartment of MARY PUCE,
who was residing at that time at 207 West Eleventh Street, Mew York City.
'It was arranged that meetings would be planned by informing MAST PRICE by
letter when a representative of this group would meet Miss BENTLEY in New
York.

Miss BENTLEY stated that HENRY MAGDOFF came to W&shington in the
early 1930's and v&s a Communist Parly member. She advised that on the
initial meeting aforementioned with this group, MAGDOFF had Just returned
from a period of approximately six months' hospitalisation, and expected to
return to the War Production Board, but was uncertain as to what, specifically
he would be able to furnish her. She advised that MAGDOFF furnished to her
meager information that he was able to obtain through the War Production
Board.

Investigation has revealed that HARRY SAMUEL MAGDOFF vBs employed
at the War Production Board in 1944. An examination of the leave records
and travel records at the War Production Board on HARRY SAMUEL MAGDOFF re-
vealed that he was on sick leave from Hovember 4, 1943, to December 6, 1943.

Then he worked four hours on December 6 and 7, 1943. He worked through
January 9, 1944, and v&s then off on sick and annual leave from January 10
to March 8, 1944. Attached to MAGDOFF' S leave application for the period

NTW
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January 10 to March 8, 1944, la a latter from J. A. BARGM, M.D.V Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, written on Mayo Clinic stationary. This let-
ter is as follows:

"1-314-935 "February 10, 1944

"Mr. HARRY S. MAGDOFF of Alexandria, Virginia, has been under
the care of Mayo Clinic from the 11th of January until the 7th of February
in 1944, because of a chronic cholecystitis with cholelithiasis associated
with a long history of biliary tract disease. He had extensive gall bladder
and bile duct surgery performed on the 17th of January.

"It is important that he avoid overdoing for the immediate
future and it would be well for him not to return to work for at least
a month.

"Sincerely yours

"s/s J. A. BARGEN, M.D."

It is to be noted that VICTOR PB3L0 and EDWARD FITZSEEALD were
als o employed at the WarJPro duc11on Board at^the same tia« as
An examination of theleave and travel records at the War Production Board
for PE3L0 and EDVARD FITZGERALD failed to establish any leave records re-
flecting these men away from work at the same time during the period that
they met Kiss BESTLET in He

v

sYork City. It was also noted that the War
Production Board was working a six-day week at that time.

In view of the fact that Miss BENTLEY stated she met these men in
JOHN AST'S apartment approximately two months after early 1944 and before
MAGDOFF had. returned to work at the War Production Board from a six-month :<£ .

hospitalisation, and also in view of the fact that the War Production Board
was operating on a six-day week, it was considered possible that Miss
BENTLEY met these men in Hew York City on Sunday February 27 or March 5, 1944

In this regard, Miss BENTLEY was reinterviewed in Hew York City
in January 1947, at which time she explained that when she first met
MAGDOFF he informed her that due to his still precarious health he would
probably be on a part-time basis when he returned to work and at least
would not be in such physical condition as to warrant strenuous exertion,
and he pointed out to the group that his health might retard activities at
least for a while.

*
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In regard to the poseihilitlee of February 27 and March 5, 1944,

aforementioned, Mise BJ2ITLBY advised that she definitely recel led that the
[meeting did occur on Sunday; that it was raining prohphly at 1:00 or 2:30
P.M. inasmuch as she left her Greenwich Tillage residence at 1:30 P.M. in
order to arrive at the scheduled hour, and also that it was raining fairly
hard when she arrived at JOHN ABT'S apartment, hut when the meeting dis-
jhanded around 5:00 P.M., she recalled that the weather had cleared.

Examination of the monthly Meteorological Summary of the TJ. S.

Department of Commerce Weather Bureau, Hew fork City, for February and
March 1944 disclosed the following:

February 20, 1944 - No precipitation

February 27, 1944 - Precipitation (Bain) beginning 3:30 F.M.

,

ending 5:30 FM (mean temperature 35 degrees)

March 5, 1944 - No precipitation

March 12, 1944 - Precipitation (Bain) beginning 8:05 F.M. , ending
9:20 A.M. March 13, 1944 (mean temperature 42 degrees)

It would appear from the information supplied by Kiss BERTIE?
(that she met YICTOR PE2L0, CHARLIE KRAMER, EDVARD FITZGERALD and HASRT MAGDOFF
[on February 27, 1944.

$urv$134anceg

On December 1, 1945, EDWARD FITZGERALD and his wife wrwah were
observed at the apartment of MAGDOFF.

On December 12, 1945, Mr. and Mrs. SOLOMON A. LISCHINSKT were
observed at the MAGDOFF 1 S home.

*

On January 5, 1946, EDWARD FITZGERALD was observed with HARB7
MAGDOFF between the hours of 5:00 and 6:00 P.M.

On April 13, 1946, BARB? MAGDOFF and his wife BEATRICE were y,

observed at 3818 Fort Davis Street, S. E. , the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
JOEL GORDON, at a party given in honor of SOLOMON LISCHINSKT.

On May 29, 1946, EDWARD FITZGERALD and his wife and GEORGE and-
AMSLIA PERAZICH were observed at MAGDOFF' S apartment.

pl
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On Joae 23, 1946,
bone of^SDVAED FITZGERALD.

HAGDOFF aad IRVING KAPLAN were observed at the

On September 19, 1946, EASE? MAGDOFF was observed, in the company
of OB)RGE SILVERMAN and SOLOMON LISCHINSWY

.

On September 26, 1946, SARA and GEORGE SILVERMAN were observed
at MAGDOFF 'S apartment for dinner.

On October 21, 1946, HABBY MAGDOFF was in the company of EDWARD
FITZGERALD and GSOBGE SILVERMAN at the qoartment of harpy WHITE, West-
chester apartments.

On October 29, 1946, MAG-DOIT was in the company of ED FITZGERALD
and GEORGE SILVERMAN at the latter's apartment.

On November 11, 1946, HARRY MAGDOFF was at HARRY WHITE'S apart-
ment with GEORGE SILVERMAN.

~

On November 14, 1946, MAGDOFF was observed at happy WHITE'S
apartment.

November 22, 1946, MAGDOFF was observed in the company of
GEORGS SILVERMAN.

November 25, 1946, HARRY MAGDOFF was observed in the company
of CHARLES KRAMER, IRVING KAPLAN and VICTOR PXRLO, at which time they had
a conference in the office of Senator CLAUDE PEPPER, Senate Office Building

On February 10, 1947, MAGDOFF was observed to shake hands and
greet DAVBWAHL in front of the latter's office at 1706 G Street, N. W.

,

and eubseipSntly on this date, MAGDOFF was observed to enter the office of
ED FITZGERALD at the Commerce Department. .

KAPLAN,
On March 10, 1947, MAGDOFF was observed in the company of IRVING

ASB:BJ
100-17493 CON
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Iratral Surrau of Innntijiatum

United Slates Department of Buattre

Washington Field Office
Room 1706, Washington 2$t D. C.

April 19U7

Director, FBI

Dear Sir:

r •-pd

CATS'!** *

CONFIDENTIAL

Espionage - R

NATHAN GRROORl^SILVERiiASTER ^
HELEN ^TTF^YLVERMASTER " ,xV

Reference is made to Bureau letter to New York dated l&rch lk,

19L7. This memorandum is prepared for use in connection with the antici-
pated interview of subjects NATHAN GREGORY SILVEK/ASTER and HELEN ..TTTE

SILVEPilASTER.

3ACK(ROUND

NATHAN GREGORY SILVERNASTEE was born in Odessa, Russia, Novem- • jj

ber 27, I898 . He was naturalized as a United States citizen at San Fran- '

cisco, California, in 1926. He received a B. A. degree from the University -
;-c\

of Washington, Seattle, Washington, in 1920; attended Stamford University -

in California, 1926 to 1927 J attended the University of California, Berkeley^.* -y

California, 1929 to 1932, receiving a Ph. D. degree in economics. In 1932

he was associate economist with the California State Unemployment Commission. —i.

In 1933 until fcarch, 193k, he was employed as a statistician for the Cali-

fornia State Department of Labor. From larch, 193k, to 1935, he was an

economist for the California State Emergency Relief Administration. In t

August, 1935, he became a senior labor economist with the Resettlement Ad- /
ministration. He transferred to the Maritime Labor Board as principal Jr

'

economist in November, 1938. In July, 19k0, he returned to the Department
of Agriculture in the Farm Security Administration as a principal labrar

, _

economist. He was so employed through 19kk. As of June 16, 19k5, b^was
employed by the Procurement Division of the U. S. Treasury Deparj^jmt. '

. r

- Act investigation was instituted by the Feji^ral Bureau of

Investigation in January, 19k2, predicated upon reports that SILVEP.IASTER '

was a member of the American League for Peace and Democracy, and a member -

of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action. The Hatch Act investi-

gation was completed and reports submitted to the U. S. Department of

Agriculture in November, 19k2. »» 'ul'io

COPIES DESTINED.
i/r/<
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The earliest reference to SILVERtASTSR in the Bureau files is a
report from Seattle dated April 11, 1922, to the effect that i&TKAH SILVEP-
HASTEl, a young communist of the University District, Seattle, toother vHth
one FE3LINE and one CUT-DUCK, students of the University of flashington, had
left April 9, 1922, for San Francisco. SILVERUSTER -mas stated to°be a
known communist and an intimate contact of ANNA FALKGFF, 3731 litth Avenue,
N. E., Seattle. PERLIKE was indicated to be a communist and of Russian-
Jewish descent. SILVEffilASTER was described as born on November 15, 1898,
at Odessa, Russia, and had been in attendance at the University of Washington
at irregular intervals since October, 1918. An alias of SILVERVASTE? was
shown to be NUT ZILBERKEISTER.

X
X

In October, 1923» an investigation was made regarding a reference
furnished by one JACOB TRACHTENGERTS, a Russian who had applied for entrance
visa. This reference was NATHAN SILYEPJIASTER, 231U Dwight Way, Berkeley,
California. No one named NATHAN SILVERliASTER was found at 2311* Dwight Way.

Information was developed in San Francisco that SILVSRMASIER was
a professor of economics at St. Mary*s College from 1926 to 1931 and advanced
ideas which caused certain persons to consider him a communist. He
registered in San Francisco County as a democrat and reportedly associated-
with alleged communists among whom were SAM KAGEL and (iSAAC FOLKOFF^< -



sll-VERMASTER was interviewed under oath by the Washington Held
Office of the Bureau and denied membership or activity in the Washington
Committee for Democratic Action in the Communist Party. While he was a stu-
dent in the University of Washington in Seattle from 1918 to 1920, he asso-
ciated with HERBERT J. PHILLIPS and GARRANB ETHEL who from 1935 to 1938 were
members of the Communist Party Professional Unit. He was also associated
with Dr. DAVID HERSH whose home in Seattle in 1936 was a meeting place of
the Young Communist League. He was also associated with Mrs. SAMUEL ‘.VALTERS

whose husband is reported to be a violent communist. In 1932 GAkRaND ETHEL,
mentioned above, in discussing how many party members were getting into the
government mentioned SILVERiiaSIER who had formerly been at the University of

Washington in Seattle.

According to ARTHUR KENT, with alias, former organizer of the
professional section of the Conmunist Party in San Francisco, SILVER1ASTER :

was enrolled in the professional section of the party in that city during the
year 1936. In 1939 the Special Committee on un-American Activities of the

House of Representatives published a membership list of the American League
for Peace and Democracy, Washington,' D. C., which showed that GREGORY SIL-
VERLASTER, economist for the Maritime Labor Board, was a member of the

American League far Peace and Democracy.

A WILLIAM BARKAN of San Francisco, California, advised that his
mother Mrs. HANS BARKAN on one occasion attended a meeting of a ladies' group
at which GREGORY SILVERMASTER spoke. SILVERMASTER, according to BARKAN, was
at that time an avowed member of the Communist Party. This was in about '

1936. During the course of his talk, SILVERMASTER made reference to the

overthrow of the U. S. Government and preached in favor of communism. 'When

Mrs. B&RKAN argued with SILVERMASTEB, the latter made a remark to the effect,

"You and your money-^we'll annihilate you."
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In the latter part of 191*0, NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER,
economist with the Maritime Labor Board, and his wife HELEN P. SILVEFiiASTER
were carried on the active indices of the Washington Committee for Demo-
cratic Action.

In 191*1 Mrs. ®EG0RY 5ILVLRYASTER, 5515 30th Street, N. Y/.,

Washington, D. C., was carried on the active indices of the League of Women
Shoppers, Washington, D. C.

The name of HEIEN SILVERIASTER, 5515 30th Street, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C. , appeared on the membership list of the Washington Committee
for Aid to China in 19l*l.

The name of Mrs. HEIEN SILVERHASTER, 5515 30th Street, N. !7.,

Washington, D. C., appeared on the list of alleged members of the Washington
Bookshop Association at some time prior to 19l*l.

The name of Mrs. GREGORY SILVEEMASTER, with indication of membership
in the Washington Committee for Democratic Action, appeared on the list of
the members of the Washington Learue of Women Shoppers as of 191*0.

GREGORY SILVER;JASTER was stated to be an acquaintance of LAUREN W.
CASADAY, a reported member of the Washington Committee for Democrat!

-jm;

—

LDAY was an analyst iri the Division of Monetary Research, U. S.
reasury Department, and in February, 19l*2, was assigned to the U. S. Em-

bassy, London, England.

Mrs. GREGORY SILVERMASTSR accompanied ROBERT ALEXANDER BRADY, head
social economist of the OEA, a reported member of the Communist Party, when
BRADY rented his Washington residence at 6266 29th Street, N. W. , Washington,
D. C., according to Mrs. EDITH M. JONES of Washington, D. C. WILL aLI£N~
advised that Dr. BRADY was consulted by GREGORY SILVERHASTER when the latter
was preparing his thesis entitled, "Lenin's Economic Thought Prior to the
October Revolution." ALIEN further stated that BRADY was given as reference
when SILVERiASTER applied for his position with the Department of Agriculture.

In a letter to Private ISADORE SALKIND, ASN 33,133,31*9, dated
June 27, 19l*2, JEAN HINTON, 2222 I Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., advised
that her boss (SILVERMASTER) had come back. SALKIND is a reported communist
and was a member of numerous front organizations in Washington, D. C., prior
to his induction into the Army. -

- lx -
SeIret

.... I i/
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GREGORY SILVEKiASTER, 3630 Jocelyn Streep N* W*, was the
*

registered owner of an automobile which participated in a parade staged by -

the Washington Friends of Spanish Democracy in Washington, D. C.. on'
February 26, 1938.

S
2h connection with the Batch Act investigation of K. K. KAIGLES

with aliases, economist. Postwar Labor Problems Division, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U. S. Department of Labor, it was noted that KAIGLES, a member
of various front groups in Washington, D. C., was apparently acquainted
with GREGORY SILVERMASTER who was reported by DAVIS SAPOS, Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, to be probably a member of the Soviet
Secret Police.

During the investigation of WALTER 3ASSKAN, Associate Soil Science
Analyst, Department of Agriculture, a member of various front groups, who
denied he was a member of the Communist Farty, it was alleged by Mr. R. C.
JAC03SGN of the WPA that SASSMAN was friendly with SILVERLiASTER and had worked
for him, JACCBSuN claimed that SILVER^AS'LER was also an alleged communist.

During the course of an investigation of the activities of ED/MT
3- s:JT>, riov; national head of the rational Council of American-Soviet^-
rrlendship, it was reported that ilAiii VAR K1EKCK, member of numerous com-
munist front groups and representative~of the Bussell Sage Foundation of New
York City, was reputedly a leader in the Communist Party and that on Thurs-
days she regularly came to Washington from New York and conferred with EIE7IN
S. SMITH, then on the National Labor Relations Board, with ALICE BARR02S and
with N. GREGORY SILVERMASTER.

It was reported that shortly after the United Federal Workers of
-

America was chartered by the CIO, locals in Washington, D. C., established
a federal workers school. In September, 1939, the "Federal Record," official
organ of the union, announced that the teachers would include Dr. GREGORY
SILVERMASTER. , -

s' In December, 19h3, the names of HELEN and ©EG SILVERMASTER, 9919
30th Street, N. W. , Washington, D. C. , appeared on a list of names and ad-
dresses in the possession of HAAKON CHEVALIER, reported Soviet espionage agent
of Berkeley, California.

'

'

.

rr-ZT"- On January !i, 19Wi, LOUISE BRANSTEN of San Francisco, California;
the mistress of^ (HEGORI KHEIFETS, NKVD agent attached to the Soviet Consulate,
San Francisco, called at the office of GREGORY SILVERMASTER in the Department
of Agriculture Building, Washington, D. C., shortly after noon. After having,
lunch with him at the New England Raw Bar on 12th Street, S. V,., they re-
turned to the Agriculture Bui.icing where LOUISE BRANSTEN remained for over,
an hour. :

5 -
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In the investigation of Dr. LOUIS BLOCH with aliases, an associate
of leading ^communists in the San Francisco area ARTHUR KENT, former organizer
of the professional section of the party in San Francisco, stated that during
the maritime difficulties of 193k he met Dr. BLOCH at a meeting which included
other communists SAL' DARCY, Dr. SILVERIASTER, and JOSEPH 3AER. DARCY was at
that time district director of District No. 13, Communist Party, USA.

ANNA LEA FALKOFF, a member of Branch 370 of the Communist Party-
in Seattle, 'Washington, in 191*1, advised an agent of this Bureau that she
had visited SILVERMASTER in California when she was enroute to Europe in
the early 30 * s.

GREGORY SILVERMASTER, 5515 30th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
was a sponsor in May, 19l*l*, of the visa applicant HUGO RICHARD .70CG. ;;0DG

>

was a Swiss married to a Russian born woman in Harbin, Manchuria, v.-hc was re-
siding in Mexico City at the time the visa application was filed. Pis
brothers resided in Mexico City and Zurich, Switzerland. WOOG was a graduate
in dentistry at the University of Tomsk. GREGORY SILVERMASTER, in acting as
his sponsor, stated that he had arrived in the United States at San Francisco
aboard the Tenyo Maru in August, 1915, and was acting as sponsor because Mrs.
WOOG was his, SILVERMASTER * s, sister. WOOG's case came before the primary
committee on visas and received an unfavorable opinion unaninously August 10
19l*l*. The review committee likewise rendered a unanimously unfavorable

*

opinion September 27, 19l*l*. The Board of Appeals, however, on October 25,
191*1*, granted them admission to the United States. Investigation in Mexico,
D. F., revealed that WOOG was listed as a person of "liberal tendencies” by
the Free Germany Movement in Mexico.

It was further noted that tne ><00G household contained literature
of a leftist nature and that Mrs. .*0CG had educated her children in such a
way as to permit them to observe intelligently "the great experiment of
communism in the USSR." Mrs. WOOG criticized Switzerland because of its
anti-Soviet prejudice. WOOG's full name is reported to be HUGO RICKARD WOCG
BATJNSCBWEIG. In Mexico it was indicated that WOOG's wife, SILVER!ASTER*

s

sister, was named PAULINE 3SSSA. — — --

During an investigation of AUATOIE BORIS VOLKOV, it was determined
the subject was receiving copies of the Daily Worker at P. 0. Box 1*61, Chanel
Kill, North Carolina. VOLKOV' s address at that time was 1*10 Httsboro Street,
Chapel Hill. VOLKOV withdrew from the University of North Carolina Fay 10,
191*1*, to be inducted into the Navy. His home address was given as 5515 30th
Street, K. W., Washington, D. C. The records of the University showed that

SE4
s*
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W&t'liS

8£-

VOLKOV'S stepfather was NATHAN GREGORY SILVERKASTER, director of the Labor
Division, Farm Security Administration, Washington, D. C. His mother HELEN
P. SILVERMASTER was a graduate of the University of Moscow, USSR. VOLKOV
was born October 29, 1921*, at San Francisco, California. It was further re-
ported that VOLKOV had attended the district convention of the Communist
Party in Richmond, Virginia, early in 19ld* inasmuch as an individual at the
convention from the University of North Carolina used the name Comrade
ANATOIE.

The Washington Field Office ascertained on August 26, 19i*ij, DALLAS
SMYTHE advised JERRY SKANDROS of the CIO Maritime Committee, YYashington,
D. C., that GREG SILVERIZASTER had urged him to take a job in the Procurement
Division on Surplus Property Disposal. JERRY wanted to discuss the matter
with DALLAS oKYTHE from two points of view; that is, what GREG wanted, and
"the other point of view." SMYTHE stated SILVEEdASTER is an "interesting
guy."

BARlTfiY MAYES, director of research, California State Federation of
Labor, advised in the latter part of I9M1 that SAM KAGEL, formerly of the
Pacific Coast Labor Bureau and then State Manpower Director in California
for the War Manpower Commission, was definitely under Communist Party in-
fluence and takes orders from LOUIS BIDCH who is closely associated with
GREGORY SILVERMASTER whom MAYES characterised as another Communist in
government service.

During the course of the investigation of HERBERT RESNER of San
Francisco, California, attorney for the Communist Party and a member of the
professional club of the Party in San Francisco, it was believed that GREGORY
SILVERMASTER was identical with the individual known as "GREG." RESNER was
contacted by an unidentified person regarding the appointment of "GREG" as
director of the disposal board in the Iteasury Department. RESNER was
quoted as saying to LOUISE ERANSTEN, mentioned heretofore, that he would
write a letter to Senator SHERIEEN DOWNEY and that he would have BARTLEY
CRUM, president of the National Lawyers Guild in San Francisco, take the
matter of "GREG's" appointment up with the White House.;

-L_ During an investigation of RICHARD BRANSTEN with aliases, a mamb*
of the Communist Party, it was determined he was a friend of GREGORY SILV:

.MioTER.] SILVLRLASTER transferred December 29, 19Ui, from the roa to a —
tion with the Treasury Department at a salary of 08. 000 per annum. B|
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During the course of the investigation of Dr. PAUL RADIK, a known i

communist and lecturer at the communist controlled California labor school
in San Francisco, it was determined that RADIN in 19^U advised LOUISE BRAN-
STEM, above mentioned, that he had seen "GREG" in Washington and that "GREG”
is now an economist with the Treasury Department. "GREG" further sent his
respects to LOUISE BRANSTEN through RADIN. It is believed that the "GREG"
referred to is GREGORY SILVERKASTER.

vh

During the investigation of ROBERT TALBOTT MILLER Ill, it was
determined that the subject was acquainted with a Ur. SI LVERLaoTER ana
mentioned the la^te^ , s name on occasion to one JuCii ROTH. It is believed
this individual is identical with GREGORY SILVEn&ASTER. R03cS.T TALBOTT
MILLER III and his wife are very well acquainted with Dr. MAURICE iiALFERIIv

of the Office of Strategic Services and JOHN U. HAZARD of the Foreign
Economic Administration. —

(’.VFC 100-17193, S. 99k)

A review of the files of the Farm Security Administration furnished
the following additional information.

192L-1927, St. Mary’s College, California, instructor in economics ;

salary, $2,000 per annum. ,

1927-1931, St. Mary's College, California, professor of economics?
$3,000 per annum.

1932, California State Unemployment Commission, associate economist?

$2,U00 to $3,600 per annum.

September, 1933, to March, 193ii, California State Department of
Labor, Statistics on law Enforcement, Acting chief statistician? $3,600 per
annum. — - -

r

- _

March, 193k, to August, 1935, California State Emergency Relief,
economist and director. Division of Research and Survey, $3,000 to 200

per year.

- 6 -
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August, 1935, to November, 1938, Farm Security Administration,
Washington, D. C. , economist, 33,300 to &i,600 per annum.

November, 1938, to July, 191*0, Maritime Labor Board, Washington,
D. C., senior economist and principal economist, $1*,000 to 35,600 per
annum.

This application further indicated SILVERMASTER was naturalized
in San Francisco, California, in 1926, and he listed a brother-in-lav: BORIS
P. WITTE employed in the U. S. Government at the U. S. Housing Administra-
tion.

SILVERMASTER was originally offered an appointment with Farm
Security Administration according to a telegram dated July 13, 1935, by
GEORGE S„ MITCHELL who indicated in the telegram that the appointment was
being offered upon the recommendation of PAUL TAILOR and SAM KAZEL.

SILVERMASTER was transferred to the Farm Securitv Administration
from the Maritime Labor Board on July 1, 19l*0. On March 11, 19l*2, a form
letter to the Civil Service Commission from Farm Security Administration
requested authority for SILVERMASTER. to be transferred to the Bureau of

Economic Warfare in the European and African Division as head economic
analyst, grade F-Y, at *6,500 per annum. On March 27, 19i*2, this authority
was granted by the Civil Service Commission; however, there was no indica-
tion in the file that SILVERMASTER had ever been employed by the Bureau of

Economic Warfare.

It was explained by Miss E. E. V»EBB, personnel director. Farm
Security Administration, that at approximately this time the Farm Security
Administration had been transferred to Cincinnati, Ohio, and there was some

confusion as to whether or not the Labor Division in which SILVERMASTER was
employed would also go to Cincinnati. It was her belief also that the

3ureau of Economic Warfare was at that time just coming into beinr, and that

possibly SILVERMASTER had worked with the Bureau of Economic Warfare for a

short period of time, but that no record was ever made of such work! She

stated if SILVERMASTER had worked at BEW for any appreciable length of time,

there would have been some indication of that fact in his personnel file.

The personnel file indicated further that on July 1, 19l*I*, SILVERMASTER
was detailed from the Farm Security Administration to United Nations Monetary
and Financial Conference, Treasury Department, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire,

to serve as technical secretary to the U. S. Delegation, effective^July 1,

191*1*, for approximately three weeks. ^
A letter in the file indicated that SILVERMASTER was detailed to

the above at the request of HARRY WRITE of the Treasury Department. On

July 21, 19ljl*, SILVERMASTER was detailed to the Procurement Division, Treasury

Department, at the request of PAUL I'cDCKALD, acting administrative assistant
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to the Secretary of Treasury. SILVEXIASTER -was officially transferred to
the Procurement Division, Treasury Department, effective December 29, 1914;.

Miss WEBB reported while SILVEEI-5ASTER actually was at the Treasury
Department from July 21, 19hh, on he was officially carried on the rolls of
the FSA from July 21, 19l*l*, until December 29, 19Uii, when the official trans-
fer took place, and that the Treasury Department undoubtedly reimbursed the
Farm Security Administration for SILVSR1ASTER ' s services during this period.

1

A review of the SILVERLASTEE personnel file at the Office of Sur-
plus Property Administration by ASAC CARL EENNEICH indicated basically the
same employment record as that listed above, also indicating that SIiiVE?,-

MASTEE was officially transferred by the War Transfer Unit on December 29,
191*14., from the Department of Agriculture to the Procurement Division, Treas-
ury Department, as economist, and which contained a letter dated August 5',

191*1; , from FRANK HANCOCK of the Farm Security Administration to PAUL Tdc-

of the Treasury Department oka?;ing the loan of SILTS"' A3TEK to the
Treasury Department beginning July 17, 19tl*.
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:. ^ _r-' The following information was obtained from the personnel file
of.SILVERMASTER at.the War Assets Administration. . '-

f- .
.

,V£. , . 1 /.

1938-1940 ' ^Tom November, 1938, to June, 1940, SHVEEMASTER was employed

j aS chief economist at the IT. S. Maritime Board, Washington*

»* v 1

0. C. He was in charge of a research staff preparing reports
to Congress on development of policies to assure stable
labor relations in the maritime industry.

1940-1944 From June, 1940, to December 28, 1944, SILVERMASTER was
employed as a labor economist and director of the Labor
Division, Farm Security Administration, Department of Agri-
culture.

" '* "• 1 r ** :*

1944

- *>*>tv

On July 1, 1944, SILVERMASTER was detailed froa the Farm
Security Administration to the Halted Nations Monetary and

.

Financial Conference, Treasury Department, Bretton Woods,

New Hampshire, to serve as a technical secretary to the

TJ. s . delegation effective July 1, 1944, for approximately
three weeks at the request of HAERI DEXTER WHITE of the Treas-^

ury Department. -
_

.

-

'

t:: C'

On July 21, 1944, SILVERMASTER was detailed to the Procure^
ment Division of the Treasury Department at the request of

-PAUL MCDONALD, acting administrative assistant. Secretary of

the Treasury. . - ^\T£>y

1945

y
t

On December 29, 1944, SILVERMASTER was transferred to the
Procurement Division, Treasury Department, as assistant

*

chief economist and planning technician. -• -y--

On February 1, 1945, SILVERMASTER was promoted to chief !

planning technician. Treasury Department, procurement Divi-

sion, Office of Surplus.Property, grade P-8, at $8,000 a year*

On November 4, 1945, SILVERMASTER was transferred to the *
.

' ^

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Office of Surplus
; -y%
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-.?.>• : v**. the files of the War Assets Administration indicate - I
a. SILVERMASTER was unwilling to accept a demotion in grade •"

v^' :
- *’ and November 30, _1946» was his last day of active duty*

~ (WTO 100-17493* S* 14*5) ^

-

:

'K :

The following is background information on HMiEM nittf 8iLV

K

HM

A

STER

»

V wmr.iat HTTE SILVERIIASTER, also known as HELEN PETROVNA SXLVEEMASTER,

was born in Moscow, Russia, April 25, 1899. She was the daughter of Baron ;*:

PETER WITTE who was counselor to the Czar and acted as an adviser to the

Mongolian government. After the October Revolution, PETER WITTE was released

and later became the head of the Rice institute in the Southern Ukraine.

Following the revolution, HELEN WITTE traveled to China where she married

a Russian by the name of BORIS NICHOLAS VOLKQV. They subsequently immi-

grated to the United States by way of Seattle, Washington, on July 6, 1923.

BORIS NICHOLAS VOLKOV was granted citizenship at San Francisco, California,

on March 4, 1929. ANATOLE VOLKOV, the son of BORIS VOLKOV and HELEN PETROVNA

VOLKOV waB born there on November 29, 1924 •
"" .'v-*—/ ’ ; •

On July 15, 1930, BORIS VOLKOV divorced HELEN PETROVNA VOLKOV on

the grounds of desertion and custody of the child ANATOLE was awarded to the

mother. Shortly after the birth of her son, HELEN VOLKOV separated from her

husband and allegedly lived with NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER whom she married

several years later after securing a divorce. The SILVERMASTERS came to

Washington and since 1937 have been living at 5513 30th Street, N. ".,

Washington, B. c. Y / 'e
•

- ? ; - "Y . 1
- v

(WTO 100-17493, S. 1150) ' Y • -'Y: YYY;... YY:'YYYY '

.

*
: IT.T.TOATIQNS OF INFORMANT GREGORY '^ -YY Y \

Informant Gregory, who maintained contact with a Communist under-

ground group in the U. S. Government collecting Communist Party dues and ob-

taining espionage information, stated that sometime in August, 1941, JACOB

GGLOS, her Russian contact, informed her that he had several meetings with

a representative of a Russian group of individuals iu Washington, D. C.,

that due to ill health he would be unable to continue to see these people^

in Washington and suggested that she make a trip to Washington, «. C.,

.•** meet put WITTE SILVEPJIASTER.at her home and become friendly with her. j
-^-Subsequently GREGORY went to Washington on the basis of arrangements ror ----

that meeting made by NATHAN GREGORY SILVERIIASTER and GOLDS while SILVER- .

MASTER was in New York City conferring with GOLOS. gCLVERMASTER subse-^

quently advised her that upon Germany»s invasion of Russia h®^8
.

de8ir^* v
of lending active aid to Russia and for that purpose made a trip to Hew lork

City, conferred with EARL BROWDER, and requested that the latter put him

contlct with someone who might transmit information which he obtained to Russia.

(WTO 100-17493, S. 244, p. 18)
^ 0 m
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Two weeks after Informant GREGORY'S initial visit to the SILVER-
MASTER residence, she made another visit there. She had been advised by
GOLOS that she would be given some material by SILVERKASTER to be brought
to GOLOS in New York. Her only information at this time concerning the
nature of the written material that she obtained was that it came from. U. S.
Government sources.

(>VFO 100-171*93, S. 2 1*1*, p. 19)

On the occasion of GREGORY'S second visit to the SILVERI-ASTER
residence in Washington, D. C., she was given a small unsealed envelope
vrhich contained ten or twelve typed sheets. She had not been instructed by
GOLOS not to read any material that might be turned over to her nor was
she so instructed by the SIL7ER21ASTESS except that they seemed somewhat
reluctant to give her such material. Visits of a similar nature were
made by her at approximately two-week intervals thereafter. On these
occasions she would take to 'Washington for delivery to the SILVETJ

''ASTR~:S
various Communist and Russian literature secured for her by GOLOS

.

(V/FO 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, P. 21)

Sometime in 19l*2 GOLOS gave GREGORY verbal instructions for the
guidance of SILTSI&JASTER and his group relative to the nature of the in-
formation desired and still later gave her typewritten instructions in
Russian to be delivered to SILVSRILaSTSR. Her knowledge of Russian was in-
sufficient to gain an accurate idea of the type of information called for
by these instructions.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, P. 22)

In the fall of 19l*2 SILVERIiASTER began to bring to his residence
documents secured from government files to which he had access. WILLIAM
LUDWIG ULLEANN provided himself with a Contax camera and became proficient
in document photography. Also at this time SILVEFl&STER began to dictate
to GREGORY various types of information. He would refresh his recollec-
tion prior to dictation from small pieces of paper. ULIM.NN and SIjjVER-
EASTSR photographed numerous documents which he and SILVERilASTER brought
to the SILVERRASTER residence, 5315 30th Street, N. W. , Washington, D. C.

Only on one occasion did GREGORY personally witness the photographing of
these documents at the SILVERIGiSTER residence, but GREGORY stated she knew
from their conversation and remarks that such work was carried on in the
basement of the residence where she had observed a more or less perranent
photographic set-up, such as a holder for the camera and a device for
holding documents securely while being photographed.

0<YFC 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, F. 23)
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later in the summer of 19l*3 a steadily increasing volume of this
material was obtained from these individuals. Developing of photographing
ceased and GREGORY took the undeveloped negatives with her to New York
City and delivered them to OOLOS. She did not have occasion to actually
see what was on the negatives but during^er many conversations with the
SILVERjaASTERS and WILLIAM LUDWIG ULLf.IANN she learned the material obtained
and photographed included data on the following: aircraft production
figures; allocation and deployment of aircraft; results of testing of
aircraft; reports on the efficiency of particular types of airplanes;
technological developments in aircraft manufacture; statistics reparding
high octane aviation gasoline; personal data concerning important air force
officers; opinions of aircraft personnel of other nations; army gossip;
all pertinent developments concerning plane construction and actual com-
pletion of the B-29; proposed movements of these planes when they were
completed; and data concerning approximate schedule date of D-Day; copies
and directives issued by General L*.RoKaLL; information concerning production,
allocation and development of tanks, guns and motorized equipment.

0VFO 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, P. 26)

0-> C'ttY stated another individual whom she became awa^e o " ^nr^ng
- her activities was one STEVE PETERS. Although she never personally"net
this individual, he was a well known Communist Party member. It is her
recollection he wrote a rather well known manual entitled "ESTERS’ Manual .

«

This manual, among other things, set forth certain rules for the guidance*
of a good Communist. This manual was called to her attention by GREGORY
SILVSRMASTER sometime prior to the death of GOLOS who also advised that
STEVE FLIERS was in ’Washington and was attempting to infiltrate into his
group of informants; that is, to secure information from some of the mem-
bers thereof. When GREGORY advised GOLOS of this encroachment, GOLOS went
directly to the New York headquarters of the Communist Party and protested.

(ft'FO 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, P. 109)

The following further references are made to the activities of
NATHAN GREGORY SILVSRMASTER in addition to the allegations of Informant
GREGORY. .

A Hatch Act investigation was instituted by the Bureau in January,
19l*2, on NaTHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER predicated upon reports that SILVER-
MASTER was a member of the American League for Peace and Democracy, member
of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action. The Hatch Act investi-
gation was completed and a reported submitted to the U. S. Depart'isnt of
Agriculture in November, 19l*2.

(<‘FC 100-171*93, S. 991*)

- 11*
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c&CI-
During an investigation of RICHARD BRANSTEN with aliases, a

member of the Communist Party, it was determined that he was a close friend
of NATHAN GREGORY

(7IF0 100-172*93, S. 99h)

It was observed that both NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER. and HELEM
SILVEPl'LASTER, his wife, were associates of MARY JAKE KEENEY and PHILIP C.
KEENEY of Washington, D. C., active v:orkers in the Communist Party.

(VJFO 100-17493, S. 632)

On November 29, 1945, under a suitable confidential preter.t, a
detailed observation of the basement of the SILVEFJLASTER residence at
5515 30th Street was made. This observation verified the information
furnished by Informant GREGORY previously set forth that photographic
equipment was maintained in this basement.

(.vFO 100-171*93, S. 572)

Further reference is made to the statement of GREGORY in which
she stated during the Longshoremen’s strike on the Yfest Coast in I93L when
EARL BRO.VDES was being sought by the Vigilantes, he was hidden by the
SILVEPBLASTENS in their home. She was -unable to state whether or not there
had been any previous acquaintance between the 3ILVERMASTERS and BLON-
DER but after that time they were very close friends.

(*«FC 100-17493, S. 201, F. 19)

•KkTKAN GRECORY SIL VER71ASTER and wife KELEII have been observed to
be in close association with JOSSFII GASH, also known as S3TH GARR, member
of the firm of BOIJI and GAER, New York publishers. JOSEPH GAER is known
to be active in communist, front associations and affiliations.

(7,70 100-17493, S. 572)

On November 27, 1945, BBLa GOLD, an alleged member of the Commun-
ist underground government group operating in Washington, D. C. , was observed
in contact with NATHAN^SREGORY, SILVER!ASTER. : ;

>w~ ’
•

(ViFO 100-171*93, S. 572)
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On December 23, 19l*5, NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER and HELEN
SILVERMASTER were observed in contact with HARRY DEXTER WHITE at WHITE’S
residence, 6810 Fairfax Road, Edgemoor, Jfcryland. HARRY WHITE at that
time was an official of the Treasury Department.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 99h)

NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER and his wife have been observed to
be frequent contacts of ELIZABETH and RICHARD SASULY, known communists and
members of known communist front organizations in Washington, D. C.

„ («FQ 100-171*93, S. 1150, 1511;

)

OnApril 7, 192*6, NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER, his wife, and
.•'/ILL!Ail LUDVIG ULLYANN were guests at the apartment of MARY JANE KEENEY,
known for her communist activities in lYashington, D. C.

(rVFO 100-171-93, S. 1638)

NATHAN GREGORY SILVERi.ASTSR and his wife have been observed to
be close associates of R03EET TALBOTT IHLLKE Ill and JENNY MILLER, his wife.

Cato 100-17h93, s. 2080) —

.

In corroboration of Informant ORF.GORY's statement as to her past
associations with the SILVERMASTER family, on March lij, 19l*6, GREGORY was
observed by agents of the Washington Field Office to visit the residence
of NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER at 5515 30th Street, N. W.

(rtFO 100-171*93, S. 15H*)

Informant GREGORY advised in connection with the SILVERMASTER
family, she knew that HELEN SILVERMASTER* s son by her first marriage AKA-
TQLE VOLKOV attended a southern university (University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill) and was indicated to be a remarkable physicist. Ife was
raised as a pood communist and on occasion he would go to New York and
deliver material to GREGORY that had been collected in the SILVERMASTER
home.

wFO 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, ?. 28)

The following information -..as obtained through physical sur-
veillance concuctedJ^^^ents of the //ashington Field Office and informa-
tion received from^^Hp^l

On November 27, 191*5, BRIA GOLD, also a subject in this case,
was observed entering SILVERMASTER * s office at the Commerce Department

- 16 -
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* k

.building at 12 silt p.m. where ha remained until 5*37 P.m

April 9, 19U7

(1F0 100-171*93, S. 572)

JSMTAeir -:.V;

«advised on November 27, 191*5, HSIflf SXLVSRKASTFR and

conversed in a manner indicating they ware mutual friends

of long standing. In the course of the conversation the informant, who

was present, was advised EDWARD SIDNEY YOUNG mas also a close friend of

CT?.T.-gu SILVERMASTER. Both CHARLOTTE YOUNG and EDWARD SIDNEY YOUNG are

allegedly undercover communists and were active in the Communist Political

Association in Washington until January, 19U5.

(1F0 100-17U93, S. 572)
''

"

Cb December 1, 19l*5, an individual subsequently Identified by-

agents of the Washington and New York Field Offices as ALEXANDER KORAL was

observed in contact with both NATHAN GREGORY and HELEN SILVERMASTER when

they surreptitiously met him at the intersection of Connecticut Avenue and

Qrdway Street after which ALEXANDER KORAL immediately left Washington,

D. C. , for New York City,

w
V?r

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 632)
V • V***- .. V ; * / :

? :
••

> ’K'
.

- &

V on December 6, 191*5, an individual subsequently identified by

surveilling agents as PHILIP 0. KEENEY was observed to he a guest at the

SILVERMASTER residence, 5515 30th Street, N. W. PHILIP 0, KEENEY and UASI

jlNg KEENEY are both subjects of an active investigative file in the Wash- .

ington Field .Office.'- •
•'

.

*
1 .. • ^ '

-*% V' -v- -i.v

' V (WFO 100-171*93, s. 632) / V- .
-

/. i\ •
. . v ; v ^

^ Qn December 17, 19l*5, ^BPadvised he was aware that ROGER and

pupa IEWIS ani RUTH (HUBER were close friends and associates of the SILVER-

MASTERS.

5 J

:

(Vo I00-I71i?3, 8. USO). ‘
-ar / cwoioo-m?3, s.

v-a;, /: tv. has further been determined .through physical surveillance by
agents of the Washington Field Office and by information supplied by

H&^that sn.vgBiiastebs are dose friends of JOSEPH GAER and his wife FAY,

,

^WP JOSEIH GAER is known to many of his friends and associates as SETH

GAER. He has a background of federal employment in the OEM, CWI, Treasury

Department, Fbrm Security Administration. He was also -employed by the^Uhi- v

versitv of California. Prior to his naturalisation he was known as ELI.

FISHMAN. There is considerable indication of GAER , s communistic attitude

and previous association with communists and alleged com unists.
;

' (WFO 100-171*93, s. 1298)
‘ *

. cCCj
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m

On February 1*, 192*6, SILVERMASTER and wife were observed by
agents of this office visiting the home of EDWARD UHLER COIDO!!, 3321* !.11i-

tary Road, N. W. They accompanied Mrs. EDWARD CONDON to the American
Society for Russian Relief dinner at the Mayflower Hotel. Dr. CORDON

himself did not attend.

On February 7, 19l*6, GREGORY and HELEN SILVEEMASTE3 were guests

at the home of Dr. EDi'fARD CONDON at 3321* Military Road, N. W.

(VSFO 100-17b93, S. 13620

advised HELEN SILVERLASTER in particular was the close V**®
associate o^Jadame CHARLES A. LUGUET, the widow of Major General CHARLES \r
LUGUET, formerly attached to the French Embassy in Washington, D. C.

Madame LUGUET was a house guest of the SILVERMASTERS before her departure

to France.

(HFC 100-171*93, S. 1125).

On February 28, 191*6, HELEN 6ILVERMASTER was in contact with

LCUIS 3L0CK at which time they discussed the apparent difficulties of

BRUCE HUTTON (RICHARD BRANSTEN).

(,YFG 100-171*93, S. 11*25).

The same informant advised on Larch i, 191*6, he became aware that

NGRLIAN CHaNDIEE BURSLER, former attorney with the Justice Department and

presently teaching at Chicago University, was a close friend and associate

of the SILVERIASTERS and that he also was a house guest of the SILVERMASTERS

on various occasions.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 1511*)

HERBERT RESNER, an attorney from San Francisco and active in

communist endeavors in that locality, vas in contact with the SILVERMASTERS

in such a manner as to indicate a very close acquaintance.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 151U)

Physical surveillance maintained on the SILVERMASTER residence

under date of March 15, 19l*6, identified the following individuals as being

vuests of the SILVERMASTERS: WILLIAM L. and JEAN HINTON GREEN, RICHARD

and ELIZABETH SASULY, RUSSELL NIXON.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 1511*)

- 18 -
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sv--v ;

"~S

Informant advised on the same date HELEN SILVERlASTEh was in
contact with 1ARGARET KLEN, active in conmunist front organizations in
this locality.

(iSFO 100-17U93, S. 1911;)
r~—

—

Informant advised that SILVERl.'ASTERS are acquainted with A. C.
GLAS300LD, an UKRRA official, who at one time was located in Eavaria.
At the same time informant advised the SILVERMASTERS are close friends and
associates of ALEXANDER PORTNOFF of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Subse-
quent investigation has disclosed the SILVERMASTERS were frequently ~uests
at the PORTNOFF home at Harvey Cedars, New Jersey, and that they recently
purchased^

p

roperty in tnat vicinity. Informant advised the SILVER^aSTERS
are close friends and associates or JOHN and CYNTHIA DIERKES and MORTON
KENT. The informant advised the SILVEPIASTERS have long been associates
of WILLIAM and DOROTHY TAYLOR, also subjects in this case.

OVFO 100-17l;93, S. 2330)

From a confidential source it was determined that among other
individuals the SIIVER'A ST'-P.S are acquainted with BERNARD BERNSTEIN ; PAUL
APPLEBY*, DOROTHY BfcADX, sister of MILDRED BEADY ; RUTH GF.U3ER ; S. L. 7rTAFt-7.Pt

JACK KkTTFUAH ; JACK T'ARSALKAj ROBERT OPPENHEIMERj LEE FRESSMAK; HARRY DEXTER
and ANNE METE: LAUCHLIN CURRIE] SA!:USL BOGDAKOFF.

~~~
'

* ^

(YiFG 100-17l;93, S. 2230)

Informant advised the SILVEPAASTLRS are in frequent contact with
HErAAIv and HLNRIETTA KL0TZ, both former employees of the Treasury Depart-
ment in Jashington, D. C., and now residents of New York City where HLK-

•

RIETIa is personal secretary to HENRY kOhGENTKaU. H&NRIiTiA and
HtiR-AK KLuTZ are frequent house guests of the oILVLRl&ST&Ro at their .«ash- ••

ington address as well as the sum aer home they maintained this past summer
at Harvey Cedars.

(.vFO 100-17l;93, S. 2980)
. ,. r

, :V .

Informant further advised as has been subsequently substantiated
fcy physical surveillance that the SILVEEKASTERS frequently associated with
PALl^ER 1EBBER, and according to informed sources SILVERKASTER is associated
with him, JOSEPH GTLLKAN, ROBERT MILLER, and others in the formation of "a

corporation to dispose of surplus property and commodities to foreign ^

—

governments and entities. It is apparent EILVERIASTER • s recent contact

- 19 -
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V

with Polish, Czechoslovakian, and Yugoslav representatives has been with
reference to these negotiations.

(wFO 100-171*93, S. 1*190)
- SEC?

substantiated allegations that the SILVERLIASTERS and RCEiJiT
and JENNY 1ILLLR, also subjects in this case, have recently been very close
to each other and at times are in daily contact with each other. This
has also been frequently substantiated by physical' surveillance.

UnP
(vFC 100-171*93, S. 1*190)

v

Informant advised that SILVER* ASTERS are associates of JACK and.

R'lIADA ’ARSALKA and have been guests of the rARSALKAS at their request
while they were living in Washington, D. C. , and the i&RSALKAS have been
frequent guests at the SILVER-CASTER home.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 1*250)

'and informed sources advised GREGORY and HELEN SILVEE’AsIER
are acquainted with and in some instances close associates of Captain
£• A* P0I.1EL; ALBERT KATERSTGK, formerly employed in the Commerce Depart-
ment and who recommended GEE G SILVSRI ASTER for a position with the Asso-
ciated Colleges of Upper New York; PAUL and ISABEL WOOLF of Berkeley,
California; JAUREN and RUTH CASADAY. presently with the U. S. Consulate \(&
General, Shanghaip-gRtfiaJ^and Mr. and~Ers. SSRGEY SCKEEBAKOFF of San Fran-
ciggpp California-; Tt~£s also indicated that HELEN SILVERMASTER is ac-
quainted with POLYA KA3ICHT on whom an active file is presently maintained
in the "Washington Field Office. Both HF;LET.’ and GREGORY SILVEPMASTER are
allegedly closely acquainted with" GRACE GF-iN I CH,~long active~l!n communist
circles "IrTlIew York City. GRACE GRANICH is~also a close friend of RUTH
McKINNEY BRANSTEN, a long time acquaintance of the SILVERSJASTJRSp J/AYIAID
and ANN GEP.TIER, formerly with the OSS and State Department and presently
living in Mew York City are well acquainted with the SILVERi-ASTERS

.

(i.FC 100-171*93, S. 1*380)

Confidential informant advised that the SILVERJaSTERS are well
acquainted vfith AARON GORDON of Berkeley, California, who is a mutual friend
of Dr. ED.ART U. CONDCN, director of the Bureau of Standards, also a re-
cent ruest v.ith his family at the SILVERTASTER residence. (viFO IOC—17ii?3,
S. 1*51C) .. ... _
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ABRAHAM GBORGEjSILVERMAN

-

~

Reference Is made to Bureau letter to New :York City dated

March lU, 19k7 requesting that memoranda be prepared on certain individuals

to be used in connection with the anticipated interviews ofsubject. -

BACKGROUND /'

SILVERMAN was born on February 7, 1900 in Warsaw, Poland* He

entered the United States at Boston, Massachusetts from Liverpool, England

on March 11, 1906, He was naturalized in the United States District Court ^
in Boston on June 21*, 1921. His naturalization was obtained as a result of 1*

his service in the armed services from August 19, 1918^to December 13, <^r

1918. He is married to SARA SEEPIAN and has one sen by the name of RICHARD.^?

HLs education consisted of having attended Boston University from 1918 to^rS
1920} MA degree from Hfcrvaw/ 1921; Ph*D* Degree from Harvard in 1927; LU3 ^
degree from Brooklyn Law School 1929 and BS Degree f*om MIT 1932*. c.. x

V) ‘ SILVERMAN has stated/that he has had the' following enplcymeite* Trv.

0* 1. - MEHR WEISNEAY, CivlL Engineer, Boston 1922 - 192U ^
I 2*. - New York State Transit Comaission - 192fc

*
-,_ .>' * -=- \h

l 3* - Board of Transportation, NYC - 192$ -1932

i 1 *#

Til

3* - Board of Transportation, NYC - 192$ - 1932 •

it* - Lawyer, private practise - 1^33 ’

5* - Labor Advisory Board, National Recovery Administration
. /./ -

.from October 1, 1933- to November 1, 193U* Whs dis- j ^
- charged from this position as a result of his critising^i„^i

- other members of the Labor Advisory Board, one . being- ••O-//:/1

,,

gjjjjjgy

6* - U.S. Tariff Commission as special expert in economics
. 'Lyf^.

^ - .
November 1U, 193fc to .Fetew Ut, 3?36* - t

i&r- 'J? :

LU, 193k to Febrwjr lU, 1936« r

f: ' J. uaV s*'*** /YiP?
y I

3/7 31 »«
..1



letter to the Director %*'

;
.>:SV y# _ Federal Coordinator of Transportation and Research 'Assistant

“ February 25, 1936 to March 15, 1936 ^ j_J.* •:

:
8* - Railroad Retirement Board as Director of Research -

April 16, 1936 to September 8, 1939*
'

9 .
—

' Treasury Department , Monetary ^Research Division — 19ul t® 15%2

ID*- U.S. Army Air Forces as Chief Production Specialist, .

Materials Division - March 26, 19U2 to August 18. 19U5.

11.- French Supply Council - August 19U5 to September 19u6.

After leaving the French Supply Council he acted as a broker

\with other individuals in the Surplus Property until approximately the ^
first of 19U7 at which time he obtained a position with JEROMB ARHBAgg who

operates a specialty store New York^Citv and is report®?! to be presently

employed there. Ifts^ife still resideTat SILVERMAK's former address of 2325

15th Street, apartment 311, and SILVERS returns to Tfeahlngton occasionally

oh week-ends. He is contemplating moving to New York as soon as he can

obtain an apartment •
*



Letter to the Directorzo zm mrectoT M^^^iSEQffFT >; '-’

which had been declared subversive by the Attorney General* (fief « Report
of Special Agent FLOYD L. JONES dated November 29, 19h!>*} ’’r^k. :

•

-i i,. .

• --siteVi. «.> :~u--T; r; . -
'•

•
/•.•“'*

ALLEGATIONS I&DE BY GREGORY concerning'M GEORGS SILVERMAN
***'

:
~~

•v \ ©EGORY in her statement of November 8, ISjfffurnished the follow- £?
ing information regarding SILVERMAN* \

* *Then in Aigust 19kl he (JACOB GOLDS) took on this# Aw >
*

GREGORY SILVERMASTER.Mu with this group *&St? Captain

¥. LODBIG UUMAN, US Amy Air Coips, Pentagon Building
• - also HELEN SILVERlttSTERj .GEORGE SILVERMAN who at that

time was with the Railroad Retirement Board and HARRY
1HITE Treasury* It was the centef of a group of

‘ espionage and their function was to^get what they could
, ^ f through their own jobs in the government and also to

collect other people who might be unattached, communist,
and to enlarge themselves and gather more and more*
SILVERMAN, I think, joined the party on the Vfest Coast*
He was out there during the longshoremen’s strike in

"£?:/ San francisco and at that time BROBDER told him never to be

W4'v-V«^V' active in the party* lhey would give information to GOLOS ' «<

and he would pass it on*" •

•. \ .
• ,-v •„ •, /« f': *.

• -
-• • _~

.’* '
• In another paragraph of this statement GREGORY made the following

comments pertaining to SILVERMAN* ‘ ^ -

- "GEORGE SILVERMAN, I don*t know much about him* Ha is supposed
to be a phenomenal mathematician* Ha graduated from Harvard

’

j'5-;
' University and the 'next I heard of him he was with the Railroad

•<—
.

Retirement Board* Ha is a big guy about 6* tall, broad \ ^ ^
'

- - shouldered, unruly dark hair that falls over his eyes And
'

'^r
k, .'^^••'''..

:
.yery thick glasses, round moon face, looks as though he is 7 %.

f

«?
7' scared of his shadow* He is jumpy, I don*t know his age, they

M-~ say he is in his early or middle forties* Hs moved into the
Air Corps as a civilian expert* Ha is one of those people that they

$p' :: ba’vet a of trouble with they tell me because he is' r '’
;j 4'

-scared* Everybody who knows him in Washington say he is a
;

77""^““
^ll^'-crack-^t but nevertheless he is theonewho picked up - v--‘

most of the information from the people ho happened to know*

7. - • Hs went to Harvard with Currie and White* Ha is ah American
. but he is an old Communist Party member* I believe he has been
in at least 15 or 20 years in the movement* I don’t know how
long he has been in Washington* Ha was a friend of HARRY WHITE

• and CURRIE* LACHLIN CURRIE was one of Roosevelt’s brain
trusters and HARRY WHITE was an assistant to MORGANTHAU.

• Vi.-

•--

-

. ''•yyr

'

?v. \



Latter to the Director

"According to Silveraaster * few years babx« .i9li HARRY WHlxE
3

. . was giving information to the Russians for a brother-in-law of,

3* SILVERMAN who used to come down and pick it up* I think he
was in Newark and the Hissians used to give KARRI presents \

^including a Persian rug and then even because the Russians

got out of it or what happened that connection was somehow

broken and not taken up until later*
: : ^

*
' *.

* ' ' *

* CURRIE as I said is just a liberal, maybe on the left side*

. WHITE, I think, knows what he is doing* In the Spring of v
• _ CURRIE came rushing to SILVERMAN and told him that

- ' someone in the Russian Government was on 'the verge of breaking -

the Soviet Code* They almost had it and .SILVERMAN rushed to
1 SILVERMASTER and he told me about it because I remember '

telling ti to BILL and BILL saying •'fell is it a trap or •.

’

‘ itn't it a trap* • (GREGORY evidently meant American Government
* was on the verge of breaking the Soviet Code as could be ..

-

seen by her later statement)*

* They have got some people on the string but I dcn*t know

who they are* SAUL ADLER wrote letters back from China and he

nas associated with the Treasury Department* I think he

3 probably got information from SILVERMAN before he went to
- China,* "3

. _/ /.

?-
. Ih her statement of November 30th. GREGORY furnished the

.

following information*
.

"SILVERMAN is a graduate of Harvard University and is ,1 m-.

acknowledged to be/a brilliant mathematician and statistician*

GREGORY stated that SILV01MAN went to Washington, D.C.

• '-tin the early 30»s and was employed by the Railroad Retire-

Jment Board. I believe that SILVERMAN probably met WILLIAM'

1 LUDWIG TTT.TMAN in feshington, D.C. because both

^ l ttt.tj.!ATJ were members of the Communist Party in feshington*
; _

s

— ... .. i

\

^3 ' She believed that through TTEmiN. SILVERMAN fecamelacquainted
"

-with Mr* and Mrs* NATHAN GREGORY siivIMl&T^ ^ alter. _
nftpnfac fftl.MbmfJi was A&signeaTo the Pentagoh ouilding as a civilian

employee in 19h2 he became very hiendly with both the STLVERMASTERS and.

T**AW and was frequently at the SILVERMASTER home* She stated that . .34 Jj

ortly after being assigned to the Pentagon Building SILVERMAN began to

ing documents to the SILVERMASTER house. She stated that she_dld not

lieve that SILVERMAN. actually that rififlllllfints .
were^oto^aghed.

wever she thought that SILVERMAN was probably under, nne impression

that SILVERMASTER would read the documents, commit them more or less to

memory, and then simply pass on the contents thereof to EARL PROUDER*



Letter to the Director

Ih the latter part of 19U2 through the early part of 19U3X

GSEGORT stated that from the remarks made by SILVERMASTHl, his wife and.

^PIUUN, it waa learned that HARRY DEXTER WHITE, former Assistant .
Secretary

the Treasury, mas supplying the SILVEHItASTER group With information

'consisting of documents presumably obtained by him in the cour se of his

duties in the Dreasury Department* fflEGORT stated that some of these -.

documents mere delivered "to the SILVERMASTBR residence by DlUUWand
others by SILVERMAN both of whom were receiving material from HABHT WHITE*

GREGORY further stated that during the sane period LACHUN CORRIB,

a subject in this case, is friendly with the. SILVERMASTERS and mas

particularly friendly with GEORGE SILVERMAN* GREGORY stated that CORRIB

did not supply SILVERMAN or the SILVERMASTERS with any documents but

give information to STT.vm*AW orally on various matters, for an example,

on' one occasion CURRIE informed SILVERMAN that the United States mas. on the

verge of breaking the Soviet Code* .... .^ U ;
X'

v** •’*

GREGORY advised ttet after this time *e learned that

IRVING KAPLAN, another subject In this case who mas at that time . connected

with the War Production Board, mas giving information that he obtained

through his employment to GEORGE STLVERIAN who in turn gave the information

to SILVERMASTER* GREGORY informed that in the Summer of 19U3 a steadily

increasing volume of material was obtained by ULIMAN and SILVERMAN which

was subsequently photographed and turned over to GREGORY to be transmitted

to JACOB GOLOS. ‘"XV -’i X
-

W-r •

GREGORY stated that about this time the summer of 19h3, UTIMAN
ceased, developing photographs which he took, and only gave GREGORY undeveloped

negatives which he turned over to GOLOS* ^he reason far this was that the

number of rolls had increased to such an extent that ULIMAN did not have v

the or opportunity to develop them* GREGORY also stated that she did

not have the occasion to actually see what was on the negatives but from

conversations had with ULLMAlf and Mrs. SILVERMASTER it was learned that the

material which ULIMAN and SILVERMAN were obtaining andphotographing included .

data on the following’:
<•' a ^ - > -

* if

‘"’V
' *-.*xrvc*v;

;
‘.-rz

’ Aircraft production figures
‘Allocation and development of aircraft

Results of testing of aircraft
. , ...... .

Reports-on the efficiency of particular types of airplanes

ngi'caT'"fovajoj^ tTmahufacture

Statistics' regarding octane aviation gasoline

Personal data concerning important air force officers

Opinion of aircraft personnel of other nations 77

Amy gossip

m ;
**

•'7',.
- H?-

’

^®RET
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All pertinent developments concerning the planning, construction -

and actual developing of B-29's and proposed movements of these new planes

when they were completed. A
' "

Data concerning the approximate scheduled date of D-Day

Copies of directives issued by . General Marshal

Information concerning the production, allocation and development

of tanks, guns and motorized equipment.

GREGORY stated that almost every conceivable type of information

> relating to the air forces* part in the war was included. A c°ns
Jf®

r^7®.
T,al

volume of this material was brought to the SILVERMASTER home in its original

form, that is, the documents themselves. .GREGORY pointed out that

this entire period GEORGE SILVERMAN was _a .civilian employ nf,

fiepaRmeni""ffe^^^'lfl ihe l^n ôn ^fIdlng ana ujjlM also station^

trT the same building at ihe same time s therefore was. RPt pos^-biejia,

Btiat, information was gupp.lia.sl ITT SJIiwt,iRIL.MIi A _

m.T.vf^ ske samhaTgoth ULIiULN and SILVERMAN continued to brih~g documents

anci: papers from the Pentagon Building to the SILVERMASTER home Jjntilat^

least September, -I9I4U and that the volume of material consistently increased.

In a recent interview with GREGORY' it was revealed that fflly

Isaw stT.torVAN once which was in the Spring of 19UU at the SILVEHMASTHt home

\iid on tSsTcbfeion she and HELEN SILVERMASTER sjpent most of the eve^ng

in the kitchen while ULLMAN, SILVERMASTER and SILVERMAN were in the living

room. room. As STTvraKAN .was, leaving he walked through the ^tchen and was

t.n rif?ff.GnRY as HELEN JOHNSON or some such name. (Ref* letter from

New York dated iebruaiy ii, xyu/j«
' r

~
_ . . ... . .

•

In addition to the information furnished by GREGORY pertaining .

djTities of SILVERMAN, the Washington Field Division received *Q~~
^Vrst’ VICTOR PERLO, now the divorced wife of PERIO, who. is * *

* W
.. . . Z. mam 1 M -A—.mImJ T F* I Of frit .

to the activities of SILVERMAN, the «iasnington nexa «.w«xou - *

a.letter '&Z£n5rst VICTOR PERLO, now the divorced wife of PERLO, "to;1**
.

,

subject in instant investigation, which letter was postmarked April Ifc, 19Wt-

at Fort Worth, Texas. In this letter she gave a partial list .ofJthe_____ .

Communist underground group in Washington. On this list was GEORGE snVH&AN

of the Railroad Retirement Board. Mrs. SiLTERMAH along with her husband
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CONTACTS A3 VERIFIED THROUGH PHYSICAL SURVEILIANCES 1

- ~;v “ Oh December 5, 191*5 SILVERMAN was observed to depart from his t
office at the French Supply Council and proceed to the Casino Royale at

lUth and H Streets, NW where he met an unidentified man and walked with

(

him to the 15th Street entrance of the Treasury Department. This individual _

is believed to be Virginia** FRANK COE who is also a subject in this case. J.

On December 6th SILVERMAN met an unknown man in the lobby of

the "Hillard Hotel and proceeded directly to the dining room and while there

%
the unidentified man was observed reading from a sheet of several type-

written or mimeographed sheets of paper and these papers were passed back

and forth between the two prior to tbe unidentified man replacing them in

his pocket. This unidentified man was believed to be 0. A.TESORO inasmuch

as he was observed to enter Tempo Building T, lUth and Constitution Avenue

and enter room 1727. The name plate on the outside of the entrance to this

room was given as GEORGE A. TESORO.

On December 10, 191*5 SILVERMAN was observed to leave the

French Supply Council and proceed to Fan and Bill's Restaurant. where he

Joined an unidentified man for lunch. This man has subsequently been

Identified as HARRY MAGEDOFF, another subject in this case. (Ref: Report of

special Agent FLOYD L. JONES dated December 18, 191*5)

.

On January 9, 19l*6 while SILVERMAN and another unknown individual

were returning from lunch at.the Cafe Parisienne, he was greeted by a second

unknown individual, then proceeded into the Dupont Circle Apartments. This

(

individual was later tentatively identified as SAUL LpSCHINSKY who is another

subject in this case. (Ref: Report of Special Agent FLOYD L. JONES dated

January 28, 19U6). v . 7 . ... _ *. 7 -.

’ Qi March 6, 19i*6 HARRY D. UNITE was observed to stop in front of

SILVERMAN'S residence where he picked up SILVERMAN and drove him to the

1

1800 block of Massachusetts Avenue. HARRY "SUITE is also a subject in this

case.
y

'

v',

On March 12, 191*6 SILVERMAN was observed to leave the French

Supply Council at 12.10 PM and proceed to 6615 5th Street, NWby taxi where

— be entered a house at which time he was carrying a package wrapped in brown

paper about the size of a book. This is the home of DAVID NEINTRANB# ametimr

d Division files re
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’>c|" Qn >"* 13, I9I16 SILVERMAN was observed to- have“dthner with •
.*"

•

LACHLIN CURRIE at the Cafe Parisierne. (RdS Report of Special.Agent LAMBS1I1.
a ml.4V '

S- : 7V ' J~'&z
;0. ZANDER dated July 8 , 191*6},

' On July 12, 191*6 GEORGE and SARASILVERKAN were observed to have

flunch at Napoleon's Restaurant, 26U9 Connecticut Avenue with IRVING and

[DOROTHY KAPLAN* (Ref: Report of HUBERT G, ZANDER dated August 1, 19U6.> -

On September 19, l^ SILVERMAN was observed to have lunch at

Lpan and Bill's Restaurant with HARRY MAGDOFF and V* LEVIS BASSIB* Just

[prior to entering this restaurant he was also seen to converse with SAUL ,

ILESCHINSKY and ALLAN ROSENBERG* .

*
•

;

vt r ^ .* '

. /

' i "r
' on September 2Uth SILVERMAN was observed to lave lunch at the

Lafayette Hotel with MURRAY LATTTMER and JOSEPH A* FENNELLI. (Refs Report .

dated October 17, . 191*6 by Special Agent LAMBERT G. ZANDER) :

On October 21, 19U6 SILVERMAN in the apartment of HARRY SHITE

.along with the other following individuals was observed: V. LEVIS BASSIE,

IHARRY MAGDOFF, EDVARD FITZGERALD. On October 23, 19U6 SILVERMAN was

Jobserved to meet GEORGE PERJUttCH (another subject in this case)
waft otiH ViaH inHrth with thfiffl at the Cafe Parisieim

Report of Special dated

>«o>
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1?
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SILVERMAN'S activities was _

)\k h^\r
Theyfollowing information c

obtained from Confidential Informant

On December 10, 19h$ this informant advised that p°R°T^ •:

wife of IRVING KAPLAN who is a subject in this case, contacted SILVERMAN

and requested SILVERMAN’S assistance in helping to have her husband returned

from Europe. In this connection the informant reported on Deceiver U, 194b

FRANK COE had contacted SILVERMAN and advised him that DQROTHT KAPLAN

had “balled him out" apparently because he had not taken more positive

action to have KAPLAN returned to this country. (Cj) UL

On December 22nd DOROTHI KAPLAN had lunch with GEORGE SILVERMAN

at Fan and Bill’s Restaurant after which she departed for New York to meet

her husband. On. the following day IRVING KAPLAN was in contact with GEORGE

SILVERMAN and advised him that he would be in Washington on Christmas Day.

On December 31, 19U5 GEORGE SILVERMAN had breakfast at the Savoy mza
Hotel in New York City with LACHLIN CURRIE. On this date SILVAN was

in contact with his wife, SARA, .who advised him that EDWARD FITZGERALD

and IRVING KAPLAN had tried to contact him.

On January 3rd KAPLANs invited the SILVERMANS to have dinner with

them at Olmsteads Restaurant on Saturday January 5th. On Febru^y 7, 1940

GEORGE SILVERMAN contacted IRVING KAPLAN advising that he had just returned

to Washington the previous evening and would^get together with him some

evening in the near future. On March 23, 19U6 HAHHX DEITER WHITE was in

contact with GEORGE SILVERMAN at which time he expressed his regret over

SILVERMAN’S father’s illness., At this time they made an appointment to play

volley ball on the following day.

on April 5, 1916 IRVING KAPLAN asked GEORGE SILVERMAN if he
’

would have a photostatic document ready for him the following day. GEORGE

agreed that he would have it and added that they had been held up because

of some documents hs had wanted to obtain from the State Department. /VI

On April 30. 191*6 GEORGE SILVERMAN advised hie wife that he had

[VINO KAPLAN and also hadsemrHARHI WHITE who was - resigning-
k - - ; “ V;:, '"y&i '-

r'9--± - J *•»

y-T-

w ftad iuncn with
"db that date

th IK\

On May 3, 19U^ LACHLIN CURRIE in compary with hie wife, visited .

the SILVERMAN apartment. On May 1st SILVERMAN was advised by his wife that NT-

«1XTO» (believed to be WILLIAM LUDWIG ULIMAN) wanted to see him right away. Q

-9- ISEclEt
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1* On May 10, 19h6 HARRY WHITE attempted to contact SILVERMINjand

when advised that SILVERMAN was in New York agreed to s«e him later*"

to !&y 20, 19U6 FRANK COE discussed with GEORGE SILVSJMAN the appoint- —
ment of the Director of the mr Power. At this, tine SILVHMAN mentioned

that he would have to discuss this matter with HARRY 'HIIE. Lc

On July k, 19l*6 MURRAY LAT1TMER discussed with GEORGE SILVERMAN

the possibility of LATTBER becoming Commissioner of Labor Statistics,

Labor Department. On July lU, 19b6 SOL ADIER advised GEORGE SILVERMAN that

he ted Just gotten in that morning from China. He accepted GEORGE'S invita-

tion for dinner that evening. On the same date HARRY WHITE was in contact

with SILVERMAN who advised HARRY that SOL ADIER had just returned from

China. HARRY mentioned that he had been in touch with SAM KHIER and waited

to know when they all might get togetJ»r. GEORGE invited HARRY to dinner

but he declined}, however they would make plans to get together again the

following day. GEORGE further advised HARRY that ’%ACH* (apparently LACHLIN ^

CURRIE) was coming down the following Tuesday and it would be necessary for

him to spend a lot of time with him. On July 26, 191*6 GEORGE SILVERMAN

mqHo a date with EDITH IATTBffiR for the SILVERMANS to visit ED and MURRAY

the following Monday. Mfy Vx.

• On September 1, 19U6 HARRY WHITE was in contact with GEORGE SILVER-.

MAN at which time they made arrangements to play volley ball later the same

day. HARRY mentioned that he would have several fellows from the Fund with

v.
•*.

'(to September Ibth the KAPLANS and SILVERMANS arranged to have

dinner together that evening*) On September 16, 19U6 JERRY SIMON was^ in contact

with SARA SILVERMAN who mentioned to JEIRY that* GEORGE had gone to meet

some members of the Yugoslav Commission and that they were all going over

to WHITES to converse with him as HARRY was very anxious to meet
.

members of this Commission, (to September 17th V. LEWIS BASSIE was in contact

with SILVERMAN at which time he congratulated GEORGE on his being in the

movies (SILVERMAN had some part in making the movie for the Rrench Supply

Mission.)) ($ 'V;-
Cto October 28, 19U6.ED FITZGERALD was in contact with SILVERMAN

at which tinethey discussed the. appropriate night- far the meeting. (It. is

—believed that this was the meeting held at HARRY•'WHITE 1s reflected in physical -

- surveillances.) )|C V'*'
-

'.J.’v*
3
-, • *"*' '

. to December 7, 19U6 SILVERMAN was in contact with FRANK COE

and indicated that he might go to COE's house that evening. During this '
_

conversation SILVERMAN mentioned that LACHLIN CURRIE was in town, A particulariy

cordial relationship exists between the SILVERMANS and KAPLANS aftd thwr,...are

together at very frequent intervals. SILVERMAN is also particularly fMj
‘ ; ~

-

,
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71

friendly with the FRANK COES and HARRY MAGDOFFS. In addition to the above

GEORGE SILVERMAN appears to be particularly close to HARRY DEXTER WHITE

and IACHLIN CDRRIE as well as SOLOMON ADLER. nL) 0^

SILVERMAN has been a member of a business organization which-

apparently is Healing in government surplus commodities. This is composed

of CHRISTOPHER J. WAGNER, .JOE GOULD, FRANK CONNOLLY, IRVIN N. SCHAEFER.

Consequently he is in frequent contact with these persons and has also

contacted a Miss CHARLOTTE SLAVITT who is an attorney and apparently a
broker in surplus property. , IACHLIN CURRIE has also been interested in sur-

plus property dealings with SILVERMAN. V>>_ [ . *

• * - : •
.

.•

-v * '

lu :< -r.t

.-if

'JS" ; . "i;
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il Surratt of Investigation

Sttitrt states Brpartmrrtt of luitirr

Washington Field Division, Room 1706
Washington 25, D. C.

April 21, 1947

DIRECTOR, FEE CONFIDENTIAL

ONAGE - R

ROBERT TALBOT GlIER,

Dear Sir

:

IR
ffi

Reference is made to the report of Special Agent LAMBERT G.

.

ZANDER dated April 21, 1947, at Washington, D. C., which reflects that
there was a possibility that MILLER would be reinterviewed upon his
return from New York City, where he was interviewed on April 16, 1947,
by Special Agents JEROME M. GARLAND and MICHAEL O'ROURKE. On April 21,
1947, MILLER voluntarily came to the Washington Field Office at 10 a.m.
at which time he was reinterviewed by Special Agents JEROME M. GARLAND,
WILLIAM R. COENEUSON and MAURICE A. TAYLOR. Mr. KILLER was again

-X. vigorously questioned regarding his relationship with Informant GREGORY,

j
whom he knew as "Helen." s' „K • •JIu'HHIUi H -ifiuO.. T i

,
,

In this connection, MILLER would not furnish any additional j' ‘ —
^ information and continued to deny ever having turned over official f

Government information to HELEN or anyone else. Furthermore, he would '

not furnish data concerning his initial introduction to HELEN or explain

\ how he could have met a person on a number of occasions without ascertain-
ing something about her background and activities. p »

“'-ft -9
^ During this interview MILLER admitted that he has been pro-
x Soviet ever since his trip to Russia in the middle thirties. He added,

*"V however, thatiiiile he is pro-Soviet he has never harbored any anti-American

^ sympathies. He also advised that in the event of a war between the Soviet

^ Union and the United States, he would most certainly do everything in his

/ power to assist the United States. ,

Additional background information obtained from MILLER reflects 1

that he has a brother named JOHN ByAsiLLER, who practices law in New York
City, and that his relationship po HBaLTOjiraOBINSQH. who is in charge of

j
Controls at the State Department, is that of a second cousin, ROBINSON

f being the son of the first cousin of MILLER'S father. J

J t 1
.

i/
'

''X
\ \ •

!

1
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Office Memorandum >/• UNITTED STATES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR, Federal Bureau of Investigation date's February 28, 194^ ^
' GUY KOTTEL, SAC, Washington, P. C. iSEGrtfr
/

SUBJECT-GREGORY CASE
ESPIONAGE - R

Res ROBERT TALBOT IZLLLEk, III

ail isfc-rsanon costained (}
HSHEIli IS USCLASSiyiED O'?
EAwE?I SHEKZ SHOlSSt / ' v —
OXKERWISE

!/
}t/<^

Reference is made to Bureau letter dated December 30, 1946 which
"

requested investigative suggestions in the Gregory Case. In this regard the
name of ROBERT TALBOT MILLER, III, a subject in this case located in
Washington, D» C., is submitted for consideration as a possible informant T
in the Gregory Case.

The information hereinafter set forth was obtained from a review
of the Washington Field Office files regarding ELLER and a review of the transcrij
of the hearing of HELLER by the' State Department on Wednesday, August 28, 1946.

BACKGROUND OF ROBERT TAL3QTELLER . Ill ’

g | p q

ROBEl.T TssliBO^ k ILLR, JR., the father of the subject, is a ...

graduate of John Hopkins University and was formerly -an assistant professor
or a professor at that institution. He later became a surgeon specializing
in tuberculosis and now resides in Duxbury, Massachusetts. He is a prominent
physician although now retired and a man of considerable wealth. Investigation
has reflected that he is. a man of high reputation. ;i

j
ROBERT TALBOT HELLER, III was born on April s, a^Wmtsburgh,

' Vi Pennsylvania. He attended Princeton University where he received an IE .A.

i ^ Degree in English in June 1932. At this time he intended to embark upon a

I
teaching career in English. He discarded this iae^t shortly thereafter upon

l . ^ realizing that it might be dull. Thereafter he spent the year, between the
\ ^4 spring of 1932 and the spring of 1933, "knocking around" and trying to write
I vT and publish unsuccessfully. He spent this period at his family's place in
[
W\ Duxbury, Massachusetts and Baltimore, Maryland and several months vdth his

aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. WALK3ER at Flushing, Lond Island. Mr.

q *3^5 TALKER had been a cartoonist for Life magazine before it became a Luce :

Vjl
publication and has been dead for some years. ^ II.

In April or May 1933 MILLER went to work for the John Price Jones
'V.p Corporation in New York, .a fund raising and publicity 11m which specialized
*\>J in raising money for institutions such as colleges and hospitals. He made. „

^ this connection through Q?. RINPORD Ii. SMITH, a good friend of his father
and at that time director of John Hopkins Hospital. The hospital was an
account of the Jones Corporation and therefore SMITH waa$e£L : acquS.nted

C, - r .
'

with the firm.

tin. 1
^

.** r*
*1

ith-
:

t

MILLER began this enployment as. an apprentice ~and devoted
fc®C01t

. ,
... . •: y N». .

-•>>
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a number of months to specialized research jobs* Later he became assistant
to HAROLD LEEKS, a vice president of the company.

After approximately one year HILLER found this work dull and offering
little promise of much development and he began to feel a desire for experience
of more interest and activity. Pie had already tried newspapers while living
with his aunt and uncle in Flushing and at that time depression staffs were
still being maintained. At this time he decided to go abroad.

Through his aunt, Mrs. JOHN H. MTLL'Ji, wife of his father’s elder
brother then of Flushing, Lew York, he met ETHEL E. FATTISOK of liew York,
a seed expert and dealer. She had made a trip to Russia in connection with
her seed business both to buy ano sell and at the time of .American recognition
of Russia h'-d become interested in United States-Russian trade possibilities, fit

l.-ULL.il ana his aunt met ETHEL E. P-iTTISOIv while she was building up a group
of American companies whose products she proposed to try to sell in Lbscow.
It appeared she was malting a trip that autumn (1934) an. was projecting a
permanent sales office in Lbscow which v.oula* represent American firms for either
selling or baying purposes. LULL R and Ins aunt met lira. FATIISOi; because
his aunt’s brother, a l!r. FEEFLES in' Ohio j was proprietor of a grinding
machinery manufacturing firm and Mrs. FhTTISOK felt there would be a market
for his machines in Russia.

LILL.: R became interested in Mrs. PATTISOK’s venture ?n' after
careful consideration and discussion with his mother and father and other ^
members of his family he decided to go to Russia and work for Mrs. iAlTISOK.

On August 29, 1934 MILLEl left the United States and arrived in
Moscow on September 12, 1934. He financed the trip himself in view of the
fact that in 1931, when he became twenty-one, his father had given him a
very generous sum of money sufficient to support him indefinitely. LILLEE
supported himself in that way supplementing it with earnings after he began
to work.

From the middle of September 1934 to the end of December 1934
MILLER worked and was associated exclusively with Mrs. PATTISOL, helping
in office work, correspondence, and whatever came up in which he could be
useful. This employment, however, never developed into full-tin® work since ;?

Mrs. FATTISOIv’s efforts to establish a permanent business office with a
regular volume oi sales were not successful and in December 1934 she abandoned
the attei.pt. At this time it may be noted LULLLR sbadied Russian under a
private tutor for approximately eight months after arrival in Moscow.

. Lhen MILLER realized Mrs. PAi'flSCK's venture would not materialize
he began to make other plans. Rather than go home and return to a job he
had deliberately and willing left and in the absence of any other prospect
in the Unioed States he preferred to stay abroad and see whether he co~ld
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develop into newspaper work* As a result of previous arrangements made by
JfILLER, through friends before he left the United States, he began to
write for GEORGE PORT MILTON, at that time publisher of the Chattanooga
News (Tennessee )

(

on an article submission basis in 1934.

KILLER applied to the Press Bureau of the Russian Foreign Office
iOr a Consular Visa which was necessary for a stay in Russia beyond the
length of an ordinary tourist trip and was informed that he would have to
leave the country, receive the Consular Visa outside it and then return.
At the end of December 1934 MILLER went to Helsingfors, Finland, applied
at the Soviet Consulate there and in a week or two obtained the visa and
then returned to Moscow in January 1935. All of his subsequent requests
for renewal of this visa in order to stay in Moscow were made to the rress
Bureau of the Russian Foreign Office.

From January 1935 to the early autumn of 1935 KILLER wrote only
for the Chattanooga News. From the autumn 1935 to approximately November
1936 and intermittently thereafter he worked for an American, SAMUEL RCDIAJ
who was the correspondent in Moscow for a number of British publications
including the London News Ciironicle, the London Observer (Sunday paper).
The Exchange 'Telegraph Agency, The Central News Agency, The Monthly of the
Anglo-Russian Chamber of Commerce, and for the .American Magazine Business
n'eek. MILLER’S duties were to prepare dispatches which were sent to these
publications.

SECR

February 25, 1947

'isfS&A

HJfv

In October or November 193b SiEHCER ..ILLIA&S, correspondent in ,,

Moscow for the London Daily Herald and the Manchester Guardian, as well
as full-time secretary in Moscow ox the American-Russian Chamber of Commerce,
went home on a periodical trip* He requested MILLER to handle the work for
his paper on this occasion and !ULLER corresponded for both papers until
his return in March or April 1937. Also, after Y.TLLIAES’ return, KELLER
continued to write for the London Daily Herald in his place until KILLER
left Moscow in June 1937. Concurrently with this employment from about ifjfll

February to July or August 1936 MILLER was the regular correspondent in
Ifoscow for Reuters during the absence from Moscow of its staff correspondent,
HEMET SHAPIRO, later United Pressman in Moscow, On various occasions

’

£$£

MILLER filled in for others among the Anglo-American newspapermen when
they were travelling, such as iiORKAII DEUEL of the United Press and fori
CHOLLERTOK of the London Daily Telegraph* —

• ----^4*^
’

4;
7
:’:5:r

"7u 7" V-'

In Ibsccur KELLER met SAUJEL RODiJiN, HEJRY SHAPIRO, HERMAN EAEICKT.
and his wife* At that time HABICKT was Moscow representative of the United
States line and of the Open Road Travel Agency and was later associated with

- 3 -
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SHAPIRO for the United Press. MILLER also net JOHN HAZARD who' recently
left the State Department to become a professor in the Russian Institute at
Columbia University. At that time HAZARD was in Moscow during the same years
as MILLER studying law on a Crane Foundation Pfellowship. MILLER also
became acquainted with JOE PHILLIPS of the New York Herald Tribune and later
foreign editor of News Week; JOHN LLOYD, Associated Press, and his successor
CHARLES KUTTERj WALTER DURANTY, LIIDSAY FARROT, and HAROLD DENNY, the last
three being with the New York Times. At this time he met HENRY WARE, an
American student in Russia now employed in the Department of Commerce. Later
MILLER wrote a few articles for the Baltimore Sun.

LETTER TO DIRECTOR

JEMS-T LEVY was approximately the first person that KILLER met
after his arrival in Moscow. At that time JENNY LEVY, now MILLER 1 s wife,
was working as a secretary for Mrs. ETHEL PA1TIS0N. They were married on
December 3, 1935 in Moscow.

In approximately June 1937 MILLIE and his wife left Russia and
stopped in Berlin and Amsterdam a day or two each en route to Paris,
France. During the first month or so in Paris he went to London to see the
editors of the London Daily Herald, remaining a few days. Daring this tine
his wife was with child and the longer they remained in Paris it became
less and less advisable to take the long trip back to Moscow on the train
and he preferred to have the child bom in the American hospital in Paris
rather than in a Soviet hospital. Further, he did not want* to restrict his
stay in Europe to Russia.

It may be noted that before MILLIE left Moscow he had considered
the idea of going to Spain for the London Daily Herald. So he went to see
the Spanish Ambassador in kbscow and there received a letter of recommendation
from the Ambassador to the Spanish Ambassador in Paris* After his arrival
in Paris MILLER went to see the Spanish Ambassador who recommended that MILLER
go to work for the News Agency of the Spanish Republican (Loyalist) Governrrent
in Paris. MILLER was employed by this News Agency and his work consisted of
translating straight news dispatches received by telephone from Spain and
relayed by phone to the London office which issued the dispatches to the
British press. At this time it may be noted that MILLIE was also studying
and reading and probably doing research work, gathering news items of interest
for future publication. He had considered working as a correspondent for
the Daily Herald in Spain but when he failed to return to Moscow his.
employment as a correspondent for this newspaper ceased*

MILLER was employed by the Loyalist Government Agency in Paris for
a period somewhat over one year* He took time off during this period to take
a long vacation urip to Italy with his wife, just before the Munich Fact was

signed. He was in the south of Franco the dag before Munich. He also

- 4 -
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went on several trips to Europe before he came back to the United States
in order to obtain material for articles. He went to the Ukranian section
of Czechoslovakia and obtained some interesting material on Nazi Operations
among the Ukrainians. He left Czechoslovakia only a week or ten days before
it was occupied by the Germans.

KELLER left France in Kay 1939 with his wife and son accompanied by S
his aunt and uncle, Kr. and Mrs. JOHN H. KILLER, who had been visiting them
in Paris. He returned primarily because war was threatening* he had been
away five years without a break and wanted uo return to his home and his
people, andjie hoped to establish new press connections either to work in
the United States or to return to Europe for some American paper. After his
return to the United States he spent most of the summer with his wife and son
at his parents* home in Duxbury, Massachusetts going down to New York now -
and then to attempt to sell some articles he had prepared while in Paris
to look up Job connections, and to develop a news letter covering all
countries and to be published and sold in the United States.

In the early summer of 1939 MILLIE met JACK FAKY in New York at
a cocktail party or through some Press friends. FAHY was also interested
in establishing a news letter but exclusively on Latin America. HILLER at
this time diu. not want to restrict himself to Latin America or any one
region. However, in view of the out creak of war in Europe they decided to
limit their news letter to Latin America. They incorporated the Hemisphere
News Service under the laws of New York on September 25, 1939. KILLER had
recently inherited $10,000 from his aunt, Mrs. LELAID BANNING of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and $9000 was put into the business. KILLER had newspaper experience,
which FAKY had not had, and he knew Press techniques and provided most of the
ideas on editorial form and technique of presentation. FAHY had had con-
siderable experience in Latin America, had travelled and studied Latin
America over a protracted period, and had contacts there who could correspond

“
;r

with them on a shoe-string basis.

At this time JOSEPH B. GREGG was in New York working for a
real estate company. FAKY and GREGG hadunet-aach other in Spain wW* both
were truck drivers with the International Brigade and they had become close
friends. GREGG and FAHY had also discussed FAHY*s idea for~a~Latin American
news service and GREGG had expressed his interest in it. MILLER and FAKY
employed JOSEPH B. GREGG as a general business assistant to handle the
business side of the office, such as promotion, printing, mailing lists and
such problems. - -- - - -

:

- - - — —
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In the spring of 1941 FAHY left the Hemisphere for a job with the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs and subsequently GREGG gave IT'T.T.ER

some editorial assistance*
V
Contrary to the general impression, KILLER has stated that the

Hemisphere Hews Agency did not become the Export Information Bureau* The
files of the library of the Hemisphere were brought to Washington in
approximately September 1941 under the supervision of GREGG and an office
was established in the Washington Building separate and apart from the CIAA
Office* The Hemisphere was placed Tinder contract on a reimburseable basis,
all profit being excluded, to make available its information and experience
to the CIAA, because Professor HADLEY CAKTKIL of Princeton believed this
data of value*

The Export Information Bureau was organized as a subsidiary of
the American Association of Advertising Agency to prov5.de a market research
service from Latin America for the American Association of Advertising
Agency and its members* Actually, it was also intended tc enable CIA * to
place personnel in Latin America for reporting purposes, especially on
matters of public opinion*

Early in 1941 the Export Information Bureau began to hire men to

go to the principal Latin American capitols for this purpose. They were

chosen for tiie most part by Professor CANTRIL. CAI.'TRIL had learned of the

Hemisphere, thought well of it, and had met FAHY through a mutual friend,

JOHN TIERY then associated with the Gallop Poll, later employed in the BE.'.',

and subsequently in the Joint Chiefs of Staff, CAI.'TRIL hired FAHY to go to

Bogota, Columbia to set up the Export Information Bureau there and KILLER
met CAHTRIL at that time.

Shortly thereafter, CANTRIL contacted IHLLcH, told him that the

work of supervising this apparatus lad become burdensome to him, and asked

KILLER whether he would be interested in taking it over as a CIAA employee.

I'TLLEE was also invited to accept this position by Mr* NELSON ROCKEFELLER
and his chief assistant, CARL SPAETH, and KTLLTS did accept. Later the
Export Information Bureau operation ended and a number of its employees

in* Latin America were taken over by the so-called Coordinating Committees

set up ty ROCKEFELLER. MILLER was brought in to handle the general reporting

being done by the Export Information Bureau men in Latin America, as well as

the large body of information which was reaching CIA l from many sources,

most of which were governmental. Later his job developed ninto the general

responsibility for the handling of all information which reached CIAA for

internal, operating purposes. This included material from FBI, the Department,
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Army, Wavy, publications of all kinds in the United States and Latin America,
complete Associated Press and United Press and Immigration and Naturalization
Service news service, which CIAA received, FCC monitoring of Latin American
broadcasts and other miscellaneous sources* I organized a variety of
internal information services from this material — a secret daily bulletin
for a few top officials, a restricted Daily Bulletin based on published
sources only, and used widely in government during the war; a Monthly Record
of standard data such as Cabinet changes and major policy statements in ;

Latin America; a weekly Periodical Digest of magazine material on Latin
America; spot research for information on quick news events; and basic
research into such subjects as the constitutions of Latin American countries.
These were all for use only within CIAA, except for the restricted Daily
Bulletin, which circulated to other agencies. None of the material reached
the public w .

It may be noted MILLER began his employment as an analyst for the
CIAA, Department of Commerce, in Washington, g. C. on September 11, 1941.
He was transferred to the State Department in July 1944 and was assigned
to the Hear Eastern Division. He resigned from the State Department effective
December 15, 1946.

C01EDNIST ACTIVITIES

received t
The Bureau advised by letter dated January 15, 1946 that it had
ihe follov.ing information regarding ROBERT TALBOT MILLER from

Reference is made to a letter from the New York Field Division in
the Gregory Case to the Bureau, dated January 31, ly47, winch states in
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paragraph three of page four that ab7sOO p.m. on April 16, 1941 surveilling
Bureau agents placed ROBERT TALBOT KILLER and his wife with JACOB GOLDS,
a known Russian espionage agent, at Paddy* s Clam House, 215 West 34th Street.
Insofar as it is known at the present time this is the only occasion where
Bureau agents have placed any of the subjects located in YTashington, D. C.
with JACOB C-OLOS.

Informant Gregory has advised that in April or May 1941 JACOB
GDLOS introduced the informant to ROBERT MILLER who operated the Latin
American News Service "Hemisphere" and his wife* Thereafter the informant
met HILLHR every two weeks for dinner and on these occasions KILLER would
furnish copies of "Hemisphere" which the informant gave to GOLDS. According
to Gregory, MILLER apparently became indoctrinated with Communist philosophy
•while he was in Moscow.

gjjP

'•ir

m

Gregory states that after HILLER began working with the Office i

of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs in Washington, D. C. he contacted
HILLER in Washington and obtained from him pamphlets and other information
which MILLER obtained through his official connection with the CIAA. Gregory
could not recall definitely what these pamphlets contained but believed they
were at least restricted articles such as might be passed between government
agencies and which were not for public consumption. GREGORY was unable to
recall whether any of these pamphlets were stamped "restricted" or "confidential"
The informant was advised by MILLER that in MILLER'S capacity in the office
of the CIAA he had the opportunity to see reports written by the Office of - J|
Naval Intelligence, the Military Intelligence Service, the Office of Strategic
Services, and the FBI concerning Latin American matters. *

Gregory stated that during his initial contacts with HILLER in GJi
Washington MILLER would furnish a typewritten summary of some of the information
appearing in the ONI, G-2, and FBI files. This material always concerned
Communists or Russian activities in Latin America. However, Gregory states

r*ijk

that as time went on KILLER became somewhat alarmed over handing the
informant these typewritten notes and thereafter would merely verbally inform
Gregory of the material he had observed in the abovementioned reports. The

informant, further, advised that MILLER'S association with the CIAA terminated
about November 1943 and thereafter MILLER informed Gregory that he was
attempting to obtain a position in the State Department. GREGORY advises

that he saw MILLER after MILLER was employed in the State Department but KILLER

never furnished him with any information from the files of that Department.

Reference is made to the aforementioned statement of MILLER concerning

his duties with the CIAA. It is considered likely that when the informant x
;

Gregory stated he received "pamphlets" from FILLER these "pamphlets" consisted

of some or all of the publications mentioned by MILLER in his descriptive

statement oil his duties for CIAA.

jjggl.
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MILLER is acquainted "with the following individuals who are subjects
in Washington, D* C* of the Gregory Cas£y some of whom nov; reside in TTashingtonT^
D. C,: NATHAN GREGORY and HELEN SILVERMASTLR, WILLIAM LUDAIG ULIMAN, JOSEPH f
B. GREGG, MAURICE HALPnRlK, ALGER HISS, HARRY V3HITE, and VICTOR PERLO. He is

;

very closely associated with the SILVISMASTEftS and UL1MANS who, according to-
; --S

Gregory* s statements, were probably the most active subjects in Washington,
D. C. He is also acquainted with such individuals as DAVID WAHL, MARY JAKE
KEENEY, JOHN F. MARSALKA, HERMAN and FOLIA HAKECUT, SHURA TEXTS, and many
other individuals in whom the Bureau is interested.

Investigation of MILLER has also revealed that he has many
acquaintances of fine reputations in whom the Bureau apparently is not
concerned*

BACKGROTED OF JENNY I.EW T'TT.T.TR

J3MT LEVY was born on July 19, 1906 in New York City. Her father,
CHARLES LEVY, was born in Brest, litovsk, Poland bu- is now deceased. According
to MILLER bis wife was employed as a secretary for a furniture company in
New York after finishing secretarial school. She later worked for Amtorg /

but was laid off by Amtorg along with a large number of other people at the
height of the depression early in 1932. It appears that JETTY LETT had desires
to be a dancer but because her family had been very much opposed to that she
had become a secretary although she c ntinued to maintain her interest in
dancing*

JETTY LTY was issued passport number 474017 on April 4, 1932
and resided outside the United States from April 12, 1932 until May 1939 -

when she and her husband returned to the United States. According* to MILLER
his wife came from a relatively poor family and financed her trip to Russia
from her savings* He explained that her interest in dancing and the Russian
ballet was probably the reason for her trip to Russia inasmuch as Moscow
was a mecca for all dance students at that time*

MILLER did not know what JENNY LEVY did immediately upon her arrival
in Russia but advised that shortly afterwards she began working for the
Moscow Daily News* He did not know how she obtained this position but supposed^
that she did not want toga back to New York to unemployment or a dull job ^
so found a position witn the Moscow Daily News through' some people jwhom s:.e I
had met* He was certain that she received no clearance before she obtained
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this position tut commented "that as a Russian government organ, this paper

obviously wouldn’t have hired anybody wl o they had reason to thinlc was

anti-Soviet, but I am sure that was determined informally rather than by

any clearance, at least in my wife’s case". He stated that his wife did not

belong to any of the political organizations in Russia except that in his

opinion it was obligatory to belong to the appropriate trade union if you

worked for a Russian organization although he were a United States citizen.

According to MILLER his wife wasfirea from the Moscow Daily News

after being there approximately one year for "nou being serious enough or

something like that"! She then worked for Lfrs. FATTISON until Mrs. FA.rTi.SOiI

left at the end of 1934. After this tine she did different secretarial work

for correspondents and other Americans. It is also to be noted JENNET L&VY

worked in Russia at the Academy of Sciences in Moscow, however, MILLER made

no mention of this employment. MILL'S, and JENNY LEVY were married in

Moscow on December 3, 1935 and their marriage was witnessed by ELDRIDvTR

DURBRON of uhe American Dabassy.

f •:sr:i'AL roT-'s ccr 'CrRiir" roeeht taleot ?
:tiler . m

A ?l) KIS~~VIFE. JENNY LEA~f~I.il LLi'iR

Investigation by this office has reflected that EOEm -dT LILLEE makes

a very good appearance. He seems intelligent, appears well liked and from -r

observation onducts himself as a polished gentleman and moves in society

with ease, he appears to take great pride in his family background and on

one occasi on advised "Although I regard it a privilege to work for the

Department of State I care far more for my good name than I do for any

employment" • He has been known to state to State Department investigators

that the Soviet Union’s policy is "imperialistic".

Tnvestication has reflected that Hr. and Mrs. LiLLER over a period

of years have frequently overdrawn their bank accounts and have been delinquent ...

in payment of certain bills thereby indicating possibly that they are short

of funds. -.A. YOo

It mav be noted that prior to the inception of the Gregory Case

the investigation of ROBERT TALEOT MILLER reflected that his wife, JENNY

LEVY, apparently was more sympathetic to the Communist Party than HELLER.

On One occasion Confidential Informant "obtained information

that Mrs. MILL-R had instructed her maid RUTH how to obtain an abortion wfticn

is believed to have been subsequently performed in Hew York in the latter ty/^
'

part of November or the first part of December 1944. ^

- 10
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The same informant advised that on November 29, 1944 JSI3IY LEVY
MILLER contacted Major PAUL S. HILLARD at the War Department, Adjutant
General* s Office, Correctional Division^Jextension 2268) and endeavored
to intercede on the. behalf of Lieutenant iARTIN GOULD. It appeared that
Lt. MARTIN GOULD was the son-in-law of one HARRY, New York City, telephone
Underbill 3-3088, who handled furniture and car insurance for the ILLLERS.
HARRY had contacted JEILY MILLER advising that Lt. GOULD was due to be
shipped overseas within three weeks and HARRY had learned that men were
needed at Fort Slocum, New York. He ashed JENNY NZLLER to contact Major
WILLARD and inform HILLARD of the need of personnel at the Disciplinary
Barracks at Fort Slocum and thereafter recommend Lt. GOULD be sent to Fort
Slocum as he was well qualified for the work there. It was apparent to
JENNY lYLLER that HARRY was endeavoring to intercede for his son-in-law
to avoid overseas duty. It may be further noted that when JENNY
?HLLrR did contact Major WILLARD she falsely advised WILLARD that she was
Lt. GOULD* s aunt. (S }\j>w

The informant advised that JB-T*s sister, ?L0 LEVY, suggested that
JENNY contact Colonel Hamilton Robinson, ROBERT fTLTJn?.*a hmthffr-i p-T aw or

'

ebrsin, for assistance in~^this matter, but JEMY stated that they would not
dare_approach liOBHiSOi: on such a matter^^nd further that Robi:son was in
Europe^

Investigation has reflected that ROEINSON enjoys an excellent
reputation and was formerly Director of the Office of Economic Security policy.
State Department, Washington, D. C. He was recently transferred to the
position of Director of the Division of Controls, State Department, 7/ashington,
D. C.

Q^^rther interest is information obtained by Confidential
Informant on November 3, lu44. This infoimation revealed that ROBERT
IFLLER's fSner was a ''strong Deweyite" in the 1944 presidential campaign and
was voting for Dewey because of the Republicans' attacks on HILLMAN and
LROV/DER.

Investigation reveals that HILLER has two brothers, one of whom
served in the United States Army Air Corps as a Major during LorId iVar II
and is last reported to be a doctor in Boston, Massachusetts.

As far as it is known the MILL RS have no criminal record.

SUMMARIZATION

ROBERT TALBOT MILL-R, ITI and ids wife are American born and have
three minor children. ROBERT MILLER comes from a prominent Hew England

- 11 - /v-’ s-sm v_
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family bearing the highest of reputations. His father is a prominent retired
surgeon, lie has two brothers, one of whom served in the United States Army
Air Corps during TTorld YJar II and is last reported to be a doctor in Boston,

Massachusetts. Ke is related in some means, either as a brother-in-lav* or
a cousin, to HAMILTON ROBIKSON who is presently Head of the Division of
Controls^State Department, 7/ashington, D. C. Investigation has revealed
that ROEIJSON bears a very high reputation and served as a Colonel in the
United States Array during World War II.

From information received it is reasonable to assume that HILLER’S
family is unaware of his Communistic activities in the past and that MILLER
would endeavor to take every precaution to see that his family's good reputation
was not blemished.

In so far as it is known at the present time, HILLER is the only

subject in the Gregory Case in Washington. D. C. whom agents actually

in the company of J__ wzmrGmErntmamemst.

lererore, une sureau has information of a derogatory nature agains

which could possibly be used without, the disclosure of any of Ills activities

as related by Informant Gregory. tx.

It nay, further, be noted that Gregory has stateu that KELLER

became glarmed in 1943 and that during his employment with the State

Department he never furnished the informant with any information, although

it* a. pears that HILLER was in a more strategic position for espionage

activity in his position in the Hear Eastern Division of the State Department. :

It is to be noted that Informant Gregory did not state that HILLER „nd his p
T&fe were Communist Party members and investigation has not established that

the HILLERS are Communist Party members.

HILLER is presently unemployed and some individuals have surmised

that he was dismissed from the State Department because of his Russian

sympathi es . It is believed that his background, experience, and scope of

acquaintances do tend to enhance his usefulness as an informant*

INVESTIGATIVE SUGGESTIONS " • ^

It is suggested informant Gregory be reinterviewed to ascertain

if he knows how ROBERT HILL-R. met JACOB GOLOSj if he knows whether HELLER

knew that GOLOS was engaged in espionage activity. He should further be

interrogated : to ascertain if HELLER and his wife were Communist Party...members

and to ascertain whether he ever collected any Party dues from them. It should

be ascertained whether MILLER was aware of the fact that GOLDS requested

- 12 -
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Gregory to obtain copies of the publication "Hemisphere" from LULLiR and to
obtain the other information which ITILLLR furnished Gregory. It should be
ascertained whether GREGORY requested MJ11ER to furnish any information
during his employment -with the State De~foment and whether KILLER was turned
over to any subsequent contacts by GREGORY after he stopped his activity.
It should be ascertained whether MILL'S was known to GOLOS and Gregoiy by
his true name or whether an alias was used by him.

} It is also suggested in view of the fact that the background data
/regarding JE!.

T»Y LEVY KILLER is of a meager nature that the New York Office
- K |

conduct an appropriate investigation in New York City in an endeavor to
V

J

- “
I develop more complete data regarding her.

ASB:EH
100-17493

mM
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Director, FBI
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Dear Sir:
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RE: GREGORY Jr

ESPIONAGE - ^

P. BEK&p^imtAN '“T7
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Reference is made to Bureau letter directed to the New York
{ off

dated March ll*, 19k7 , copies of which were furnished to this
j ?f£

q tha
?
a memorandum should be prepared on various individuals /for the possible use in connection with anticipated interviews. The follow- jf

| Fifid
6
^

6
^ ^Ll1 infonBfttion contained in the files of the Washington

j
event

*~4 " 3 *"“*1 OTtllne 111

«
BACKGROUND ^

v

..
p« BERNARD NOREiAN was born October 8 , 1912, in New York CitvH|§_Xa±jjr, ;.^IRICE H. 1DRE1AK, and hisjaciher, JENNIE MOST KOREAN, werebom in Poland and naturalized in the United States in 1911. . -i

Citv frnrr lo?) f
t
J®?

ded the Morris High School in New York
,

£r°™ to 1?30j New York University from 1929 to 1930: the College
"

of the State of New Yprk from 1930 to 193k, and obtained a B.S.S, de-reetHe attended Columbia University from 1932* to 1935 and from I937 to 1938 .

V $^p, + -
He has been employed by the Area Statistical Office, New York

J. '
J?

September, 1936} by the National Bureau of Economic
Ttf O? adelPhia * Pennsylvania, from September, 1936, to March, 1937 -

*

Jh®. ^hfscite Coal Industry Commission in Philadelphia from March to
X -^Vy^epteiiiDer, 1938} from 1938 to 1939 he was employed by Columbia University —4^& ; •:

New
l
ork ‘>

.

f
f°
m September, 1939, to February, 191*2, he was employed as a

o Research assistant by the National Bureau of Economic Research, and during / '%

,*1
^esame period was an instructor at Columbia University and an economic 'I

4? ^
eavisor in the New York City Department of Investigation. He was emploved Jl

/V : i
he C

f
flCe

°f0
Price Ministration in Washington, D. C., from Febrary !l

^ ;

l ’il° 5
ece®her, 19l*2 and by the Army Service Affairs, War Department, Washington/

4.1' 'i'li
D‘ from December, 1^2, to August, 191*3. From August, 191*3 , to 191*5 he -
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coNFiorj^u
March 31, 192*7

was employed as Assistant to the Director, Planning Division, War Production
Board, Washington, D. C. He is presently employed' by the State Department
‘in the Economic Security Policy Section, Financial Development Division,
and his work entailed working on loans to foreign countries.

Virginia.
NORTMAN continues to resdde at 1*11 Brook Street, Falls Church,

ALLEGATIONS OF GREGORY

By letter dated January 27, 192*7, the New York Field Division
advised the Bureau and this office that Confidential Informant GREGORY was
interviewed further concerning various individuals employed by the State
Department who have been known to have been associated with the various
subjects in the above entitled case, as well as other information concerning
the infiltration of Russian Communists and espionage agents into that agency,

In connection with P. BERNARD NORTJAIi, GREGORY advised she
first met this individual idiile she was attending Columbia University in
about 1936. She stated that NORTMAN and herself at that time were both in
Unit 1 of the Harlem Section of the Communist Party and she saw him very
frequently at Communist Party meetings and from her observation of his
activities she believed he was very active in this particular unit and could
well have been a functionary. She stated in about 1937 this unit was
split and NORTaiAN became associated with another unit bait that she still saw
him around Columbia University and knew he was still active in Communist
Party activities. Although her recollection is positive that NORTMAN
had

‘ ' '

" 1a Party name, she is presently unable to recall it.

GREGORY stated she last saw NORTMAN at Columbia University
in about I938 and thereafter did not see him until the spring of 192*2*. The
occasion of this meeting was while she was enroute from Washington, D* C.,
to New York City, by train when she accidentally met him in the buffet car.
According to her, NORTMAN seemed very surprised to see her and although
there was considerable conversation between them until NORTMAN left the
train, probably at Philadelphia, GREGORY declares NORTMAN was very careful
in his talk, that the conversation was wholly innocuous, no reference being ...

made to former Party activities on the part of either. GREX30RY said that
I NOREv'AN seemed quite perturbed when he told her he was at that time with the
L *2ar Production Board and GREGORY answered that she occasionally heard resorts

I
about him.
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J RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION -

P« BERNARD NOR1MAN was first observed in connection with this
case to have visited the residence of VICTOR PERLO on December 1, 19^5

.

VICTOR PERLO is also a subject in this case and a separate communication is
being directed to the Bureau in connection with the above referenced letter
requesting data to be used for anticipated interviews.

Through a physical surveillance it was ascertained on
December 1, 19hS, that N0R3MAN, his wife and a child visited the home of
VICTOR PLRLO. They arrived at the PERLO home at approximately ]*:00 P. M.
and departed at 6:10 P. M.

Subsequently it was ascertained that N0R2MAN visited the office v

of Dr. ABRAHAIi B. WEINSTEIN on Liarch 11, 19ii6. Like PERLO, WEINSTEIN is a
subject of this investigation and considerable information has been developed
on his activities in connection with Soviet espionage. Dr. WEINSTEIN is a*
dental surgeon with offices at 20 East 53rd Street, New York, New York.
He is a native of the United States of Russian descent. He is associated
there professionally with his brother, MORRIS WEINSTEIN, and they occupy space
on the sixth floor of the building. An unusual feature of their occupancy
is the fact that they have declined to use the switchboard which is maintained
at that address for the convenience of the occupants. The WEINSTEINS
maintain their own private telephone system. Reliable informants have stated ^
in the past Dr. ABRAHAM BENEDICT WEINSTEIN has been acquainted with CARL WINTER'
who is an active Communist on the West Coast and with JOHN WILLIAMSON who
was at oik time a member of the National Committee of the Communist Party.

A reliable informant has also advised that during the latter
part of 193U Dr. WEINSTEIN has been in contact with several individuals who
have known Communist backgrounds, among these being

TED ALLEN HERMAN, a member of the Young Communist League
in Canada.

.

VICTORIA STONE, who is an intimate associate of ARTHUR;
ADAMS, a known Soviet agent who until January, 19U6,
was operating in the New York City area.

LUCY JGSEFHSON, the wife of LEON JCSEPHSOM. LEON JOSSPHSCN
was arrested by the Banish Authorities in 1935 in connection
with Soviet espionage.

-3
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Informant GREGORY has advised that JACOB M. GOLDS, a known
Soviet espionage agent who died in Kovenber, 191^3, had stated to GREGORY
that he turned over certain materials to another Russian contact. This
Russian contact has been known by GREGORY only as CHARLIEnnd it was determined
by GREGORY and through investigation that CHARLIE iS'SdenSfcal with mill LI.:

••me^indivaekial-aa. Dr. ABRAHAM BENEDICT TJEINSIEIN. A

k review of the information contained in the files of this
field office revealed that BERNARD NCREiAN and his wife DOROTHY NOKCSAIT,
while residing in New York City, registered with the American Labor Party.
Their names appear on the “list of enrolled voters" for the year 1938-1939
reflecting that they registered at that time as American Labor Party voters
in the 16th Election District of the 11th Assembly District, Manhattan, and
the list for the year 191*1-191*2 shews that the NCRETANS, then registered in
the 3rd Election District of the 22nd Assembly District, Manhattan, continued
to vote the American Labor Party ticket. The list of enrolled voters for
the year 19U*-19l*5 Tor the 22nd Election District of the 16th Assembly
District, Brooklyn, New York, indicated that JACK and GUSSIE LASHER of
2250 83rd Street, Brooklyn, had registered as American Labor Party voters.
JACK and GUSSIE LASHER are the parents of DOROTHY NORTaAN, subject's wife.
Subject's father, MAURICE NORIMAN, was also registered as an American Labor
Party voter in the 27th Election District of the 22nd Assembly District,
Manhattan, in 19l*3-19l*l*» There was no registration listed for 11AURICE and
JEMII5 NORlljAI'I for the year 19l*l*-19l*i>»

In the report of Special Agent FRED H. HALL dated March 12,
191*6, it was reported that a representative of the Special Committee
Investigating Un-American Activities, House of Representatives, reported
BERNARD UOATiAN disloyal and furnished no evidence of disloyalty on the
subject's part. From a highly reliable source of information the basis

“

for this report was apparently an anonymous letter received by the Committee.
As the result of the above allegation, a complete investigation was conducted
into the background and loyalty of NORTiAN with negative results.
Acquaintances and fellow employees of NQRTfAN characterize him as not verv

; : r; ’{
i.i< i it li-
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On August 22, 19U6, a physical surveillance on subjectNORMAN
revealed that at 12:50 P. M. KART JANE EEE2JET, another subject in this -

investigation, was observed to meet NGRMAN at his office, 1818 H Street,
N. 1. They were observed walking into the Blue and Gray Cafeteria at 1722
18th Street, N. W., where they had lunch. At 1:25 P. M. MART JANE KESSET, -
accompanied by NORMAN, left the restaurant and both walked to the Mallear
Johnson Building and entered Room 115 which is occupied by Nr. SCHINDELL.
At 1:35 P*. M. KEBNET and NORMAN left the Walker Johnson Building and
returned to 1818 E Street where they separated and NORMAN proceeded to his
Office- located in Room 1231. At 2tOO P. M. NORMAN left 1818 H Street and
proceeded to the Social Security Building at Independence Avenue. At this
building NORMAN went from the first floor to the second floor, then back
to the first floor and then entered the basement. NORMAN then went from
the basement to the first floor and from the first floor again to the second
floor. It was apparent to surveilling Agents that NORIMAN was extremely
surveillance conscious and, therefore, surveillance was dropped.

Agents returned to NORMAN'S office building and at 3:00 P. M.
NORMAN was observed to reenter his office.

3N^ECONaDENTIAL'.
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On August 28, 191*6, NORIMAN was placed under physics! surveillance
and at 12*20 P. M. left his office building at 1818 H Street and proceeded— 0 — ~ —»—» •• — —»**•*. vvVWUbU
to the Federal Reserve Building at Constitution Avenue and 20th Street, where
he had lunch with ALEXA: DER G2RSHENKR0N . GSRSKKKKRCK is an employee of the
Federal Reserve in the Research and Statistical Section and maintains an
office in Room 3218.

At 2*10 P. M. NORIMAN left the Federal Reserve Building and
returned to his office at 1818 H Street.

GERSHENKRQN is the subject in a Washingtcn Field Office case
which reflects information

Lvxdua
Office.

atToi^n the Washington Field

On September 3, 19^6, while NOKEAN was under physical
l surveillance he was observed leading his office at 1818 H Street, carrying
a legal-size folder, and proceeding to the office of VICTOR PERLO, Room 3200,
Treasury Department. N0R3MAN spent approximately an hour and a half with r -

PSRLO and when he departed, it was noted he was not carrying the legal-size
folder. NCREAN then returned immediately to his office.

4

immm-

Information has also been received indicating that KOREAN
is a shareholder in the newly formed Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation,
which corporation was given a certificate of incorporation as the Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corporation recorded in the Recorder of Deeds Office, -

Washington, D. C., October 9, 19U5* At the time this information was
furnished, the following persons were stockholders, as vdl as NQRES&N, in
this corporation. It should be mentioned that they are connected with all
above mentioned investigations conducted in this case.

' v j xi 1 |
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MRS. DOROTHY RICHARDSON ADLEP
DAVID R. WAHL

... . .J"
September 16, 19hS, NGRBiAN was observed, while under

^ t
?
lwe his ?fice at 1816 H Street, M. and

lS$V A ZCBEff- 1 fJ1th *nd F Streets * *• *ere he metRUB-N a. ZUBROh, wno apparently had been waiting for HORHAN, They converseda few minutes and the NORTON handed ZUBROV7 an envelope. There wa^ a
short conversation and then ZUBRGT7 departed and was observed to go to the3,0 ticket office, 1503 H Street, N. where he picked u^a rmnd^xlpreservation railroad ticket to Mitchell, Indiana. It was ascertained t?etrain was to depart on September 16, 191*6, and ZU3R077 was returning to

According to the information fundshed the

fs £
age

!?** ??
18 “Ployed in the Office of Price Administrationas an economist . Inves oigation reveals that ZUBR0I7, upon submitting hisapplication for employment with the Government, resided at 20 Gordonx<rive, itoselle. New Jersey. He was born on May 1? I91J4 'in Pennsylvania

'

and attended the university of Pennsylvania from 1931 to 1932 and State
*

ieachers College, Trenton, New Jersey, from 1932 tc I936, receivin'* a B.S.
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degree in Commerce in June of 1936* From 1937 to 19l*l he attended the
University of Pennsylvania Graduate School and received an If.A. degree in —
February, 19^2. From 1935 to 19U2 he held various summer jobs -while

teaching at the Roselle Park High School as an instructor in economics,
social science, and economic geography. ZUBRCTA' is presently employed as
J-unior Economist with the Office of Price Administration. ^

On September 30, 19li6, while under physical surveillance,
NORTUM was observed leaving his office and proceeding to Hammel's
Restaurant, 10th Street between 2 and S Streets, N. ?»., and was observed
to meet an individual later identified as LEON FISHMAN . NORDIAN and
FISHMAN were observed having lunch and when leaving Hammel's Restaurant,
FISHMAN was observed writing out a check which he handed to NORTIAN. They

i separated and FISHMAN was followed to his office, Room 228, War Assets
Administration Building, lith and C Streets, S. T.

It is to be pointed out that moving pictures were taken as
they left the restaurant which, upon projection, show the transaction where r~

FISHMAN wrote out a check and handed same to NORTIAIv. This film is being
retained in the files of the 7.

rashington Field Division.

It was later revealed that LEON FISHMAN was employed by the
Tar Assets Administration and was boro on February 16, 1911:, in New York
City. Furtner* FISHMAN was formerly ir. the U. S. Army, receiving a
discharge on September 3, 19U3* because of flat feet. FISHMAN frcm 1933 to
1937 attended New York University, receiving a B.A. degree in June, 1937.
From September, 1937* to June, 1938, he attended New York University
Graduate School, receiving an K.A. degree in October, 1938. He attended
the University of Washington at Seattle, Washington in September, 1938, to
June, 1939* and from September, 1939, to June, 19l*l, he attended New York
University Graduate School. It was stated he expected to receive his
Ph.D. degree after an examination but the informant was unable to definitely
state whether or not his Ph.D. degree was received. Informant further
reported that BETTY G. FISHMAN, LEON's wife, was employed by the War Foods
Administration in the Department of Agriculture in Washington, D. C.
His father, MAX FISlilAN, was born in Poland, and naturalized in 1913.
On November 13, 19hh, he took the Oath of Office as an Economic Analyst
in Grade P-5 at $1|600 per annum with the Treasury Department, Office of
Surplus Property. On March 25, 19U6, he was raised to Grade P-5 with an
annual salary of $5180 and transferred to the War Foods Administration from
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
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On February 27, 19U6, NATHAN GREGORY SILVE MASTER, in carrying out
instructions of General GREGORY, caused a grade raise recommendation to be
cancelled and on April 25, I9U6 , reentered the recommendation for a grade
raise on the part of FISHMAN which was approved by the Review Committee on
May 9, 19^6, and FISHMAN received his raise to Grade P-6 at $6230 per year.
The title of this position was Economic Analyst of the Economic and Marketing
Division, Economic Analysis Branch.

On July 28, I9U6, he was promoted to Economic Analyst with an
annual salary of $7102.20. ^

On February 10, 19li7, information was received by this office - r?

that BERN/J5I? NORSEMAN had been moved from his office at Room 1231, 1313 H F
Street, I'. to Room 187-139 of the Department of State Building, 17th
and Pennsylvania Avenue, N. 7.

r

.

Cn February lU, 19ii7, while under physical surveillance,
NCRTiAN was observed to leave his office located in the State Department
Building at 1C: 20 A. } ., accompanied by an unknown woman approximately 30
years of age, and crossed 17th Street and entered the Powhatan Restaurant.
After remaining there for approximately 25 minutes, NCRTiAN and the unloiown
girl returned to the State Department Building. Upon leaving the restaurant,
moving pictures were taken of NORTMAN and the unknown girl as they walked
from the restaurant back to the State Department Building.

On the sa«e day N0RH1AN was observed leaving the building at
12:15 P» M. with the same woman and going to the Powhatan restaurant where
they had lunch. At 1:25 P. M. they left the restaurant and r eturned to the
State Department Building.

Upon development of the above mentioned film, it was
determined that suitable stills could be printed and three different views
of NORIIAN and the unknown girl were printed up to 2fx3^ photographs and
forwarded to the Bureau and to the New York Field Division where it was
requested that the New York Field Division exhibit these photographs to
informant GREGORY in order to definitely identify NORTuIAN as the individual *

she remembered and furnished information on as set out above.-—

—
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RESULTS OF TSCHNJaL COVERAGE

According tofl^ff NORTMAN was in contact with WILLIAM WALTER
(BILL) REMINGTON, a subject in this case, on August 19, 19U6. N0RTL1AJI

indicated to REIINGTON that he was now employed in the Economic Security p

^

Policy Section, Finance Development Division, State Department, and his work
entailed working on loans to foreign countries. According to NORBiAN, his

boss at the present time is in London working with UJBIK who is attached
to the Subcommittee of the United Rations Conference. NORTMAN also mentioned
that TCEd BLAISDALE had been appointed a Deputy Associate to this Subcommittee
of the United Rations Conference. REKIHGTON wanted to know if NORTL'AN would
be interested in accepting a teaching job with a salary of $3500 for two
terms and NORBiAN advised that due to his financial status, he would be
unable to accept such an appointment • It was apparent that NORTIIAN and
RELill'TGTCiv are friendly with MAYNARD GERTLSR, also a subject in this case.
According to NORTilAN, GERTLSR is unemployed at the present time and "is
one ol' the few people who have not been placed." MAYNARD GENTLER' s wife,
ANN GSRTLER, i~ employed in hashingto., at the Department of Interior.

Fihlll'GTCN also inquired as to JOSEPH PHILLIPS. NORBiAi;

stated he would ascertain PHILLIPS ' whereabouts and let HElfINGTON know how
he could contact him.

On August 19, 19^6JimP advised that MARY JANE KEBiGSY

contacted NORIaAN and inquired as to the whereabouts of B3WEN SMITH. U'w

(SMITH is also a subject in this case.) KEENEY mentioned CARL GREEN,
HAYNARD GERTLSR, and one MARTIN BENNETT. According to KEENEY, BENNETT was
unable to get an appointment as delegate to the Reparations Council in
Japan and that a person named MAXWELL, an oil man from the West Coast
associated with EDWIN PAULEY, was appointed, to this position. KEENEY
mentioned that BENNETT was more concerned with himself than seme of the
more general problems that he should be concerned with. KEENEY and NORTHAN
agreed to meet at a later date.

Confidential InformantH^^reported on November 28, 19^6, U
that BERNARD NQRTMAN contacted an individual known only to the informant r*
as VAN (VAN CLEVELAND?) and advised VAN that he was going to New York City fif

0

the following Monday morning by plane and asked VAN who he wants him to
report to and what he is to do while assigned to New York City. VAN told
him to go to the office of BILL FOWLER, Room 580, Hotel Pennsylvania. He tt

- 10 -
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suggested that BERKIE contact Hiss SHIRLEY PEQSK who is very efficient and
sort of in charge of administrative affairs. They'will assign BERNIE a
particular room in the hotel. FCETLER may be out at Lake Success when BBRNIE
arrives. VAN advised that BEHNIE's duties will be mostly for FCftJLER and
anything that FOSTLER wants done. VAN stated the work in general concerns
economic commission to European problems and possible UNRRA problems.
BENNIE said it had beer, indicated to him that it would be post-UNRPA and
VAN stated he need not worry about post-UKRRA matters as either TY VTOGD or
General S :CRT will be up there. VAN stated that when the United Nations
Council was in session, BERNIE would work at Lake Success but the regular
office work is on the fifth floor of the Hotel Pennsylvania. B3HHIE asked
VAN who the American delegates were and VAN replied ADELE SfEVSJSON and
iirs. SUGHUT (very phonetic), both of whom are excellent. VAN commented it
would be well if we had more people o^ their caliber. VAN said that BILL
FC7LER is a nice fellow though no genius. BEANIE said he would tell HUBERT
ar.d will keep in touch with VAN. BiENIE also stated he would return to
Visaington over next Saturday and Sunday and was surprised when VAN told
him that he would have to pay his own train fare down for the weekend . TA

On November 30, 191*6, D0RO3HT NORTON contacted EAHY JAKE
KEENEY and advised her that the NORTHMANS would accept her dinner invitation
for the following evening and were looking forward to an evening of discussion
afterwards.

On December 16, 191*6, BERNIE NORIEAN contacted his wife and
told her that VIC LONGSTREET had been named Deputy Director of his Division,
which ICCRTNAK indicated would be very nice for himself.M\h

On December 22, 191*6, ED BRECHER contacted BERNIE IJGETEAN and
asked NCRTdAN how far he lives from the "tower". (The tower referred to is
the radio tower of station WQQ17 recently installed in the vicinitj' of
NGKT.VAN's residence.) BEENIE advised he can see it from where he lives.
ED stated he went on the air at 1**33 A. M. today and stated they would
be on the air from 1*00 A. N. until 6:00 A. H. He requested BHRNIE to
listen in at 1:00 A. M. tomorrow morning to their program. ED said they
wanted to learn how they blanketed out station HL1AL from NORTON'S location
which is four blocks from the tower. ED said they have 70 ground wires tc
bury and then they can apply to the Federal Communications Commission.
ED requested that BER.IE NORTON telephonically contact him at Falls Church
1739 after he listens to the program and advise him as to his opinion con-
cerning the broadcast.

t}
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On December 29, 191:6, DOROTHY N0R3HAK was contacted by a woman
from radio station W3QW whose identity is not known and she requested
information as to the quality of reception fl*om the station. DOROTHY advised
she has not been able to get them on her radio as their radio is not very
good. She advised the representative of ‘WQQ7T that when her husband arrives
home, they will listen to tris station on the car radio.

y.

Later the same day NCRTMAN contacted ED B3SCHSR at radio
station T73Q7T to tell him the reception in his car radio is fine, that in the
neighborhood it blankets the dial pretty much. BHECHER advised R02I.IAIJ

the station would given him a "wave trap” for that. BEHKIE stated some
others in the neighborhood are having the same trouble and he will advise
BEECHER who these individuals are if he makes an announcement at the
"association meeting” that radio station 7&3X will take care of this
blanketing situation. ED requested that he not make this announcement but
will furnish wave traps to those individuals only who call the station and
make a formal complaint. ODu-

Also on December 29, 191*6, ITE1EN LALiB contacted BERhYE NORf.!AN

,

and after a personal greeting, HELEN stated that she was on vacation and wants
to get sane stuff together for an article she is writing, and thought
BEHKIE might have some suggestions about where she can get it. She needs .

to look over the chart of charts that BECKN3E (phonetic) had showing labor
statistics, industries, etc., of several of the Middle European countries,
and wonders if BERNIE knows where these charts are now and if B2CKKSR still ;

has them, and would he let her look at them. BERNIE does not know how
BSCEHEA would feel, but states that he took these and several other charts
with him and presumably still has them. Too, she needs some information on
raw materials and industry in those certain Middle European countries. She
desires to know who owns what and who controls and operates what. B’TtJIE
does not know just how or where she can get this data, but suggests the
Embassies. HEIH: stated that she has tried these but with little success.
Bilra.IE then suggests JACK KAPIAh of OSS, who is now in the Division of

"

Research for Europe. From the tenor of the conversation, according to
the informant, it appears that HELEN IAMB is a newspaper reporter ar.d is
having trouble getting data on Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Hungary and

KAPLAR would be her best source

- 'jt’X

mi

having trouble getting data on Bulgaria, xu
Czechosl ovakia .IE still thinks JACK K
as the Division of Research for Europe is wwhere the old OSS wentenO

TV-

one...

>srt\ ?ntasked if E IE knew anybody in TELLSOlMs Division of the State De
where she can get data on these "trade treaties". BEHKIE referred her to
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BOB THIGHT in BEN MOORE's Division of State and told her that MARSHA HARRISON
also works there. HELEN is interested in data on all the Central European
countries. BERNES says that at least they will give her as much as they
give all the other reporters. She says she does not know why they will give
her much because her article will not be exactly favorable to them. She
says she thinks the whole thing is awfully silly. BERNES says, "«ell some-
whatf. She says, "Well, why qualify." BERNIE then invited her to have lunch
with him but she stated that she has no maid and is too busy. She wants
her article to show what they are doing there that looks like long term
planning. BERNIE tells her that Poland just came out with a printed version
of their three year plan that she can get at the Polisy Embassy. She is
interested in the countries working out relations with their neighbors,
and the aspects of this. She was told that in a short time we are going to
hear about a Yugoslav-Albanian-Bulgarian Federation. BFHKIE says, "Well,
they are making all kinds of barter agreements with each other." She says
she understands that but all the emphasis has been on Russia in regard to
the barter agreements and there is very little on the situation as a whole.
BEENIE says she can get a lot of this in JACK KAFL&K's office and MARSDi
iURRISCM ju~-t finished a long article on it in regard to Poland. She stated
that she will see JACK and tell him that NOKEiAN sent her. NCEEJAK stated
that that would be o.k. Then, in personal discussion the informant reported
that HELEN LAMB'S husband is named BOB and they have a son named ROBIN,

ms

sported :
*

'•
(fM

On January 2, 19l*7, BERNIE N0R3LIAN told his wife, DOROTHY,
that he had lunch with VIC FERLO, who invited the KORTMANS to dinner downtown
with them before the Boston Symphony Concert on Thursday evening. DOROTHY
was anxious to fulfill the invitation, provided that she could obtain a
sitter to stay with the children that early.

Cn the same date. Radio Station WQQW contacted DCRCOHI HORE-IAN
to advise her that the station is holcUng an open house on Saturday and
asked that she drop in for a visit.

On February 26, 19li7, MARY JANE KEENEY, while talking to
BIDEtNXE KORHIAN, said she had been told by "grapevine" that the program over
our station (7JQQW) at li U5 this afternoon is going to be pretty vicious.
MARY JANE wants BERNIE to listen and says that if it 's what she has been

She doesn' t think hetold, she believes the stockholders ought to protest,
need "stick his neck out at alii but could merely state that he bought
stock with the idea that at least there is going to be a fair presentation.
BENNIE asked if she meant to call ED 3RECHER. MARY JANE said she didn't
care, just sq long as he registered a protest, because she believed it is quite!
important

" V""
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MARY JAKE said she has been told also "sotto voce" that this
particular series which is transcribed, is going to be cancelled, but she
wants to give, ED ERECHER some moral support in cancelling it.

(#«*
MARY JANE believes it is quite important that this sort of

thing be nipped in the bud. BERTIE s aid if it is what they think it is, he
will call ED right after the broadcast. N ^

The balance of this conversation was a discussion of HART
JANE's visiting the NORdANS in the near future . (The broadcast referred to
above was a discussion on “Is There an Iron Curtain?

0 ;

On January 30, 19U7, the following Western Union telegram

"leaving Dallas on American Airlines at 3:35 P» M. Arrive ,

nTashington 11:1:5 P. H. Meet me at airport.
/s/ JACK LASKER"

was delivered to BERNARD NCHILIAN:

J
Investigation reveals that JACK LASHER is the father of

DCRGTHY K0R3MAN and is presently residing in New York City. In connection
with JACK LASKER, the publication "Corps Diplomatique" for December 15,
191:6, carried an article entitled "The General Assembly Eats", by C-BORGE MAY.
The article in part covers an interview had with JACK LASHER, Maitre de Hotel
at Flushing Meadows, New York. The article quoted LASHER as stating,
"Boys, you are serving the future rulers of the universe. You must give the
best you have. You are not waiters here, you are hosts." The article further
states LASHER has a staff of ten linguistic waiters ready and willing to
serve the U. N. General Assembly. Further, the article says that Mr. LASHER,
who, as a young bey, came from Austria to America about 1:0 years ago, has
waited on King ALBERT of Belgium, Presidents THEODORE ROOSEVELT and TAFT:"
Before coming to Flushing Meadows, he managed the public restaurant at
Orchard Beach. Further, the article stated LASHER says that in his 38 years
in the business, this is his "greatest thrill". The article also quoted
LASHER as stating, "Eveiyone you see here is a great man. I have confidence
in these guys. They are the saviours of the world." The article further
reviews the general setup of the U. N. restaurant and describes the various
seating arrangements and the menus as offered by the Flushing Meadow Restaurant.*

On January 31, 19U7, Confidential InformantfHVfurther
reported that BERNARD and DOROTHY NORTriAN, while talking to DORpTHY ' s sister, \l

,
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discussed various pocketbooks as brought back from -Mexico by their father,
and other details of the trip. SHIRLEY IASHER asked DOROTHY to tell their
father that his step-sister from Poland is in Nee York. She got here a few S
days ago but just now got in touch with them. Her name is ATflST.'R and she is
now stopping with Uncle LOUIS. SHIRLEY also advised that her father has
another sister in Rumania.

On February 15, 191*7, 2IAHY JANE KEENEY advised DOROTHY KOREAN
that she would come over the following afternoon at about 3*30 ?. U. and
stay for supper. MARY JANE says “ANGUS (her husband) writes me that I'm on
the April list to go to Japan, so I'm girding up ny loins." The conversation
concluded by NARY JAKE sayingvtfcat she and the KOREANS have lots to talk about
on the following afternoon. Ajf

During the period of this report, DOROTHY KOREAN has on
numerous occasions “hounded" BERING to take the necessary steps to secure
an in-grade raise. She continuously heckles him about the lack of money,
stating that it would be very easy for him to get an in-grade raise if he
only asserted a little ambition and effort to obtain same. ^

On Februaiy 26, 19h7, the informant reported that BERNG NORT-
[MAN was to appear before Congress in connection with a hearing concerning
the operation of various divisions of the State Department. The exact nature
of these hearings have not been determined, neither have the results been ^
announced. 00 vV

On Februaiy 27, 19U7, BRRNG N0RE4AK, while talking to his
wife, was advised by her that she had just received a letter from the Folish
Embassy inviting them to an affair on Tuesday evening, March 3, 19l*7. She
stated that the letter is RSVP and for BIRNIE to find out more about it and
reply so they might attend.

On Februaiy 28th, DOROTHY KOREAN further advised B3RKG
I that in connection with "that invitation" for March 8th, it was to be held
’ from 1* to 6 P. R. at the Polish Embassy. No further explanation was made
as to the nature of this invitation,

On Larchl2, 19l*7, an individual, known only as VAN, requested
BIiiiu.G KOREAN to obtain GERTG LANDER * s telephone number. VAN stated he is
working on distribution of imports of foodstuffs for the HOOVER food report
and wanted to contact her. BSRNG stated he did not have her phone number
but could probably obtain it by calling Greenbelt 5159. KOREAN volunteered&
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that if VfiJI was desperate in obtaining this information, to advise hi ™ and
he, BERNIE, would go down to his office and dig up some woik he did on the
subject seme time ago and make it available to VAN.' w)

On March h, 191:7, DOROTHY NORMAN advised BERNIE that she had
received the four shares of THROW

-

stock in the morning mail.

On March 5, BERNIE FOREMAN, while talking with MARY JANE
KEENEY, said he was trying to get her since she wasn't at the meeting last
week, and MARY JANE said she was in New York. MARY JANE then said she had
gotten travel orders and is going to try to leave the 23rd or 2l*th of
March. As soon as she got the travel orders she went down and applied for
a passport, got booster shots, and got a lot of things started; then realized
last week would be the best time for her to go to New York, since it would
interfere with too many other things if she went later. BERNIE asked about
her radio program and LfiRY JANE says she is afraid she will have to skip
it. ihey agree that's a shame. NARY J.-iNE said she wanted to have a few
days in San Francisco because she hasn't been th^e for six years, and there
are a good many people there she wants to see. /«V (V

BERNIE then told of the meeting, saying it was very dull, and
mostly taken up with raising money. BEKvIE thought the radio station was
to be a community affair, but apparently it wasn't. BERNIE raised a question
in regard to getting wine and beer advertisers and got slapped down on it.
They said the board would take care of that. MARY JAKE asked who was elected
to the board, but BERNIE didn't know; he didn't wait around to find out.
BERNIE farther stated the whole thing was pulling for money, that everything
else was wonderful, but he thought it should be more of a community business.
BERNES asked if MARY JANE thought he was exaggerating, and she answered in
the negative. BERNIE said if he isn't, he thinks he's going to get a count
on it with ED and a few other people, or get out. He doesn't think it can
be a money maker. MARY JANE said she didn' t think it was a community matter
as of the present moment, whether they will be able to do it later, she just
doesn't knew. BERNIE asked if there weren't supposed to be all kinds of
stockholders committees in relation to various programs, but MARY didn't
know, as the thing was started while she was in New York. She felt very
strongly that it should be done, but also knew it was one of the things
that ED had a tendency to shun. BEKI.TE says apparently the board did°too.
BdriKIE said he expressed his idea to BQTiET but the' latter” didn't~ seem' to
realize what the situation was from that angle. 1EAHY JANE said that she

m

. .Vi • 1
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J.hoped to see them before she leaves, th£»H’she just got back on the Congres-
sional that night. BERNIE stated he had tried three or four times to reach
her since the last meeting. BERNIE stated he -would like to see her downtown
if she could make it, but MART JANE advised she -wants to check on her pass-
port and make plans for breaking up the apartment; however, if possible, they
will get together. BERHIE wanted to know her schedule, so he can follow it

" 3

on the map. ftW

During the period that Confidential Informant has been
reporting information concerning BERNARD and DOROTHY NORT -IAN,^here have \>v
been numerous quarrels between these individuals. Recently, these quarrels
have become much more heated and on March 15, 19ii7, DOROTHY NOREiAl'I complained
about his living away from home so much and working so much and not leaving
the car so she can shop. During the conversation, informant reported, she
used excessive profanity in her statements, became hysterical, and during the
discussions, was crying considerably. The argument became so heated that
DOROTHY told HQRTiAT after he stated he would come home, leave the car and go
back to work, that when he did return to work, he needn't come home any more.
i>he stated she was sick and tired of his working every Saturday and every-
other Sunday. She stated she "couldn't see why he has to work seven days a
week to get us into another war and so what if we do get into it a day or
two later." DOROTHY continued her complaint about how long and how much he
Works and concluded the conversation by telling him to do as he pleases, and
from no.v on they will live entirely independent social lives; inasmuch as
they have been doing it for some time, they might as well recognize it/
DOROTHY ended the conversation by stating she is finished with him. f/m US
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SONIA STEINMAJ^ GQLD. Mas
Sonia Gold, Sonya Gold ^-*W

Dear Sir:

Reference is made to Bureau letter dated March 14, 1947, a
in which the V/ashington Field Office is directed to prepare memoranda *9
for interview purposes concerning subjects of the above-captioned • ^ t

case. There is set forth below the information available concerning
wtKIA STE2 KIAK OvLD, an employee of the United States treasury Depart-
ment. All information set forth ax pears in Washington Field Office
file 100-17493. /'arginal notes set out below refer to the serial
numbers and in most instances the page numbers of such serials where
this information will be found in Washington Field Office file
luO-17493. ^

ALLEGATIONS OF GREGORY

GREGORY informed that SONYA GOLD obtained a position in the

^ United States Treasury Department through the assistance of HARRY
DEXTER -KITE. GREGORY advised that in the fall of 1943, Mr. and Mrs.

\ SILVER?ASTER believed it desirable to have someone placed as a secretary
^ to KARRY DEXTER "/KITE in order to facilitate the obtaining of information

W from his office. As a result, HELEN SILVER- 'ASTER went to one of the

iL ^ Communist functionaries in V/ashington, D. C. and was given the name of
>3 SONYA GOLD. Eventually, SC.1TYA GOLD, through arrangements vdth HARRY

FJ "p- WHITE, obtained a position as one of the secretaries in his department.

As a result of this employment, SONYA GOLD obtained documents from his

rJ-’N* office which she copied, and thereafter turned her notes over to HEIEN
3^ SILVER! 'ASTER. GREGORY stated that in her belief, the information which

c/~,»tva rv Tn nKtain.ii nnnoennprt the Treasurv Denartment '

s

3981
P. 58

^ SILVER!.ASTER. GREGORY stated that in her belief , the information which

SONYA GGID obtained concerned principally the Treasury Department's
•* nS‘ opinions and recommendations regarding applications fer loans made by

the Chinese and French Governments. GREGORY stated that some of the
« * a — i A- Jt *1 fro tv3 t no 1 TT‘ T .P’. _ vjHt

information concerned political information regarding DeGAULlE, which
; v found its way into ./KITE'S office. GREGORY further alleged that SONY..

tJ C5C.IL used to d£ a lot of typing for the "gang."^ , S 1> H

i ft**',
,_\ .. vr,OB.P^3 .

.

r / 1 .

COPIES DESTROYED -x/..-—4-
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t On Decenber 28, 1945, SONIA was observed by agents having • '

luncheon with HELEN SILVER 'ASTER, one of the subjects of this investiga-

tion, in the lunch room of Garfinckel's Department Store, 'hashingten,

D. C. •
-r <•

On February 14, 1946, agents observed SONIA meet ELIZABETH

SASULY in the lobby of the Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C. at 5:30

p. m. These two women entered the Hotel cocktail lounge where they _ .

engaged in conversation for one—half hour. ELI -AlETII SASULY and her

husband, DICK SASULY, are reported to be very active in labor and

Communist circles. It is known that on May 16, 1945, they entertained

-,jll-liy FOSTER at their apartment. The Washington Field Office fixes

reflect numerous other contacts between the SASUITS and known Communists.

994
F. 12 s

1364
P. 17

- 3 -
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Scnia Steinman Gold

On March 5, 1946, agents observed BELA and SONIA GCID
contact with HENRY HILL COLLINS, Jr., a subject ^of this investigation.

On January 2, 1947* agents observed SCNIA and her husband,
BELA GOLD, eating lunch with DICK SASULY at the Dragon Restaurant,
V/ashington, D. C.

Investigation revealed that SONIA and BELA GOLD lived at the
residence of HENRY HILL COLLINS, Jr., VJhite Fines, Crandall Road,
Lanham, Maryland, for approximately six weeks during the fall of 1946.

Mail covers maintained on the GOLDS reflect that SONIA has
been in contact with the following:

On April 4, 1946, Captain HERMAN ZAP, U. 3. Army, Finance (

Division, C.L.G.U.3. Zj»P has b en in contact vdth at least one ether
subject of the GREGORY case. He used SCNIA GOLD’S name as a character
reference when he entered the U. S. Array. ^

• -

- tmm.
1514 -
P. 25

4380
P. 233

i:

On August 22, 1946, United Jewish Appeal, 1529 loth ot.

,

'.Washington, D. C. \j^

On December 9, 1946, ROBERT S. LYND, a professor at Columbia
University, New York City. !$

On December 15, 1946, S/J1J3L SC1L7ARTZ, Medical Doctor,
1912 R Street, N. V/. y\

On February 6, 1947, S. LYND STRAUS, D-42 Harvard, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

INFORMATION FROM BUREAU

3386
T-

""

- •

4190 P.2C

1638 P.1L

4190
1. 20

4540 a
P. 26*

On December 15, 1945, the Bureau furnished the following
information obtained as a result of a review of Bureau files: At a

party sponsored by Lodge j/141 (Jewish-American— Zest Los Angeles),

through the Emma Lazarus Division, on February 17, 1944, at 4660 Melrose
Ave. (Los Angeles,, the proceeds of v.hich were to be contributed to the
Morning Freiheit Association, 30NIA GOLD was one of the individuals
present who sent greetings to the Red Array through the Morning Freiheit.

SCNIA GOLD is believed to be a member of the Executive Committee
of Lodge #141 of the International Order of Los Angeles.

727 asp

- 4 -

f
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Sonia Steinnan Gold commnk
One SONIA GOLD, 3573 De Kalb Ave. , Bronx, New York, is re-

flected as having sent mail on July 21, 1943 to FRANCES CLURKAN. -wife
of KGrcTON CLUrtKAN-, subject of a Security Matter investigation.

(j|_>

|

One SCNL1. GOLD was listed as a member of the Professional
Section of the Communist Party, U. S. A., District 13, San Francisco.
This information was reported under date of June 17, 1944.

It will be noted that the information concerning the individual
or individuals named SONIA GOLD, as furnishe^b^th^Bureaj^anc^e^forth
above, was reported—during 1 94*3 and 1944»

Tonsequently, it is believed that the information set forth above, as
furnished by the Bureau, does not pertain to SONIA 3T3INMAN GOLD.
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TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE

CONFigpifun

SUSAN B. ANTHONY COLLINS, wife of HENRY HILL COLLINS, Jr.,
mentioned above, talked with SONIA GCID March 16, 1946. They discussed
a radio program which SUSAN was conducting. SUSAN commented that she
guessed they would continue this program until the Rankin Committee
got on their necks.

Mrs. COLLINS and SONIA conversed again on March 17> 1946,
at which time SONIA arranged to pici: up Mr. and Mrs. COLLINS in her car
later that same day.'Ml v v

1758
F. 26

SONIA was in contact with one HAROLD HOPPERS?.!!TH, apparently
ox Apartment A-7, 1498 Crotona Park, East, Bronx, New York, on June

7, 1946. The New York Field Division reported that this individual
was formerly in the Army. Nc. derogatory information concerning him
was developed. $ V*-"

On June 11, 1946, BELA and SCNIA GOLD discussed a Sunday
broadcast of DEER PEARSON, Columnist and Commentator, in which FEARSCN
reported that FRANK COE and ED M. EEHNSTE1N would resign from the

Treasury Department as soon as JOHN SNYDER became the Secretary of

the Treasury. BELA GOLD commented that this might be a reasonable

opportunity far SONIA' s friend, HAROLD GLASSER. COE and GIASSER, V/ .

subjects of the GREGORY case, are apparently known to SCNIA GOLD.
Qjy

W

—

From a conversation between SCNIA and BELA GOID on June 12,

1946, it would appear that SCNIA had typists at the Treasury Department

type the manuscript of a book which BELA was writing, f Vj

On December 14, 1945, SCNIA told BELA GOLD that VICTOR FERLO,

a subject of the Gregory case, was just hired by the Treasury Department.

She said she did not know VICTOR, but BELA said that he did.
(*J

V-

On February 9, 1946, SCNIA invited JEANETTE and V. LEwlS BAoSIE,

a gubjeat of the GREGORY case, to have dinner at her home the following

Sunday. 7 \X "

The GOLDS were reported to have made a long distance telephone

call on June 6, 1945 to telephone number 6552, Trowbridge, Massachusetts.

Report of Special Agent BEEKTCN S. GORDON, dated December 21, 1945 at

Boston, Massachusetts, indicated that this number was listea to JvKN

STABLER, 175 Hancock St., Cambridge, Massachusetts. A confidential sou

2473
P. 17

2473
P. 18

1364
P. 15

1638
r. 12

- 6 -
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reported that the party called at this number by the GOIDS was Miss
EDITH SCHEI3SR, concerning whom the Boston Field Division could develop
no information. Regarding JOHN STADLER, the Boston Field Office advised
as follows:

STADLER, a German-Jew, was born in Berlin, and his wife was
born in Hungary. He contacted the German Consulate in New York City on l

December 16, 1940. His occupation was stated to be that of a truck '

driver. He was reported to have unusually heavy activity in his bank
account, at one time depositing §5*700 during the month of August, 1942.
At that time, he advised the bank teller that he had received this money
from Roumania. STADLER would enter the bank hurriedly shortly before
closing hours and either deposit or withdraw amounts approximating from
§1,000 to §3*000. At such times, he appeared to be excitable and in
unnecessary hurry. In 1944 and 1945* bis account was reported as being
small and quite normal in its activity. It was noted that he had trans-
ferred a large sum of money from this bank account to some commercial bank,

the name of vjhich was not known.

Very truly yours.

V.'xV.’: AAJ

rny
V.‘ U , ;

•

- 7 -
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CONFIDENTIAL

U
QNAGE

Dear Sirs

Reference ia made to a letter from the Director to New Toric dated
Uarch 1U, 1947 requesting that a memorandum be prepared on certain subjects
to be used as a basis for a contemplated interview with the subjects.^

BACKGROUND INHUMATION

~3 CONF



100-171*93 -I

RD JOSEffi FITZGERAIO

- ITTZGERAID'S wife, REBEKAH MTTXm FiTZGERAID is reported to have
;

been previously employed by the District Red Cross, however this could ^

not be verified* She is also reported to have been employed at Brentano's
Book Store, 1822 F St*, N.W*, .as a sales lady* January to December, 19hl*

A INKmAUT^S STATEMENT ' *fV-, j

f .

' r-.10.ss ELIZABETH TERRELL BEHTIET.furnished the following information f
concerning EDWARD JOSEPH UTZGERAED* According to Miss HEHTIEr, approximately
one or two months prior to the death of JACOB QQLQS on Mpvembear 27, l$h3,

:
->. .*

£&.jsas. learned, that he haci recently made contact with an^underground -—

—

:|pvisfc espionage. group in Ihshington, D*C<whicb ha-'cCoMdered-was'^^-r^gjijS##- '•l«4ona«^ g*°np in ^shlngton, D*t^whicb hecongidered was^i^w^
' valuable • Miss BENUJET pointed but that throngh^eonveywat-t

n

nq wj gnf/^
-t

it was learned that he had been placed in contact with this group by • • .—;

' -+

CONFl̂ s'.

•
;
n

,
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t

"EARL BROWDER. Miss BEHTZEX was then informed by BROWDER thAt'he had made"
_s arrangements for meeting of this group at the apartment of- JOHN AW at
~ Central Iterk West near 90th Street. Sew Toxic city, early 1a 1$Mu • >-
ADT wiaus employed in 1939 as Qensvai counsel for the Amalgamated Clothing*
Barkers of America, CIO, a position which he still holds. J0T is married
to JESSICA SMITH who was formerly employed at the Soviet Bubassy,
Washington, D»C« and who is now president and bead of the «ag«*-twq “Soviet
Russia Today,* the Soviet propaganda organ under the guise of Americanism
leadership. JESSICA SMITH was formerly married to HAROLD WARE, now
deceased, the son of ur.T-A REEVE 5L0CR, an outstanding long active communist
figure. WARE headed the communist underground in the United States
Government far a number of years prior to his death. Miss mommy

/.noted that on the day appointed, upon going to the apartment of JOHN
i ADT, she met four indiviriua^sHmo were introduced to her as VICTOR
.PESLO, CHARLIE KRJMy-ifEfe MAGDOFF and EDWARD FETZGERALD. It was .

- recalled-thaV-on ufiis occasion they discussed the payment of their communist
^party dues as well as the receipt of com&unist party literature from Miss
ml BENTIEX. There followed a general discussion among all those present as
j to the type of information which these people would be able to furnish,
except ABT* It was obvious to Miss BENTLET that these people had been

. associated, for some time and had been engaged in sense sort ofespionage
for EARL BROHDSl. She recalled that EDWARD FITZGERALD at the of
this meeting was employed by the WIbXJj^

()
- ~T

'

.• V > ' U. . V . ... . ^ " * •
.

*

It was also interesting to note that each element of this group
which BEMTLEX met indicated that they were delegates from their group
in Washington. Miss BENTLEX had a subsequent meeting with the representatives
of this group at the apartment of JOHN ABT* At this meeting EERLO and
rj-raOEkALD were present and again there was some conversation concerning
the collection and payment of oommunist party dues by members of the IERLO
group of which FITZGERALD is a member. ->- -.r

.

' v'- / .

•

" It was the impression of Miss BENTIET that this group was rather
in a disorganized state and suffering from strife as well as lack of

B
’- * ship. Subsequent to this last meeting in JOHN ABE'S apartment, 5?

s of this group met in the apartment of MART BtICE, 207 Wbst Uth T
-

’

ew Toxic, another individual who Is involved in this case.
T recalled meetings at irregular intervals from the Spring, of
o December oJT that year.“With reference to'tha -inttivirinalw hf

“

HLO group that met at the apartment of MAET ffilCE who suppled
infonnation, WLss BENHEX said that VICTOR EERLO represented this group
in the meetings more often than did the other members.

.’jT-WA;

:pf«



”|HTH OTHER SUBJECTS IN THE GRBGCBT CASE v-i.-;

IHICH HAVE BEEN VERIFIED THROUGH PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE
» - _ __ . . w « • • .. .V ..... ... —^gr ........ _ r . _

...

January 5, 191*6, FITZGERALD was observed to meet an unknown
man on ll*th street across from the Department of Commerce Building. <

|This man was later identified as HARRY MAGDOFF.

• On February 2, l^no a physical surveillance was conducted on the
f residence of FEROL M. CORNELISON, 2929 Olive Aye., N.W., at which time
’ • party was in progress. It was determined that the following people were
present* EEKUND J. STONE, DOROTHY and IRVING KAHAN, RmnniT. and HARRY
MAGDOFF, Miss BEATRICE HEIMAN, formerly secretary to the former Russian
ambassador, OUMANSKY, ^Lss HEIMAN is presently connected with the
Overseas News Agency^ HERBERT FUCH£ DAVID REIN1RAUB and his wife, the
FITZGERALDS, (who were driven home by BEATRICE HETMAN). > ......

May 29, 191*6, FITZGERALD and his wife were observed spending the
evening in the home of harry MAGDCFF. .

; O* Jane 23, I9l*6j HARHT MAGDOFF and IRVING KAPLAN were observed
to visit the FTTZGERAID home at 2209 Observatory EL., N.V.

f

Oa. October 21, 191*6, FTTZGERAID was observed to be in attendance
at a meeting in the apartment of HARRY."WHITE. Also present were happy
MAGDOFF, GEORGE SILVERMAN and 7. IEJUS BASSIE* Rf.'-

.••o

:

4 .On February 19, 19l*7# FITZGERALD was observed to have lunch at
n- .

H°tel with LESEES BASSIE, HERBERT SCHENEEL and chart/tb KRAMER.

March i, 191*7, HSRBERT. SCHINMEiL,^IE8IS BASSIE and*IRVING U
0^ KAPLANwere observed in the home of EDUARD FITZGSA1D. r -

• O* March 3, 191*7, FITZGERALD was observed to have lunch at the
Dodge Hotel with HERBERT SCH3MKEL, I£WIS BASSIE, CHARLES VRaina* and
HERMAN EDELSBURG. . _ .

HERMAN EDELSBURG.

CON

>>
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a ?>'»

; > .; v a - ^ -rjggS .

•'•: i .* *£•»

FITZGERALD however was the supplier of Information on four or
r;jf±ve occasions* He supplied general Information concerning production
figures which he obtained from his employment with the TUB* In the
Spring of 191*5, after the disassociatian of Miss Tmm.nr from contacts
with the HRIO group, FITZGERALD made a visit to hear oh one oc casion in
Mew York City during April, 191*5, at which time he complained to her

his dislike of VICTOR PERLO and wondered if some other contact could
be arranged for him* It was stated at the first meeting VICTOR P5RLO
asked if the information ftaraished by him and the others would go to
Uncle Joe" and JOHN ASTwas very amused at this inquiry* At the second
meeting in. ABC'S apartment, HRLO turned. over to ]£Lss HRim.iev pome
information and at the initial meeting he turned over some information
to her which had been supplied by DONALD WHEELER of O.S.S. It was noted
by Miss BENTLET that some of the typewritten material which HEKLO
typed bore great resemblance to written material seen several months
previously in the possession of GQLOS which had been given him by EARL
BROWDER. This material received by Miss BENTLEY from members of the

IPERLO group was turned over to "BILL" and later to "JACK." She stated
I that FITZGERALD was a communist

, party member*

Miss BENTIEY first saw FT 1ZGERALD in the early part of 19l*l* at
the first meeting in JOHN ABC'S apartment. She stated she saw him on
Ithree subsequent occasions, once in the late spring, once in the summer
land once in the fall of 191*1* at the home of MARI HtlCE, at which
he did deliver to her material that the group had secured from Washington*

• Although Miss BENTLEY'S active participation in this espionagepoup ceased in September, 191*1*, her Russian contact "JACK* contacted
her either at the end of January or the beginning of February, 191*5, and
requested her to see FTTZGERAID and attempt to straighten m« out inasmuch
as he had become very uncooperative with the individual who was »««rfHneIhim at that time. - She stated that at "JACK'S" suggestion, she met
[FITZGERALD at Childs Restaurant on the comer of 72nd and Broadway,
iNew York tf.ty, and informed him of HACK'S"desires, (ihe first meeting
Jin AJP'S apartment, placed tentatively as. fbbruary 27, 191*1*, a Sunday).

? - *rth reference to the first meeting at ABC'S apartment which thennant places tentatively as of Sunday. February ?7i 10¥|

.
t0 the statement of Miss BENTLEY that she alsomet FITZGERALD in the apartment of MARI ffilCE on three subsequent occasions
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EDWARD JOSEPH FITZGERALD

TECHNICAL INPOBHATION

CONFIDES iAL

The following information. concerning FETZGERAID'S activities was
obtained through tec&dcal suojigillaiices identified as Confidential .

infor^m U_ •

:^
On January 23, 191*6 there wk& a conversation between ATLTF.T.T*

IERAZICH and DQROTHI KAPLAN* AMELIA stated that she and her husband
had visited the FITZGERALDS * • (AMELIA PERAZICH is the wife of GECRGE
PEEIAZICH who is also a subject in this case). IRwf. report of Special
Agent Lambert G* Zander dated Inarch 1, 191*6)* AT )

On March 8, 191*6, FITZGERALD told an unidentified soman that he
had talked with LEONARD MERENBERG the previous day* Hib files of the
Washington Field Office reflect that LEONARD amreF.MRFqr, is a member of
the Union of Federal Workers of America and was employed by the Treasury
Department* His wife's name is MARGARET ARZUENT NIERENBERG, who was
the subject of an applicant investigation by this office of the n™
in 19l*2. Such investigation reflected that one informant stated that
she had communistic tendencies and had been in the habit of talking
about communism and how good Russia was* The Washington field Office
files reflect that she was a member of the Washington Bookshop and is
presently employed with the CIO Maritime commission* (Ref* report of SA
Lambert G* Zander dated March 28, 191*6)

Oa. April 12, 1?1*6, BEATRICE HEIMAN invited the FITZGERALDS
to a party in her apartment on Friday or Saturday, Jp?il 19 or 20*
At this time Miss HEIMAN wanted to know the address of I* J„ NEEDLE*
REBEKAH informed her that his correct name was I* J* fflrenmrflw and that
he was with the Rirchasing Commission in New Yorknity. (It is believed
that this was the. Soviet Barchasing Commission), y

On April 13, 19U6, AMELIA IERAZICH invited EDWARD FITZGERALD
and his wife to the IERAZICH home for dinner that evening* This was

* declined for lack of a sitter* She then invited them to dinner on
.
April 19* This was also declined for the reason that they had been
invited to BEATRICE REIMAN 1 S* They agreed to get together soon*
"(Ref* report of Lambert G. .Zander dated May 2, 191*6)* jt

-—— On May 20, 191*6, FITZGERAID, while in New York Asiting his ill —A—

-

"father, advised his wife that JENNY UTTXra had contacted hion the previous/
w"

evening wanting to know if there was anything that she could do* JENNY 'f*?'

coNFiMiAi:
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EDWARD JOSEPH FITZGERALD

COWSHTIN-.
MTT.TJB is the wife of ROBERT vttj.br who is also a subject in this ease*

t (Ref* report of Special Agent Lambert G* Zander dated June l£, 191*6)

On June 13* 19U6, REBEKAH FITZGERALD contacted an unknown /
individual known to the informant only as HJDWIG and made arrangements
to meat him on the corner of Constitution Ave* and 23rd St* to attend
the Watergate concert* This was the concert given by Kin The Peace
Committee of which PAUL ROBSON iras president* (Ref* report of Lambert
G. Zander dated July 8, 191*6).

On July 1$, 191*6 FITZGERALD conversed with HARRY UAGDOFF
at which time HARRY advised ED to listen in on the radio program on
1260 on the dial*^ (This was an interview of EARL BROWDER). (Ref*
report of Special Agent Lambert G* Zander dated August 1* 191*6) • /V

BERTHA BLAIR, who is a frequent contact of the FITZGERALDS^,
was the subject of a Hatch Act investigation by this office in 19l*2

which indicated- that she was mentioned by the Dies Oommittee as a
member of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action* Her name
is listed in the active indices of the Rational Federation for Constitutional
liberties, American Eteace Mobilization and a member representing the
Washington Council for the National Negro Congress* During the interview
she denied being a member of the communist party and refused to state
what organizations she was a member of*‘ (Ref* report of Special Agent
Iembert G* Zander dated August 29, 191*6). VJL^ • - ?

On August 31, 19h6, LESLIE KISH contacted EDWARD FITZGERAlD
at which time FTTZGERAID advised TCTSH that HAftRT UAGDOFF was coming to
Ms home that evening and then KISH invited FITZGERALD to KISH'S home
on the following evening* He mentioned also at this time that he had
some people whom he was anxious for FITZGERALD to meet* The invitation
was accepted. LESLIE KISH'S name has appeared on the active indices
of the American Baace Mobilization Committee and the Washington Committee
for Democratic Action. He is also reported to have fought with the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade in Spain* (Ref* report of Special Agent Lambert G*
Zander dated October 1, 191*6) ;

On October 27, 19&6, BERTHA BLAIR advised ED* FITZGERALD that
sne was very axssauLsxiea wren ner present posxexon ana could not stand
It much longer however she was collecting a lot of material but did not
know what could be done with it* She did mention that someone in her
office had suggested it would be most valuable in case of another
mobilization to wMch FITZGERALD added that "namely Russin*" (Ref*
report of Lambert G* Zander dated November 19, 19li6)* (\/

\
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Ob December Jo, 19h$r t& iOTZGERAIDj %hila discussing with
;BEADDIE MAGDCFF a party which FITZGERALD was giving on the following
evening, FITZGERAUT mentioned that in addition to the J£AGDGFFSf

, th»
~ QECRGE SILVERMANS', LESLIE KISH and the ^IRVING KAPLANS* would be there.
(Bef. Report of Lanbert 0.' zander dated January 2h, 19l*7). Ytj

J %*& In addition to the above, informants have advised ttfat the^ .

,
’7- FITZGERALDS' are very closd friends at the HAGDOFFS* and contact each

other at frequent intervals.Qic^vC/ .i

-
1

^ 'Recently there have been several conversations between hahht
MAGDCFF and £D FITZGERALD in which the name of •VIC" was mentioned.

+U. It is believed that they were referring to VICTOR PERU). ED onjm^
,,
:v occasion mentioned having had lunch with VIC the previous day.

Vary truly yours.

•" ^.-rv>y •

, «
*

»

**
. 4 .» v - - •
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, economic surveys and reports. He entered PEA as an economic analyst
& at |6500 per annua in the Office of the Assistant Director, War Grades

Staff. ^6n July 22,>19UU, he teas transferred as Special Assistant 1 at

It$6500 anmna lihe ‘Qfficeubf .the Administrator, -Of|icm^

t Programs, PEA. Cn pebruary 1, 19U5, he became Advisor^(Foreign

Development Policy) at $8,000 per aanixa ih the- Offioe~of .
the Ad-

ministrator, Office of Economic Programs, PEA. In taking this latter

| position, GOLD replaced 7. IESHS BASSIE t*o
v
hais been mder investi-

gation in connection with this case. ••
'

p.$9
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Mail covers maintained on the residences of .BEZJL GOZJ)

during the course of this investigation refleot that he has received-
/ .

7
.

V.rcorrespondence frank the following individuals and organizations, cct ^ Of |JL#
m;-.-. Vthe dates indicatedj-. ^ihe7datea,indicAted* •..

12/1*5 T- ltoyal Institute of international Affairs, 51*2 5th Avenue, / / 632 p.25
7VV -.^-cT* New fork City 7/7. 77 .'7 7 \77*7-77- '7 7 v* 77 ''777'7'T

„
' •

'

7- •*'.

'

‘ ..
" ::7'v

r

12/7/1*5 Society for Advancement of Management, 81* Williams Street, I 632 p,25
7:7 7 New fork City • .''7, ,.: .;•-' 7 :

'

7 - 77~777t7- •> 7; I
\ - V • - £4

tl/12/1*6 IRVING FISCHER, Post Office Bax 1825, New Haven, Conn*

1/21/1*6 E. .SCHILUHER, 8 Plyrapton Street, Cambridge, Mass*

3/26/1*6 BfiHRryy S. LIED, 75 Central park. West, New York City

1150 p.33

1258 p. 8

1638 p.ll*

2080 p.17

5/22/1*6 CARL SHOUP, Columbia University School of Business, NIC '
I 2330 p.19

10/23/1*6 Consumer's Uhion of the U. S«, Lac., 17 Union Square,
New York City (publication entitled BREAD AMD BUTTER)

1*090 p.,18

11/25/1*6 American Economic Association, Northwestern university, 1*090 p.19
Evanston. Hliriois -»

. - -

•'.7
r

-
-7

.
...... 9

,
•- .. .-.-7,-. ... •. *

, ’4
. .. -/TV

' .

‘

12/9/1*6 10 Cottage Farm Road, Brookline, Mass, (no sender's name} 1*190 p,19

12/15A6 SAMUEL SCHWARTZ, Medical Doctor, 1912 R Street, N.W.,
• •

-
Washington, D. C* ... 7 7 7 7 •

2/5A? Aparelhos Electricos Fatores, LTDA, Rue Olympia 121*,

,7.

,

Sao Paulo, Brazil .'

._. r..7 v. 7 • .. . „

1*190 p.20

1*51*9 .
p.26

<. As a result of physical surveillances maintained by V.7 ; 7

% Washington Field Office agents,' it was observed that GOLD was in.
.

_ ^
;7/_

contact with the following individuals on the dates indicated: 777.,' 7 >’•

-Sj„i S. •
'• •’TvitV ,v. fc- 77*^^ ' 'Vte. >F' ' •

' - * ":.V >•

Mrs, ELIZABETH SASULY, Alban Towers, 3700 Massachusetts’ Avenue, N.W., . 512 p.17 :7

on November 26, 19U5.
-

,.^7
:

7%7;
•*.»'. -.7 .-.?7,7*77.,

" 7
T7"7'- .v7: -..j/.''; 7777* •" "7V “-

:

'

-

?'<

:

7 7,

T: 7 .-

't
:7'"-'

- < %. 4Z • ;
7'i. 7 * " • ! ”7

-s

HENRY HILL COLLINS, JR., White Pines, Crandall Road, Lanhaa , Maryland 151U P«2o
on March 6, 191*6

-

•'

DICK SASULY, husband of ELIZABETH SASULY, mentioned above, on - V
; _ -

.U380 p,233
January 2, 19i*7. '

7
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frECHNICAL SURVEILLANCES j($L V\-

«Al • surveillance maintained on the residence of HBTA .... f
_ ..^ :

' nrsrji f)mm Tteamber .10^ 19k5. through June l5j 19U6,Indicated that
|

- • GQH> has been In contact with, or is acquainted with, the persons f ' /

listed below. “ The dates on which such information was supplied are i vV
set out* ,i ' ..'-. _ ;

••: 'S*
:

; :j
;' '

1/16/U5 STAUGHTON C. LIND, D1CA, 1110 Jefferson Avenue, Toledo, Ohio
J1638

p.17

10/27A5 VAX MERMELSTEIN, 130 Hooper Street', Brooklyn, V. Y. %2323
1638

Vr ;;
- >^

; v,
-. •

••
- v

• - • .

-
^y10J0

0. a subject of this ease . ..£ -•• ..-^vr .j,;.--
.'

i 9$U12/1VU5 -VICTOR PEHLO, a subject of this case "

. .,.- . . tc .
• %

’ “ ; i •,-./ V i ;
.

- *

12/16A5 ELIZABETH SASULY (numerous contacts have been reported

between BETA GOLD and ELIZABETH andHICK SASULY)
;

l/l/h6 BILL LEVITT, a soldier stationed at Camp Pickett, Va* ..

P*5U
p.16

p.ll

1150
151U
2631

a-’ • v

1/l/kS HERBERT SCH3MMEL, who has been previously mentioned

1/1A6 HUNT SCOTT, identity unknown
;

:

- - 1150

l/l/h6 ROBERT S. LIND, Columbia Diversity, NYC (contacts 1150

qh several other dates reported) ~
1

1/2A6 RUTH MONROE, husband of Dr. MITTELMAN, 130 East 67th Street, 1150

New York City ^.
•

....
.

r../.:
... ;. -/

1150 p.3U

1150 ~p.3U

p.3U'

2/9A6 JEANNETTE and V. LECTIS BASSJE (Bassie»s activities have .

been investigated in connection with this case)

2/19/U6 HENRY htt.t. COLLINS, JR., who has been previously mentioned
~ j * ,r-‘- vuvi-*

••

2/2U/U6 Mrs. RUSSEL A. NIXON, 325 North Thomas Street, Arlington,

Virginia
.

• -

,
^v- v . --aV ,

, -r. • ':<•• -y

3AQ/U6 BHXA and SAM RGDIIAN .

V"? -* ••••:- " - 'i S'

3/L6/U6 SUSAN B. ANTHONY CQLL3JIS, wife of HENRI HILL COLLINS,JR;,
' mentioned above

. .... ;.
r^A .- - : -v

136U p.l5

- > §
li<25 p.2U

:

i5iU p.25

1758 p.26

^ -7-

CONFIDENTIAL
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r

6/3/U6 MAX ROSENBLOC8I, identity unknown

F 6/3/U6 ^HERMAN METERS," of "National Trade*

2631 >.25

is .*-'•»v

• V — ‘
;i- ’*•

_-«"r—
- *

•.y-’iT'o'.y r. * £*
'*'"* ?!’ *

«- *». «f

. 2U73 p.17
2631 p.25

'

6/6/W^' HAROID COPPERSMITH, -apartment A-7, 1U98 Crotona Park,"
v
-

. East, Bronx. N.Y. - :

; 7-. :• .
•' .** * .. ..

'

' i: >-.,»>»(

6/6/U6 (LESLIE) KISH, identity unknown * T t

2U73- p.17
3907 p.3a

6/8A6 ORVILLE OLSON, Independent Voters of Minneapolis, Minn.

6/11/U6 JAMEN YOUNGDAIE, Independent Voters of Minneapolis, Minn.

6/H/U6 HAROLD BOSE, 'identity unknown

6/11A6' V. FRANS COE, who is under investigation in connection with

this case - —

21*73 P.18

2U73 P.18

2U73 p.ia

2631

2U73

P.25

p.19

, The GOILS were reported to have made a long distance,

telephone call June 8, 1915, to telephone number 6552, Trowbridge,

Massachusetts. The report of .Special Agent BRENTON S. GORDON dated

December 21, 19b5» at Boston, Massachusetts^ indicated that this

number was listed to JOHN STADLER, 175 Hancock Street, Cambridge,

Massachusetts. A confidential source reported the party called at

this number was Miss EDITH SCHRTHER concerning whan the Boston Field

Division could develop no information. Concerning JOHN STADIER the

Boston Field Office advised as follows i 4 4 *4 i.y

|l638 p.12

STADLER, a German Jew, was born in Berlin. His wife was bom
in Hungary. STADLER contacted the German Consulate in New York City

on December 16, 19U0. He was reported to be a truck 'driver. It was

further reported that he had unusually heavy activity in his bank

account, at one time depositing $5700 during the month of August, 19U2.

At the time he told the bank teller that he had received this money

from. Roumania. He would enter the bank hurriedly shortly before closing

hours and either deposit or withdraw amounts approximating fran one to

three thousand dollars. At such times he appeared excitable and in an

unnecessary hurry. In 19UU and 19U5 his account was reported to be

small and very normal. It was said by the bank that prior to these

years he hgd made a large withdrawal which had been credited to some

connercial bank, the name of
-

iftiich could not be recalled.

-8-
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Writers! Sitnatt of fountigation

IbHtefi ftatmBepartnunt offnatir*
Washington Field Division, Room 1706

April 1, 1947

•I »• .463

? Vr, !?, A.

C'?f^ ...... ......

>Jr. Cfavta

[
Kr. Ni-'h

V;jsea .

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
Ei'ClEFI WEBBS SHOWN *MV
OTHERWISE-;; -

a*- .. - • -v •

: D3HBCTCR, FBI

.life/.- V"; Jjk/IV

**- -vs*-

.SECRET . owr
.- ‘^»v£3*WV-:- - V- . 7 ; fa* ->f. ..

itxal

Mf. Cano*

jLJw
-»-IW o- •

r-

:T'r r**-?r*r

. ••S=>* •*«?:

Dear Sir*

BB^tBGCRY
KHonage - B

l —O Ff*r\Sicton

,

|
Sir. ^-Jav lawa
•Q*.

^M^udir..

V3& «'Vir-

«W ROBERT fETLLSR,

'-
:

• ^Reference ie made to Bureau letter dated March 14, 1947
V

;

directed to New York City with copies to the Washington Field
, Office instructing that memoranda be prepared on the above individual
for possible use in an anticipated interview with subject MILLER
regarding his activities* V ; ‘

i

The information hereinafter set forth was obtained fro*
,

a review of the Washington Field Office files and a review of the
transcript of the hearing of MILL® conducted by the State Depart-

„
*ent on August 28, 1946* .

BACKGROUND OF ROBERT TALBOT MTT.T.VB

,

r ” ROBERT TALBOyylUTIFR * JR. . the --i'a tUei yf the subject, is a
- -'^'

•graduate of Johns Hopkins University apd was formerly an assistant
professor or a professor at that institution. Be later became a
surgeon specializing in tuberculosis . and now resides in Dtndbury,

>~'
i<

Massa^hnwo-frf.g- He is a prominent physician although now retired and
a, a® of considerable wealth*. Investigation has reflected that he; *-Jf'

is s man of high reputation* ; ^
; a t ; i - wrtHR MT TAT.HrW 1TTTTTO TTT £' tsh*.1 #.' xa* .'‘j-HOhaif TALBOT MHI£R, 1H inis born on April 5« 1910 in Pittsburgh*" - - • - ffw .XX. S*J _ A e .s. • • * •* . * r.-i • 9

Cl 5, Pennsylvania* Be attended Princeton university ehere hie received an
^ClSf Id. degree in English in June 1932* . At thi^s t^ss he intended to

«*>ark upon a .teaching career in &glish4. Be discarded this idea shor
thereafter upon realizing that-it might^bw dtall^Thereafter he spent

^ *w "t.'tte year, between the spring of 1932.and the spring of 1933, "knockii^
<V£3 .J::*ram&9 and trying to write and publish successfully* He spent this ~

%.|j| ^ period at his family’s place in Duxbury,. l&ssachusetts gnd Baltimore,
S ag J? ISEuryland and several months with his aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs* V* H

miim
tV

lf'Y\ y Jk Sk MAY 221947

effmfMPW

l

: EX-70 SECRET
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^BE* ROBERT TALBOT MULES, IH .

WiT.iraR at Flushing/ Long Island. Mr. WALKER had cartoonist
.

..

for Life magazina before it became a Lace publication and has been:

dead for some years* :: : .

-v v V'.,^

y: jn April or May 193^ IHILES wedt to work for the John Price

Jones Corporation in New York, a fund raising and publicity firm

which specialised in raising money for institutions such as colleges

and hospitals* He made this connection through Dr. WENFCRD H.

SMITH, a good friend of bis father and at that time director of

JbhxsHopkins Hospital* The hospital was an account of the Jones

~ Corporation and therefore SMUB was well acquainted with the firm*

im.TTO began this employment as an apprentice and devoted a number

of months to specialised research jobs. Later he became assistant

to WABCTJi WEEKS, a vice president of the coagmny. y
After approximately one year MTTiTER found this work dull

and offering little promise of much development and he began to

feel a desire for experience of more interest and activity. He had

already tried newspapers while living with his aunt and uncle in

Flushing and at that time depression staffs were still being maintained.

At thta time he decided to go abroad.

Through his aunt, Mrs. JOHN H. MILLER, wife of his father's

elder brother then of Flushing, New York, he met ETHEL S. PAITISON

of New York, a seed expert and dealer. She had made a trip to Russia

in connection with her seed business both to buy and sell and at
;

the time of American recognition of Russia had become interested in
United States-Russian trade possibilities. MILLER and his aunt met

ETHEL E. PATTISON while she was building up a group of American companies

whose products she proposed to try to sell in Moscow. It appeared she

was —airing a trip that autumn ..(1934) and was projecting a permanent

. 'sales office in Moscow which would represent American firms for either

r; selling or buying purposes. MILLER and his aunt met lire. PATTISGH
t .

• because aunt's brother, a Mr. PEEPXES in Ohio, was proprietor

of a grinding nachinery manufacturing firm and Mrs. PATTISON felt there

Would he a market for his re chines in Russia. .........
. v...;

T

~

- liTT.TJCR beca» interested in l^TFATIISOT'S venture arid after

/ careful consideration and discussion with his mother and father and other

r members of his family he decided to go to Russia and work far Mrs.

PATTISON. y _y‘ 'yy ^

On August 29, 1934 MI1ZER left the united States and arrived

in Moscow on September 12, 1934. He financed the trip himself in

[S0CRET
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-Of*1•"“ of the fact that in 1931, when he became twenty-cRa, his "father

had given him a very generous etna of none? sufficient to support
’

-him indefinitely# «Tr.T.iai supported himself in that way supplement-

ing it with earnings after he began to work*

from the middle of September 1934 to the end of December

1934 VTTT7R worked and was associated exclusively with lira. PATTLSCH,

helping in office work, correspondence, and whatever came up ip
- uhich he could be useful* This employment, however, never developed

into full-time work since Hrs. PlTTISON'S efforts to establish a
permanent business office with a regular volume of sales were not

.

successful and in Decenfcer 1934 she abandoned the attempt* At this

time it may be noted wt.tjib studied Russian under a private tutor
for approximately eight months after arrival in Moscow*

Vhen wtt.t.to realized Mrs. PATHSCSPS venture would not
- materialize he began to make other plans* Rather than go home

and return to a job he had deliberately and willing left and in the
absence of any other prospect in the United States he preferred to
stay abroad and see •whether he could develop into newspaper work*
As a result of previous arrangements made by RULER, through friends
before he left the Uhited States, he began to write for GEORGE FCRT
MILTON, at that time publisher of the Chattanooga News (Tennessee)

on an article subadssion basis inl934*

vtt.ttw applied to the fress Bureau of the Russian Foreign

Office for a Consular Visa which was necessary for a stay in Russia
beyond the length of an ordinary tourist trip and was informed that
he would have to leave the country, receive the Consular Visa out-
side it and then return* At the end of December 1934 MILLER went to

Helsingfors, Finland, applied at the Soviet Consulate there and in
a week or two obtained the t^sa and then returned to Moscow in January

1935* A11 of his subsequent requests for renewal of this, visa in
• order to stay in Moscow were made, to the fress Bureau of the Russian
Foreign Office* .

:^r

'
'

•
' "•

.•
• from January 1935 to the early autumn of 1935 HITLER wrote

• • r*T*Ti#j

C.r November 1936 and intermittently thereafter he worked for an American,
SAMUEL RODMAN, who was the correspondent in Moscow for a'nuober of
British publications including the London News Chronicle, the London
Observer (Sunday paper). The Exchange Telegraph Agency, The Central
News Agency, The Monthly of the Anglo-Russian Chamber of Commerce,

seAret
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~Z- and for the American Magazine Business Week* MTrraata duties -were
-- to prepare dispatches which mere sent to these publications* _

*7* Hi October or November 1936 SPENCER' wtt.t.taiS
j correspondent

in Moscow for the London Daily Herald and the lluxchester Guardian,
as well as full-time secretary in Moscow of the American-Russlan
Chamber of Commerce, went home on a periodical trip* He requested
UTT.TER to handle the work for his paper , on this occasion and UTT.T.ra

corresponded for both papers until his return in March or April 1937*
Also, after WILLIAMS* return, urt.Tnt continued to write for the
London Daily Herald in his place until MULES left Moscow in June
1937* Concurrently with this employment from about February to July
or August 1936 MILLER was the regular correspondent in Moscow for

7 Reuters during the absence from Moscow of its staff correspondent,
HEIST SHAPIRO, later United Pressman in Moscow* & -various occasions
KILLER filled in far others among the Anglo-American newspapermen
when they were travelling, such as NGRMAN DEUEL of the United Press
and far CHQLLERTQN of the London Daily Telegraph*

|
Hi Moscow MILLER met SAMUEL RODMAN, HENRI SHAPIRO, HERMAN

IHABICHT and his wife* . At that time HAHTCET was Moscow representative
w of the United States line and of the Open Road Travel Agency and was
later associated with SHAPIRO for the United Press* MILLER also met
MOBS HAZARD who recently left the State Department to become a
"professor in the Russian institute at Columbia university* At that
time HAZARD was in Moscow during the same years as MILLER studying
law on a Crane Foundation Fellowdi ip* MILLER also became acquainted
with JOB PHIIIIPS of the New York Herald Tribune and later foreign
editor of News Week; JOHN LLOYD, Associated Press, and Ms successor
CHARLES NUTTER; WALTER DURANTI, LINDSAT PARROT, and HAROLD DENNT, the
Uast 'three being with the New lark Timed* At this time he met HENRI
RARE, an American student in Russia, now employed in the Department
I of Commerce, inter MILLER wrote a few articles for the Baltimore'
Sun*

r J
* * '

t*** -* -

-*r

'

•
. JENNY IEVY mas approximately the first person that MILLER

met after his arrival in. Moscow* At that time JENNT LETT, now MUISI'S
wife, was working as a secretary for Krs. ETHEL PATTISON*- They were
married on December 3* 1935 In Moscow* *

•

'P*. * .

‘

•

.
;
r--

Hi approximately June 1937 mtt.tjr and his wife left Russia
and stopped in Berlin and Amsterdam a day or two.each enroute to
Paris, France* During the first month or so in Burls he went to
London to see the editors of the London Daily Herald, remaining a
few days* During this time his wife was with child and the longer
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they remained in Parle it became less and lessadvisable to take'
the long trip hack to Moscow on the train and he preferred to hare
.the child born in the American hospital in Paris rather than in a
"Soviet hospital* Farther, he did not want to restrict his stay
in Europe to Russia* • S".

It may be noted that before MILLER left Moscow he had
considered the idea- of going to Spain far the London Daily Herald*
So he sent to see the Spanish Ambassador in Moscow and there re-
ceived a letter of recosnendation from the Ambassador to the Spanish*

Ambassador in Kiris*' After his arrival in Baris MILLER went to
see the Spanish Ambassador who recosmended that MILLER go to work
for the Hews Agency of the Spanish Republican (Loyalist) Government
in Paris* HELLER mas employed by this News Agency and his work
consisted of translating straight ness dispatches received by
telephone from Spain and relayed by phone to the London Office
which issued the dispatches to the British press* At this tins
it may be noted that MILLER was also studying and reading and
probably doing research work, gathering news items of interest for
future publication. He had considered working as a correspondent
for the Daily Herald in Spain but when he failed to retur n to
Moscow his employment as a correspondent far this newspaper ceased.

•. ’Vx
'

MILL2R was employed by the Loyalist Government Agency in
Paris for a period somewhat over one year. He took time off during
this period to take a long vacation trip to Italy with his wife,
just before the Munich Pact was signed* He was in the south of
France the day before Munich. He also went on several trips to
Europe before he came back to the united States in order to obtain
material for articles. He went to the Ukranian section of
Czechoslovakia and obtained some interesting material on Nazi
Operations among the Ukranians. He left- Czechoslovakia only a
week- or ten days before it was occupied by the Germans'.

; • 7 yrr.TJft left France in May 1939 with his wife and son ac-
companied by his aunt and uncle, Ur. and Mrs. JOHN H. MIIIER, who
had been visiting them in Burls* He returned primarily because
war was threatening; he had been away five years without a break and
wanted to return to his home and his people, and be hoped to

vrs establish new press connections either to work in the united States
or to return to Europe for some American paper. After his return
to the United States he spent most of the suaoer with his wife and
son at his parents* home in Duxbury, Massachusetts going down to

' Heir York now and then to attempt to sell some articles he had prepared

kSECRET
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while In teria, to look up job connections, and to develop anews
.letter covering all counties and to.be published and sold in the
Uhited States*

, .

’ 3h the early summer of 1939 MILLS met JACK PARI in New
lark at a cocktail party or through some Press friends* FAHT was
also interested in establishing a news letter but exclusively on
’Latin America* MTUER at this time did not want to restrict
himself to Latin America or any one region* However, in view of
the outbreak of war in Europe they decided to limit their news
fletter to Latin America. They Incorporated the Hemisphere News
IService under the laws of New York on September 25, 1939* mtt.t.fr

[
had recently inherited §10,000 from his aunt, Mrs. ISLAND BANNING
’of Cincinnati, Ohio, and §9000 was put into the business. MILLER
had newspaper experience, which FAHY had not had, and he knew
Press techniques and provided most of the ideas on editorial form
and technique of presentation. FAHY had had con siderable experience
in Latin America, had travelled and studied Latin America over a
protracted period, and had contacts there who could correspond
with them on a shoe-string basis* - ............. ..

At this time JOSEPH B. GREGG was in New York working for a
real estate company. FAHY and GREGG had met each other in Spain
where both were truck drivers with the International Brigade and
they had become close friends. GREGG and FAHY had also discussed
FAHY1 S idea for a latin American news service and GREGG had expressed
Ms interest in it* MUXER and FAHY employed JOSEPH B. GREGG as
a general business assistant to handle the busipess side of the
office, such as promotion, printing, mailing lists and such problems*

'•••;- In the spring of 1941 FAHY left the Hemisphere for a job
with the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs and subsequently
GREGG gave MILLER some editorial assistance* -

- . . •• .’?••• -
.

Contrary to the general Impression, mtt.tjr has stated that
the Hemisphere News Agency did not become the Export Information

R
u* The files of the library ofthe Hemisphere were brought to
ogton in approximately September 1941 under the supervision of
and an office was established in the Washington Building
ate and apart from the CIAA Office. The Hemisphere was placed
.contract on a reimburseable basis, all profit being excluded,

— —ice available its information and experience to the CIAA, -because

:ret
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p rofessor HiDUST CABTRIL of Princeton believed this data of valu^*

^ r
' The Export Informatian Bureau «u organized as a subsidiary

of the American Association of Advertising Agency to provide a market
research service from Latin America far* the American Association of
Advertising Agency and its members* Actually, it mas also intended
to enable CIAA to place personnel in Latin America for reporting
purposes, especially on matters of public opinion*

Early in 1941 the Export Information Bureau began to hire
men to go to the principal Latin American capitols for this purpose*
They mere chosen for the most part by Professor CANTRIL* CANTOIL had
learned of the Hemisphere, thought veil of it, and had met FAHI
through a mutual friend, JOHN TIBET then associated vith the Gallop
Poll, later employed in the BEN, and subsequently in the Joint Chiefs
of Staff* CANTOIL hired FAHI to go to Bogota, Columbia to set up the
Export Information Bureau there and HILLER met CANTRIL at that time*

Shortly thereafter, CANTRIL contacted HILLER, told him that
the work of supervising this apparatus had become burdensome to him,
and asked HILLER vhether he would be interested in taking it over as a
idAA employee. HELLER was" also invited to accept this position by
UZr. NEX5QN ROCESIELIER and his chief assistant, CARL SPAETH, and
yfTTT.'Rii did accept* Later the Export Information Bureau operation ended
and a number of its employees in Latin America were taken over by the
so-called Coordinating Conmittees set up by ROCKEFELLER. HILLER was
brought in to handle the general reporting being dons by the Export
Information Bureau men in Latin America* as well as the large body
of information which was reaching CIAA from many sources, most of which
were governmental* later his job developed *into the general responsibility
far the handling of all information which reached CIAA far internal,
operating purposes*,. This included material from FBI, the Department,
Any, Navy, publications of all kinds in the united States and Latin
America, complete Associated press and united Press and immigration
and Naturalization Service news service, which CIAA received, FCC
monitoring of Zatin America broadcasts and other miscellaneous sources*
Bs organized a variety of internal information services from this

Daily Bulletin based on published sources only, and used widely in
government during the warj a Monthly Record of standard data such as
Cabinet changes and major policy statements in Latin America} a Weekly
Periodical Digest of magazine material on Latin America} spot research

SECRET
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^^for information cm quick news events* andhasierfsearch^ -

constitutions of Latin ApraficaaTc^ wore -

^jfLall.far use. only. within CIAA,.except for. the restrictedDaily £ulle-ttn,

•. >mhich circulated to other agend.es* Nonaof- the material reached
the public** - v- 1

'

stSSirti- -ii • .5

•'
: ;W-:

‘

' v?.:
.

--.V-^.

It oaj be noted HILIHt began his employment as an analyst for
the CliA, Department of Commerce, in lkshington, D* C/onSeptemberU,
1941* He was transferred to the Stfte Department.in July 1944 and was ..

assigned tothe HearEastern Division*Heresigned from the State 1"~ v
Department effective December 13. 1946*. .

•••-

..
-

'

3k '.''-t* 7 ' v .*.. j»- = ,^-^s. .•• -- “»••-= "'iW.- -
J

’iT. m;"-'"* • 4.
•"

• - ’•vV'i.

.wf
4
*-. The Bureau advised by letter dated January 15, 1946 that it

had received the following Inforaatio

:Pm-T-~wo>4vmvr
^~40L«rrJa known t ssian espionage agent, a

4th Street*' Insofar air it is known at the present
time this is the only occasion idlere Bureau agents have placed *any of
the subjects located in Dhshington, D* C* with JACOB GCEOS* J

informant Gregory Ins advised that in April or May 1941 JACOB
GQLOS introduced the informant to ROBERT UTrrfcR who operated the Latin
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Thereafter the

T— ^

American Wewi Serace "Hemisphere* and his wife* _

informant m% uTrjm every two weeks for dinner and on these occasions .

wtt:t:eb -eould furnish, copies of "Heaisphere" ^Mch the informant gave

to QQLOS* According to Gregory, MElHRapparently became indoctrinated

eith Communist philosophy while he
.
was in Moscow*

t'

Gregory states that after MILLER began working with the

Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs in Washington,

D. C* he contacted MIHER in Washington and obtained from him -

pamphlets and other information whieh 1IUCES obtained through his

official connection with the CIAA* Gregory could not recall definitely

what these pamphlets contained bat bellerred they were at least restric-

ted articles snch as might be passed between government agencies
and nhich were not for public consumption* GKEGGRT was unable to

recall whether any of these pamphlets were stashed "restricted* or

"confidential** Die informant was advised by lrnxEB that in MILLER*S
capacity in the office of the CIAA he had the opportunity to see reports

written by the Office of Naval Intelligence, the Military Intelligence

Service, the Office of Strategic Services, and the FHE concerning

Iatin American matters*

nr
iisy!
lap!®;

.*'fY , Gregory stated that daring his initial contacts with MTLLKR
in Washington MILLER would furnish a typewritten summary of some of

the information appearing in the QNX, G—2, and FBI files* This material

always concerned Commonists or Russian activities in Latin America*

However, Gregory states that as time went an KTT.TJR became somenhat

alarmed over banding the informant these typewritten notes and there-

after would merely verbally inform Gregory of the material he had ob-

served in the abovementioned reports* Die informant, farther, advised

that MILLER*S association with the CIAA terminated about Hovember 1943
and thereafter ihtjjcr informed Gregory that he was attempting to obtain

a position in the State Department* GRRGORX advises that be saw
wtt.t.er after MTLEER was employed in the State Department but MILLER

never furnished with any information from the files of that Depart—

'inti
.

•
'

£' U,

Z at?
i -*13.; '

•• ». ’f1.

Beference ismade to the aforementioned statement of MIHER
concerning his duties with the CIAA« .It is considered likely that
when the informant Gregory stated he received "pamphlets* from MILLER
these "pamphlets* consisted of some or all of the publications mentioned

by K3LL3R in his descriptive statement of his duties for CIAA*

FBRSOHAL ACQUAINTANCES OF ROBERT TALBOT MULSH, HI

utttjir is acquainted with the following individuals who are
subjects in %shington, D* C. of the Gregory Case, some of whom now

SEkRET
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residd in Nhskihgibon, D, C*V NilHAN GREGORY and HELEN SIKTERKASTER,

IflLLlAH LODWIG ULIAIAN, JOSEPH B. GREGG, MADRICB HALPERIN, ALGER HISS, -

HARRY 1HI3E, and VICTOR P3RID. He is very closely associated with the

SHV3UUSTERS and UZIMANS who, according to Gregory* s statements,

vere probably the most active subjects ‘in "Sashington, D, C* He la
also acquainted with such individuals as DAVID TC1HL, HAST JARS KEEHEY,

JOHN P. MARSAIXA, HERMAN and PCUA EABICHT, SHURA LEHS, and many other

individuals in whom the Bureau is interested*
.

Investigation of MILLER has also revealed that he has- many
acquaintances of fine reputations- in whom the Bureau apparently is

not concerned*

BACKGROUND OF JENNY LEVI MILLER

JENNY LETT was born on July 19* 1906 in New York Ciiy* Her
father, CHARLES LEVY, was born in Brest, Litovsk, Poland tut is now
deceased* According to mttt.fr his wife was employed as a secretary
far a furniture company in New York after finishing secretarial
school* She later worked for Amtorg but was laid off by Amtorg along
with a large number of other people at the height of the depression
early in 1932* It appears that JENNY LEVY had desires to be a dancer
but because her family had been very much opposed to that she had
become a secretary although she continued to maintain her interest

in dancing*

JENNY LEVY was issued passport number 474017 on April 4,
1932 and resided outside the United States from April 12, 1932 until
May 1939 when she and her husband returned to the united States*
According to MILLER his wife came from a relatively poor family and
financed her trip to Russia from her savings* Hie explained that her
interest in dancing and the Russian ballet was probably the reason
for her trip to Russia inasmuch as Moscow was a mecca far all dance
students at that time* . .

’

./,•

"v . . . V.. . .. <4- ;v lh*‘-
'

?

MILLER did not know what JE2JNY LEVY did immediately upon
her arrival in Russia but advised that shortly afterwards she began
working for the Moscow Daily News, He did~not~Rnow how she obtained

• this position but supposed that she did not want to go back to New
York to unemployment or a dull job so found a position with the
Moscow Daily News through soms people whom she had met* He was
certain that she received no clearance before she obtained this position
but comoented "that as a Russian government organ, this paper obviously

10 SEC^ET
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wouldn't haVe hired anybody who they had reason to think was ^ ~~ * '

anti-€oTiet> but I an sure that was deternlned informally rather •
'

than by any clearance, at least in jy wife's case". He stated that
Ms wife did not belong to any of the political organisations in
Russia except -that in his opinion it w$a obligatory to belong to -the

appropriate trade union if you worked far a Russian organization
although, he were a United States citizen. ? V ^ •- •.•

- £

r
According to irrT.T.Te» his wife was fired Aron the Moscow

Daily News after being there approximately one year far "not being
serious enough or sonsthing like that". She then worked far Mrs.
PATTISON until Mrs. PATTISON left at the end of 1934. After this
time she did different secretarial work far correspondents and other

Anarleans. It is also to be noted JOINT LEVI worked in Russia at
the Acadeny of Sciences in Moscow, however, mtt.tjr made no mention
Of this employment. MILLS! and JENNY IEVY were married in Moscow
Ion December 3, 1935 and their marriage was witnessed by ELDRIDGE
DURIROir of the American Embassy.

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCES

: The following physical surveillances were conducted on
subject MILLER from November 17, 1945 through March 20, 1947 to
determine his activities and possible contacts

t

November 17, 1945
. November 18, 1945

November 19, 1945

.. November 20, 1945
November 21, 1945

-J November 22, 1945

J- .
'

? ".1^4-^'.’
...
!.5»r.ri, »»• '-

*
»'.W"

’

Vi
. • .'.if,

^ November 23* 1945
November 24* 1945

'

u--
' tv" r * -

.

•

^ %%^No»emb«r 25* 1945
*

-v. Movember 26, 1945
November 27, 1945

November 28, 1945

No activity ...

V

7

No activity - v v*& ;
-

:

MILLER visited POLYA. HALE3CHT at her home with
v. his wife JENNIE. "

.
•

. 7
: W .^i

No activity
.

... . ^ ..I7J •

No activity 7 '7 ••
i;

:.

"‘7

•

No activity except cat discharge. Man, woman

S
d two children at MILLER residence. WTT.T.ia^

ok them into home either 3210 or 3212 P Street,
*N«W« (3210 is listed to AIDER HISS). : 7
No activity '

/'V;-* •

. f;-
• * ~-i.

Attended party at~ JACK MARSALKA'S, 3317 R >-
/ Street* N.V. . -

4

"

No activity.
- No activity. ' ~ >

Attended reception Mayflower. Mife JENNIE and
FLO LEVY attended concert at Constitution Hall.
MILLER had lunch with RAYMOND ZU2HER at the
Roger Smith Hotel. Visited Dr. ROBERT T. MORSE,
3106 N Street, NOT.
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lfey.14, 1946 •

v ?-.; &cter
^^SSS&ST'J
• lit:...’,; 1,

Jons 24, 1946

July 3, 1946
August 14, 1946
September 11, 1946

November 22, 1946

•Sp'
•-?

December 4, 1946

December 17, 1946
. - Vr

December 26, 1946

C

December 28, 1946

December 30, 1946
December 31, 1946

January 8, 1947

c
*

January 10, 1947
- . January 31, 1947

February 12, 1947
February 18, 1947

February 28, 1947

March 7, 1947

March 14> 1947

March 15, 1947

WILIER, GREGG and FRANK JEHJNECK had lunch
at the Press Club. \

r
' a

MUIER had lunch with JOHN K. TTBBT, an employee
of H2W and a friend of JACK FAHI'S*
LONNELIE AIRMAN visited KELLER at WEUER*S home.
MULES visited JACK MARSALKA at MARSALKA 'S home.
MILLER and wife JENNIE had dinner with PHIL and

ALICE RAIN& at Shlek's Restaurant.
MILESES parly was attended by DR. EUGENE and
EZRA CALLIS (negroes), HEIEN and GREGORI SILVER-
MASTER, LUDNIG ULLMAN and MR. and MSS. DAVID
WAHL.
MILLER met LUDWIG ULLMAM for lunch at the
Treasury Department.
MIHER had lunch with JAMES XNSARA at the Roger
Smith Hotel. JOS GREGG and wife observed leaving
MIU.ER residence.
MIIJER had lunch with HAMILTON ROBINSON at the
Hay Adams House. ROBINSON is now Chief of
Controls, State Department. He (WILIER) later
visited JACK MARSALKA.
MILLER and wife visited Mr. and Mrs. REGINALD PARKER,
Silver Spring, Maryland.
MIT,TER visited the office of ALGER HISS.
MILLER had lunch with JOSEPH GULMAN at the War
Assets Administration.
MILLER had lunch with FRANK HENRT GSRUASI, Associate
Editor, Colliers Magazine, and 3ILL DAVIDSON at the
Rress Club.
MILLER and ROSENA ROMMEL had lunch at the Press Club.
MILLER had lunch with MAE HOBBS, Overseas News
Agency, at the Rress Club.' .. . r

MILLER and HAMILTON ROBINSON had lunch at Wearleys.
MILLER, LOUTS I. FREED, employed at Commerce, I\iblica-
tlon Section, and JAMES CHINN, Distilled Spirits
Institute, had lunch at the press Club.
KILLER, PARpi LEROT and LUDWIG ULUIAN' add JOSEPH.
FRIEDMAN had lunch at the Xadrillon -Cafe •
MIHER and JOE OILMAN met RANDT FELTU3 at the
Hay Adams House.
GULMAN, MILLER, SILVSRMASTER, RANDT 5ELTUS and
an unknown man had dinner at the Statier Hotel.
MIHER, GILMAN observed at SILVERKASTER residence.

\

13
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Iferch 18, 1947

March 19V 1947
-

•<
. .

•.

March’ 20, 1947

ECtaWJ

'IttHEB met rffTA^Tr^S FL4T0 at Union Station.
IfTT.TJfR surveilled to Baltimore, *.

Hlllffl had lunch with RAYMOND ZHEUEB at the _
‘

Roger ' Staith Hotel.- , .

'
’

:
- y-v" "

yy
?r

'

liTTTjgp met lgiftQAHET GREEBITEID at the CPA Boilding,

2nd and D Streets, SN. (They had lunch at the

frees Club.)

The following are contacts of HI
disclosed through Confidential Informant

and his wife JENNIE as

ANN and RANDCLF FELTUS
AT.Tmg and PHILIP RAISE - -

••

/
y*

. :
-

.......

v

SILVIA and NATHANIEL HEIL , „

,

MARGARET GREENPTEID-
“

DR. HENRI ARTHUR ftiT.T.T3 and wife KIRA (negroes) /*> , IN
CEIA MARGOIIN (rJ

MARGOLIN 7
}

JOHN and CIN1BIA DIERKES '

/
*'

-
j

.
v duncan mam -

t
.

-• ••

.. / = if-

1

-

BARNEI LER0I '

• y
'

~:*'T r
\

T?r CHAHIES FLATO .
>* - '-vyr. > ? '

~ \
< ' IE. NATHAN HELFGOTT .

vV.-’.V;* ^ 4 V >

.

m. EUGENE KUUSCHSH ' ' \ *4 ; ^
i?

;

v

These acquaintances are- furnished in addition to those hereinbefore

mentioned, fc ) « . ? *.' r

VS ^
. . .

• ,V'\ :'n .

v -' The following is additional information as furnished by Confidential

InformantflHHR ;

•• «•*.- ....?•
. \

:

N Dn November 25, 1945, HILLER contacted MARGARET (REBIFTELD and

inquired as to when her cocktail party would be held. During the
C X"M^ :) r»iMJimiSIil

-towards the race question. (This is in reference to friends of GREENFIELD’S

’who are 1R. HENRI ARTHUR and MIRA CAIKS). -,-y

^ Ob November 28, 1945, subject HILLER contacted JOSEPH GREGG and

they discussed the possibility of dismissals of some of the employees in
the State Department and it appeared MTIIER was going to see what he couldr

.vrjr.. v
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iti^doJio late GREGGI3 Job. f/ J ; %:sjlf~ -^^gjf :1 ^fcgSgfl
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.^ Bjr 6, 1946 0104 mGOLnr contacted J; *III^ asked .
\.^?i

bar to attend a reception for ABEL PIENBc which was to be held at the
hone of BESET VULABD. JENNIE accepted the invitation, [ji.

J

^
~- r:

r'.~. On September 25, 1946 JENNIE and BOB UHE2S made arrangements
to meet IflffiGAHET GREENFJLKLD for dinner at the Bress dub. ^ J

— ••/ 7^1: On January 10* 1947* XASET JANE KESHET contacted JESSIE WUEL
and Advised She had been talking to PEGGI GREENFIELD and that there
mas sone.indication that they would all get together that evening at
7 PJf. '

•: •

;, .,:-^;K .

^Addition to the above* ifrr.TJR and his wife are in constant
contact with HELEN and GHEGOHT SILVSRHASTER, BASSET LEROT

Agency, Polo

ill

’*&&**.

\
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ALLAN BOBER

A

AH, iNPOEMATTON rOUTAISSWJ

HEREIN 13 ITJCLASSIFIOL, -
‘

EXCEPT WHERE saom^fi
oatmni&

I;

[CLASSIFIED

Reference is made to Bureau letter to Mew’ KrX^Fi^^'ITvasxoff
^

dated March 11*, 19l*7» In accordance therewith, .this memorandum is prepared
for use in connection with the anticipated interview of subject R0SEIB5RG.

BACKGROUND J
ALLAN ROBERT ROSENBERG resides at 6955 Brooks Lane, Brookmont,v

Montgomery County, Maryland, with his. wife, ERNA ROTHSCHILD RCS3KBERG, and -v
adopted baby, JOHNNY . He has resided at this address since May, 19^5, renting
the property from the Throckmorton Realty Company. He formerly resided at 1727
R Street, N. 7T., Apartment 301, 1711 Rhode Island Avenue, N. W., both Washington,
D. C., and at 32U St. Paul Street, Brookline, Massachusetts. His wife is
presently unemployed. She formerly worked for the Rural Electrification
Administration from 1935 to 19l*2 at a salary of $2,000 per annum.

The following is a digest of information appearing in the person-
nel file of ALLA!; R0S2NB2RG while he was employed by the foreign ^jonosnip - •

•

Administration. •

’ r
In an undated application and personal history statement required

by the Economic Defense Board, ROSENBERG gave his full 'name as AT.tam ROBERT
ROSaJBERG. He was born April 21, 1909, in Brookline, Massachusetts*

His education consisted of schooling from 1920 to 1926 at the
Boston Latin School; from 1926 to 1930 at Harvard University (A.B. cum laude)
1933 to 1936 at Harvard Law School (LL.B.). He was recipient of Jonathan
Parmenter Scholarship, 1929 - 1930, .= ‘L

He listed membership in the National Lawyers Guild, the District
of Columbia Bar, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals (October, 1936),
am the United States Sapr*.^™^ ^ ^

His wife ERNA is described fc" b^iflgr^pm at. Benaonhurst , weens
County, New York, on July 26, 1911 J a natursilized citizen who
was born July 3, l88ii, in Lithuania, while his «&her’s birfchdate is given
as Septemb-r, 1875, at Portland, Maine.

-ROSENBERG’S employment As listed as follow;

$ DESTROYEI

100-171*93 ^ f
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Director, FBI
..

..->-

Bet Allan Bobert Rosenberg

September, 1931* to Hay, 1932

1932 to 1933

December, 1932 - February, 1933

1932 - 1933

1933 - 1936

March 31, 191*7

East Side School for Crippled Children,
New York. Teacher.

Boston Public High Schools, Boston,
Massachusetts. Substitute teacher.

“Boston Evening American", Boston,
Massachusetts. News paper reporter.

Herb Cycle and Radio Company, Boston,
Massachusetts. Salesman.

Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Student.

October, 1936 - April, 1937 Railroad Retirement Board, Washington,
L. C. (Assigned to Civil Liberties
Committee under Sum rvisors ROBERT
"CHLFARTH and JOHN*ABT.

)

3 .

April, 1937 - December, 19U1 National Labor Relations Board, Washington,
D. C. Senior attorney, trial attorney,
legal assistant to General Counsel,
legal assistant to Secretary, and review
attorney.

In connection with ROSENBERG’S Government employment it is to be noted
that his Government service actually began on October 6, 1936, when he entered
on duty as an attcmey-investigator for the Railroad Retirement Board. He
left this position April 29, 1937, and entered the National Labor Relations
Board as an a ttorney, terminating at the close of business December 21, I9I4I, to
enter the Board of Economic Warfare (later Foreign Economic Administration) on
December 22, 191*1. He concluded his Government service, at which time he was
employed in the Foreign Economic Administration, at the close of business
December 31, 19^5, through his voluntary resignation. —
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It is noted that after ROSENBERG'S Government employment ceased with
his voluntary resignation at the Foreign Economic Administration on December 31,
19h%, he practiced law for a short time with his brother-in-law T7TT.T.TA

' r
C.

KGPL07ITZ who maintains offices at 933 Bowen Building* However, after a short
stay with his brother-in-law, ROSENBERG opened a law office at 1822 Jefferson
Place, N. W., Washington, D. C., with, his friend and former classmate at Harvard
Law School, WARREN IE0N4RD SHAHFi&AN. SHAHFEAN is known to share ROSENBERG’ s*

pro-Coamunist views.

ALLEGATIONS OF GREGORY

Informant GREGOHT has stated that JACOB GOLOS, known Soviet Agent,
was in contact prior to his death on November 27, 1#j3, with a Communist under-
ground group in Washington, D. C. After GOLOS died, EARL BROWDER arranged for
GREGCKT to meet representatives of this group, identified as the PEBLO group,
at the apartment of JOHN J. ABT in Central Park West near 90th Street in Hew
York City. At the first meeting of this group the individuals present mentioned
the manner in which they would make Communist Party dues payments, as well as

receiving Communist Party literature. They also discussed at length what
contributions of intelligence might he expected from themselves, as well as from
other members of the group. It was agreed that ALLAH ROSENBERG, who was at
that time serving abroad for the U. S. Government, would be able to furnish
infozmation on his return to the United States

.

GREGGRY met this group's representatives frequently. One of those
who later met her in !

5ARI PRICE'S apartment in Hew York, then at 207 West 11th
Street, as a representative of the Perlo Group was ALTA,' ItOSQfBSRG. It was

• y’-U
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arranged that the representative of the Perlo Grotto would gather in Washington
the intelligence which had been taken from Government files by the other members
of the group and would carry this information to New York to be turned over to
GREGORY and then to JACOB M. GOLOS. GREGORY stated that ADLAN ROSENBERG furnished
information which he had obtained as the /result of observations, recommendations,
plans, and proposals made by various Government officials concerning the HandUr^
of Germany. During that period he was employed in the Foreign Economic
Administration and material of that nature came to him in the course of his
duties with that agency. ROSENBERG submitted to GREGORY voluminous reports
and substantial quantities of written material bearing on matters such" as
specific suggestions and proposals made by American officials with respect to
the problems expected to be met in the postwar Germary.

, ^

GREGORY stated that R0SEK3SRG came from a wealthy Jewish-American familyj
and came to Washington, D. C., in the early 1930s. She further stated to her A
own knowledge ROSENBERG was a member of the Communist Party.

BGrOTuATICN SUBSTITUTED THRCT'GH INVESTIGATION

The files of the TTashington Field Division reveal that ALLAN ROBERT
ROSENBERG was listed as an active member of the National Lawyers Guild,
xt is also known that RGSE2\iBERG has continued to be active in the affairs of the;
National Lawyers Guild.

As of June 7, 19h0, the name ALLAN R. ROSENBERG, 1711 Rhode Island
Avenue, IJ. ¥., Washington, D. C., appeared on a list of the Committee on Civil
Rights and Liberties of the Rational Lawyers Guild.

m

m

Washington Field Division files further reflect that the records of
the Dies' Committee contain the name of ALLAN R. ROSENBERG on a list of
members of the Marian Anderson's Citizens Committee. Likewise, the records
of the Dies' Committee reflected that ALLAN ROSENBERG was a member of the
National Lawyers Guild.

A review of the physical surveillance logs for surveillances conducted
on ALLAN ROSENBERG indicate that he is an extremely dose friend of UARREN
LEONARD SHARFMAN who has been for some time his law partner. It has also been H*
observed on numerous occasions, that ROSENBERG has contacted such individuals

HAROLD and MAURICE GLASSES
BENEDICT AIFER
H. BOREN SMITH and wife

CLAYTON

MARY JANE KEENEY
EDWIN S. SMITH
EDWARD M. BHECHER
Mr. and MRS. JUST LUNLTNG
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CHARLES IfBATJCR

NATHAN TTLTT

CQNFIj&NTIAL
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SAMUEL J. HOLMAN

It should also be noted that it is believed that on one occasion
ROSENBERG met GEOR£$ SILVERMAN, V. LEWIS VASSIS, and HARfiY MAGDQFF. (These
individuals were not positively identified during this surveillance.)

principal subjects:

Confidential Informant whose identity is known to the Bureau,
has reported that subject ROSENBERG has contacted the following individuals,
all of whom have been implicated in the GREGORY case as contacts of the

\ri&
EDWARD FITZGERALD HAROLD GLASSES
MARY JANE KEENEY PHILIP 0. KEENEY
SOL LISCHINSKY DAVID MORSE
ELIZABETH and DICK SASULY H. BOWEN SMITH

0
Mllowing individuals have also been reported by Confidential

as being contacts of subject ROSENBERG. Through investigation
rtained that all of these individuals possess pro—Communis t ^

tendencies and a number of them are known or suspected Communist Party members

.

It should further be noted that all of these individuals figure in the GREGORY kn
case to some degree, either as direct contacts of principal subjects or as
contacts of individuals closely linked with the GREGORY investigation.

EUGENE and SYLVIA COTTON
PARKER and COLEMAN STERN
BENEDICT SOLOMON ALPER^
DAVID REIN
JOHN J. ABT ^

ROBERT ELLER ASHER
JUSTIN TSOLFF

ALLEN and FRANCES SAYLOR
CARL GREEN ^
PHILIP and LILLIAN WNiMT
PETE UNDERWOOD
FRANK COE V
HUGH DE LACY
EDWIN S. SilTH

HAL and REBA LEWIS'^
NATHAN HAIPERIN /

FRED and JUST LURKING*'
WALTER SOLANT
DAN and HARRIET MARGOLIS
LESTER and JANE LEVIN j
SUMNER and BETTY MARCUS *

i_

MAX L0S7ENTHAL *
DAVID and EDITH WAHL ^
MAYNARD and ANNE GERTLEE /
THEODORE NORMAN ;

,,-

MANNY" and MIIDRED BECKWITH
CHARLES FLATO /
LUCIKi and PAULINE HHIMER ,

MILTON and RHCDA COHEN
CLARK FOREMAN
ALICE DE MERJIAN
ARNOLD LEVY

HARRY PLOTKp
JAY DEISS M :

LEE PRESSMAN
NORMAN S. ALTMAN
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Informant

,

WOODRUFF SANDLER
BERT GROSS
BUSSELL NIXON'/
BARNET LEROY
MARTIN POPPER /
CARL A. HARZANI

b *“w MW V* *ufs/ywxgwwi.wu V/A OUUJCVU IkW CHU^JSAVVJj WIU AUC.J1VJ.C

^llXVX'lUCUiU v^has reported numerous instances where ROSENBERG has exhibited
a pro-Communist attitude and has clearly and emphatically indicated his
unqualified support of Communist policies. For the purposes of this memorandum
illustrative conversations are being set forth which took plaoe on December 26,
I9I46, and December 27, 191*6 . Their content is self-explanatory.

On the evening of December 26, 19l*6, CARL rcracM and ALLAN ROSENBERG
had a lengthy conversation during which ROSENBERG read certain portions of a
report of the Committee on UnAmerican Activities which had been prepared by
ERNIE ADA: ISON, Counsel for the Committee. It might be noted that this reoort *

was released prematurely and was later suppressed. ROSENBERG n6mmdntea*that
the report was quite interesting and GREEN pointed cut that some of the individuals
mentioned were such well known figures as

MARY JANE KEENEY
0I7EN LATTBiORE
BARNEY LEROY

CLARK FOREMAN
ANNE GERTLER
DAVID WAHL.

RCSETBERG commented, "All the nic.

Informant reported that this conversation between (SEEK and ROSENBERG
had been preceded by a conversation on the same date in which GHEEN and
ROSENBERG discussed the latter’s recent trip to Hollywood, California.
Informant pointed out it was obvious ROSENBERG was quite irritated and excited
and commented with some heat that there are too many timid people in Washington
and added that he did not see why anyone should be afraid of his convictions.

~~

ROSENBERG told GREEN with emphasis that he did not approve what the Government
was doing and that there were a lot of "good people” with "good ideas" but
intimated that there was a lack of leadership, intimating farther that it was
his desire to act as leader. He stated specifically, "There isn’t any loud
enough voice . . • I want to be a loud .voice." Shortly thereafter he stated,
"1 want to make a lot of noise and see the right thing done." ROSENBERG
indicated to GREEN he was particularly disgusted by the fact that "you do not
see anyone (in Washington) who has a gleam in his eye and who is ready to bang
out for what he believes in around here." The general tenor of this conversation

- 7 -
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indicated great dissatisfaction and a desire \o acconplish somethlag positive#
^

CARLGREEN inquired if he had seen DiVH(/1llHX and when ROSENBERG relied in the
negative, GREEN suggested that ROSENBERG-talk to WAHL. :'.jr ^4-4——

.

-J-S

On December 27; 191*6, RQSBfGEBG talked to EDWARD BEECHER, whose •

'

Communist tendencies axe .well known, and pointed out he had been bothered,
particularly since this report (apparently referring to the aforementioned
ADAMSON report) had came out. ROSENBERG told BRBCHER he felt they should
prepare for the attacks which have been made and which will be made on Washington
organizations. He proposed that a meeting be arranged in the near future to
formulate a plan of action. BRBCHER and ROSENBERG then mentioned the following
individuals as persons whoa they felt qualified to attend such a meetings

. .

PHILIP DUNAWAX
CLARK FORERAN
BOWffi (SMITH)
BARNET (LffiOT)

DAVID WAHL
LOU FRANK
LtJCIM (HJ3JMER)

After talking to BRECGER, ROSENBERG talked to an individual named
"SHI", believed to be SAH ROHM. ROSENBERG explained he had been trying to
contact people, inferring that he wished them to attend a meeting - apparently
of the nature discussed with BRBCHER. He then mentioned the following
individuals s ;

DAVID CARUNER
MARTIN POPPER
BARNET LEROI
ANNE BERENSON
CLARK FOREMAN

’ . W.S'. .! • f-'
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DAVID WAHL
PHIL DONAWAT
BEITSCHER (HSiRY)
JOHNSCN of the Southern-*

Conference for Human Welfare
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• From a survey of investigation, conducted on subject ROSENBERG it should *

be pointed out that it appears logical to conclude that ROSENBERG is unquestionably f;
a Communist who has been veiy active in Communist circles over a long period
of years. Investigation has not provided any conclusive evidence that he has

, engaged in espionage activity which would confirm informant GREGCRI's allegations
1 in this respect. The most which can be said against ROSES,'BERG is that his :

activities and associations have been highly suspicious on occasion and hjs 5'

general behavior and attitude indicates unquestionably that he apparently is
Trilling to support Communistic endeavor into whatever field it may lead.

GDNF1
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Informant GREGORY who maintained contact with Communist underground

group of the U. S. Government in Washington, D. C. , collecting Communist Party-

dues and gathering espionage information which she related to Russian princi-

pals stated approximately two weeks after her initial visit to the SILVER-

MASTER home in Washington, D. C. , which was sometime in August, 19Ul, she

was formally introduced to WILLIAM IAJEWIG UUMANN at the SILVERMASTER resi-

dence where he was living* She indicated UUMANN made the acquaintance

of the SILVERMASTER family during the course of his employment in some gov-

ernment agency in Washington*

(ViFO 100-171*93, S. 2l*l*, P. 19)

She further stated in connection with the information that EATHAK

GREGORY SILVERMASTER was gathering, she learned from JACOB GOLOS that when

SILVERMASTER started to gather this information he obtained some of it on

his own initiative, and later on SILVERlASTER's trips to New York City where

he personally met GOLOS, GOLOS instructed him as to the type of information

he was interested in receiving* SILVKR1ASIER and WILUAM LUDilttG ULLKANL

were collecting data which in their opinion would be of value to Russia in

addition to that specifically requested by GOLOS on the occasions of many

visits of SILVERMASTER to New York City* GREGORY stated the material, still

in the form of typewritten notations made by ULLMANN, consisted of data of

an extremely varied nature and appeared to be secured by hearing discussions

among government officials and employees as well as through reading of various

documents and writings. The information was characterized as political and

included remarks which may have indicated the policy of the U. S. Government

with respect to both domestic and foreign issues of almost every description.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 21*1, P. 22)

In the fall of 19i*2 ULIMANN brought to the SILVERMASTER residence

documents which had been secured frOT* government files to which he had access.

ULIMANN provided himself with a Contax camera and became proficient in docu-

ment photography. ULLMANN also dictated various types of information to in-

formant GREGORY and would refresh his recollection prior to dictation from

small pieces of paper. ULLMANN also photographed various documents brought

to the residence which photographs were taken on microfilm, most of which was
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supplied by GOLDS. About this time WILLIAM ULIMANN built an enlarging
machine which he gave to informant C31EGCRY and which she took to her apart-
ment. GREGORY personally observed the immanent photographic set-up main-
tained in the basement of the SILVERMASTER residence and operated by
WILLIAM LUHYIG UILMANN. When the documents became 'voluminous ,

ttt.tmawm .

did not develop and print the film but turned the microfilm over to’ ^ §8
CREGORY who in turn brought it to GOLDS in New York City. La addition to
the information thus obtained from ULLMANN, GREGORY received carbon Copies
of documents and letters, usually Treasury Department employees outside the
United States, reporting on conditions where they happened to be located.
In addition to this information ULIMANN upon occasion would dictate certain
Information to GREGORY and she would transcribe such dictation upon her'
return to New York City and deliver the transcription to JACOB GOLDS.

(18F0 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, P. 23)

.
Later in the simmer of 19h3 the volume of material obtained by

GEEGL’rCi increased steadily and iVTLLIA.\r ULLMANN ceased developing this
film entirely. The number of rolls was increasing to such an extent that
ULL!*AK1>I did not have the time or opportunity to develop them. GREGORY did
not have the opportunity to actually see what was on these negatives but from
her many conversations with ULLMANN and the SILVERMASTERS she learned that
the material they were obtaining and photographing included data on aircraft

'

production figures; allocation and deployment of aircraft; results of test-
ing of aircraft; reports on efficiency of particular types of airplanes;
technological developments in aircraft manufacture; statistics regarding
high octane aviation gasoline; personal data concerning important air force
officers; opinions of aircraft personnel on other nations; all pertinent ;

developments concerning the planning, construction, and actual completion of
B-29*s; proposed movements of these planes when they were completed; data
concerning the approximate schedule date of D-Day; copies of directives
issued by General MARSHALL; and information concerning production allocation

'

and developments of tanks, guns, and motorised equipment. -

(UFO 100-171*93, S. 21*1*, P. 26,27)

GREGORY also stated at this time both ULLMANN and A. G50RGE SILVER-
MAN were stationed in the ffentagon Building, and therefore it was not possible
to state definitely what information was brought to the SILVERMASTER home byT’
ULIMANN and what information was brought by SILVERMAN. GREGORY stated both
ULLSiANN and SILVERMAN continued to bring documents and papers from the Pen-
tagon Building to the SILVERMASTER home until at least September, 19hh, and
the volume of material consistently increased. GREGORY also informed ULLtwrJN
was a member of the Communist Party in Washington, D. C.

(WTO 100-171*93, S. 3981, P. 72

)
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Through a physical surveillance conducted on December 2, 191*5,

it was learned ULLMANN went to Alban Towers, 3700 Massachusetts Avenue,
N. W., Washington, D. C., with Mrs. HELEN SILVERMASTER and Mrs. ELIZABETH
SASULY. The latter individual is reliably reported to be a member of the
White Collar Group of the Communist Party.

A highly reliable confidential informant advised that on Decern-

ber 15, 191*5, ULLMANN was in contact with DOROTHY KAPLAN, the wife of IRVING
KAPLaN. The purpose of this contact was apparently to advise DOROTHY KAPLaN vr;

that the War Department was going to recall IRVING KAFLAN to this country-
very shortly. It is noted that IRVING KAFLaN is also a subject in this case,"

and has been mentioned by GREGORY as being engaged in Russian espionage
activity. \n)\K

""

ULLMANN was in Europe from January 18, 191*6

when he was first observed to have returned tountil February ,

Washington.
'

• u
'

;v : :> . - t

In the course of the investigation ULLMANN had been observed to be

in contact with the following persons who are now or were formerly in the

Treasury Department and who are carried as principal subjects of this inquiry*

HARRY DEXTER WHITE, VIRGINIUS FRANK COE, SOL ADLER, WILLIAM H. TAYIOR, -

IRVING KAPIAN. - *
,

i
~ -tA—

t

Colonel BERNARD BERNSTEIN, a farmer Treasury Department employee

and a contact of several of the subjects of this case, particularly HARRY

DEXTER WHITE, was one of the first persons to contact ULIiSANN upon his re-
turn from Europe.

ty'V
'

,S»
It was ascertained from a confidential source that ULLMANN men- i

tioned a friend by the name of Captain ZaP in letters which he wrote from

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION ^

ULLMANN' s regular residence is at the SILVERMASTER residence, 5515
30th Street, N. ¥., Washington, D. C., in the basement of which is located
certain photographic equipment. He and SILVERMASTER usually traveled to the
Treasury Department building at 15th and Pennsylvaiiia Avenue each morning ¥•

in ULLMANN*s automobile. ULLMANN appears to be one of the family at the
SILVERMASTER residence as he has assisted both SILVERMASTER and his wife in
working about the house, cutting the lawn, and painting the living room.



Germany. He also received mail from Captail H. ZAP, Finance Division
QHGDS, APO 72*2, c/o Postmaster, New York City, after his
United States, faj) ^

ULLMANN also mentioned in one of his
KE0JEY in Germany. She likewise contacted him upon
States in March, 191*6. MARY

ULLMANN was in receipt of a letter dated March 1, 191*6, from
Frankfurt, Germany, signed "IRV ROTH" which indicated that ROTH, who is with
OMGUS, Cartels Division, was having made "spare copies" of a report prepared
by his unit on the Vereinigte Stahlwerke in order that he might forward a
copy to ULLMANN "just in case you should get the urge to read it or bring
it to anyone*s attention." ROTH'S return address was c/o Hq. U. S. Fleet,
APO 757 j c/o Postmaster, New York City. (flO ^

A confidential source advised on June 19, 191*6, ULLMANN inquired
of HELM SILVERMSTER for the address of JOSEPH "SETH" GAER. At that time
he stated he had "obtained the material from LARRY LEONARD that SETK wanted .

"

SETH GAER is a member of the publishing firm of Boni and Gaer which is an,- . ^ -

outlet for several writers who are reputed to be Communist sympathizers, flt)

On June it, 191*6, a party took place at the SILVERUASTER home.
This party was attended by ULLMANN and the SILVERMASTERS and the following
persons: ISABGHE SaIaIND, BRUCE and MIN .iaYBUR, RICHARD and ELIZABETH SASULY,
and BERNARD FCNOROFF. ISADORE SALKIND was the subject of a Hatch Act inves-
tigation by this Bureau. He is presently employed as a representative of
the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers of America and is known
to be frequently in contact with ELEANOR DRIESON, a reputed Communist in
Washington, D. C., and BRUCE WAY3UR, both of whom are close friends of the
SILVERMASTERS and SASULYS. SASULY is employed by the United Electrical,
Radio, and Machine Workers Union in Washington, D. C. ELIZABETH SASULY is
the legislative representative of the United Cannery, Agricultural Packing
and Allied Workers of America, CIO. She is reputedly a member of the
Washington underground of the Communist Party. BERNARD FONGROFF is an em-
ployee of the Department of Commerce. He was on the Executive Committee of
the Washington Youth Congress and was an active member of the American Peace
Mobilization. He is also named on the list of active members of the Wasl>-
ington Bookshop Association. -X-V-

...^4— *

ULLMANN has been in contact with HENRIETTA KLOTZ on several occa-
sions. She is a close friend of the SILVERMASTERS and is also associated
with HARRY DEXTER WHITE of the Treasury Department. She served as secretary
to HENRY MORGENTHAU while he was in the office of Secretary of Treasury and

is still employed by him in his private capacity.^ ^
** g &
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' ^ ULLMANN is known to be a friend of RICHARD BRANS1EN whose pen
name is BRUCE MINTON and who is a notorious Communist sympathizer. He is
also knowji to be friendly with and to have contact with JOHN and CYNTHIA-.
BIERKES. It was ascertained from a confidential source that the name of

’

JOHN DIERKES appeared in an address book in the possession of URSUIA .VASSER-
MAN of New York City, a reported Russian agent.

A highly confidential source has advised that ULLMANN had in his
possession in May of 191*6 several government documents of a restricted
character. He had a copy of a communication marked “confidential" addressed
to the Secretary of State from the American Bnbassy in Warsaw dated ?.!arch 21*

191*6. The message read as follows* "Gantedein transmits the following
message for the attention of FOSTER and F . N. It is my recommendation that
TAYIOR be requested by Treasury (after completion of studies here) to pro-
ceed to Budapest as adequacy of offered exchange rate at Budapest will nec-
essarily be important factor in my studies there." A report on United
States exports of petroleum products to Japan in the year 191*0-1*1 marked
"confidential" and apparently prepared by ULLMANN was observed. A communi-
cation addressed to the Secretary of State at Washington and signed "Gauss"
dated January 1, 19l*2, at Chungking, China, was observed. This"message had
to do with the evacuation from Hongkong of various persons. CLARENCE E.
GAUSS was American Ambassador to China from 191*1 to 19l*l*.

(WFO 100-171*93, S. 3981, p. 73, 71*, 75)

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT
REGARDING THE ACTIVITIES OF WILLIAM LUDWIG ULD&nI^" JylP

On December 8, 191*5, it was noted that subject WILLIAM ULLMANN for
the first time attempted to contact JACK W. FIELD in New York City. JACK
FIEID is also a close associate of A. GEORGE SILVERMAN, a subject in this
case. FIELD was a former civilian employee at headquarters of the Army Air
Force in Washington, D. C., and is presently living at 350 West 57th Street,
New York City, and maintains an office at 117 East 17th Street. Ke is the
owner and operator of the Hilite Process Company at this address.

.

(W?0 100-171*93, S. 632)

Physical surveillance maintained on ULLMANN on December 2, 19ii5,
showed ViTLLIAM ULLMANN was in contact with ELIZABETH SASULY at her apartment
in the Alban Towers, 3700 Massachusetts.

(".VFO 100-171*93, S. 632)



ENTIAL April 7, 19li7

Informant reports ULLMANN is a close associate of Captain IRVING
ROTH, GKGUS; S. L. KLEPBER, OMGUS; Captain H. ZAP, OMGUS; WALTER W. OSTRO.V,

Bern, Switzerland} ANDREW KAMARCK; L. IARRY LEONARD; SOLOMON ADLER; PHILIP
0. and MARY JANE KEENEY. -

Confidential informantmfadvised on June 19, 19U6, LUD.IIG

ULLMANN stated he had obtained the material from IARRY LEONARD that JOSEPH
GAER wanted and that he would send it to GAER promptly.

(WFO 100-171^93, S. 2631)


